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EDITORS PAGE: IS AXIOLOGY A SCIENCE?

Rem B. Edwards

REM B. EDWARDS received his A.B. degree from Emory University in 1956,

where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. While in graduate school, he was a

Danforth Graduate Fellow. He received a B.D. degree from Yale University Divinity

School in 1959 and a Ph.D. in Philosophy from Emory University in 1962. He

taught for four years at Jacksonville University in Florida, then moved from there

to the University of Tennessee in 1966, where he eventually became a Lindsay

Young Professor. He retired from there partly in 1997 and partly in 1998 after 35

years of teaching. He has since worked almost full time on a volunteer basis for the

Robert S. Hartman Institute. He was a charter member of the Institute and joined its

Board of Directors in 1987. In 1989, he became its Secretary/Treasurer and now is

its Secretary/ Webmaster. He is the author or co-author of 20 books and over 80

published articles and reviews. For more details, please visit:

http://sites.google.com/site/rembedwards/.

The editors expected this issue to be largely but not completely devoted to articles

dealing with the question, “Is axiology a science.” However, many of the articles in

this issue address this topic only indirectly if at all. When you read the articles that

do deal with this, ask yourself such questions as: 

What does this author mean by “science”? 

Do I accept his or her definition? 

If not, how is it defective? 

What does it need to make it adequate? 

Does the definition given adequately reflect Robert S. Hartman’s own

understanding of “science.” 

Is the overall case for or against axiology as a science convincing? 

What is the difference between a formal science and an empirical or natural

science?

Could axiology be a primitive formal or natural science, a science in some

respects, but not yet a paradigm science in all respects? 

Perhaps axiology has become a science in some respects but not in others.

For example, axiology may have become a science, both formal and empirical, in

its psychology, as grounded in the Hartman Value Profile, while not being a science

in providing the calculus of value that Hartman himself thought so essential. The

main problem with making axiology a science is with finding a mathematics that is

adequate to the task. Validating and applying the Hartman Value Profile require

only ordinary arithmetic and statistics, and they seem to serve their purposes

perfectly well. However, Hartman aspired to develop an axiological calculus that

would permit the calculation and comparison of value combinations, even very

complex ones, and that would yield useful practical and theoretical results. He used

transfinite mathematics for this purpose, but it does not seem to be adequate to its

task for many reasons—like those given in the last article in this issue. 
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Some axiologists happily champion transfinite mathematics, but they add 

that Hartman’s insistence on infinities should be regarded as merely metaphorical

and not taken literally. This serves many legitimate purposes perfectly well, for

example, poetic and intrinsic valuation purposes; but does this really help with

turning value theory into a science? Our paradigm sciences, whether natural or

formal, do not get by with merely metaphorical math. Logically, everything that can

be accomplished by treating “infinite” metaphorically could be just as well accom-

plished with the concept of “finite but indefinitely large;” but this would not have

the same emotional impact, the same affective “vibrations.”

Several axiologists have explored, or are now exploring, the possibility of

numbering the three value dimensions, intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic, in finitistic

ways, using alternative mathematical notations and systems, and we hope to publish

some of this research in future issues. In the present issue, one author proposes that

we consider using fractal geometry. He shows how this might be useful in making

and creatively expanding our axiological judgment capacities and intuitions, as well

as in avoiding oversimplification when dealing with complex value situations; but

he does not show us how to make actual axiological calculations using fractal

geometry. Perhaps someone could show us how to integrate fractal geometry into

a working value calculus, but this is an issue for further research. 

Because I take a strong stand on axiology as a science in the last article in

this issue, I will not say more about it here.

Since most of our present readers are axiological service providers, the first

five articles in this issue deal with topics or themes in applied axiology: employee

engagement, focus, innovation, peak performance, and the Christian Value Profile

[which is available at:  http://www.christianvalueprofile.com.] Five more theoretical

or philosophical articles will be found in the last part of this issue.

We hope and believe that our axiological service providers and many other

interested axiologists will find these articles to be especially relevant to their most

immediate professional, personal, or theoretical concerns. 

We strongly encourage future articles that explain what can be learned using

the Hartman Value Profile, as well as articles that deal with more theoretical issues

in formal axiology. Please be thinking about contributing an article to the 2010

issue. The deadline for submitting articles for the 2010 issue is March 1, 2010. Note

that this is the date when your article should be finished; it is not the date when you

should begin to work on it!

If you wish to write for this Journal, it is absolutely essential that your work

conform to the formatting and content requirements given on the JOURNAL OF

FORMAL AXIOLOGY page of the Robert S. Hartman Institute website, http://

www.hartmaninstitute.org. Please try to meet these requirements at the very

beginning of your writing, not at the end of it, and definitely before you submit even

a preliminary draft to the Editors. This will make the writing and editing process

much easier for all of us and forestall many difficulties. Articles that fail to meet

these requirements will not be read or considered by the Editors.



THE AXIOLOGICAL ROOTS OF EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT

Kevin Wolfe

KEVIN WOLFE, a native of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, now resides in Chapel Hill,

NC. Kevin has been in the entrepreneurial world for thirty six years as a small

business owner, the last ten as the president of LeadersWay Inc. LeadersWay is a

business coaching, leadership, and management development organization that

specializes in the practices of talent management. Currently, LeadersWay clients

work with coaches and trainers throughout North America.

Kevin is also an avid student of Dr. Dave Mefford. The selection and devel-

opmental practices of LeadersWay are centered around the concepts of Axiological

coaching and development. 

Abstract

This article was written to identify a more transformative way of bringing out the

best in people. Organizations have mined for years to find the golden nugget that

would provide the secret to engaging the work force. Methods, practices, and

systems have been developed that suggest a path to higher levels of employee

engagement. Many, if not most, have fallen short over the long term.

Axiology and the practice of using the HVP as a structured approach to

training and development provide the next dimension to bringing out the best in

people. It is my belief that the future of organizations and their ability to achieve

more with less lies in their ability to help their people do more and perform in their

roles more successfully. Doing more begins with knowing more about self and the

world. Accomplishing this creates the sense of “I am” that is healthier, happier,

more self assured, and clearly more engaged in life and work. 

The excitement that surrounds an axiological approach to employee

engagement lies in the fact that we can now explicitly identify where a person is

positioned on the developmental ladder. Knowing this provides the knowledge of

the precise learning necessary to advance to the next rung. 

1. Introduction

Employee engagement is the most important topic of discussion in all business

circles in North America. As is often true for many forms of language, the words

themselves begin to lose the power they once wielded. Overuse, it seems, minimizes

the importance of relevant concepts, which is unfortunate for those who need most

to embrace them in their lives and in their businesses. So, to initiate this

conversation, I would like to bring back the critical nature of the “Employee

Engagement” concept by adding a complimentary word that will ultimately build

a very important relationship with axiological science. The word “emotional”
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completes the concept and becomes the separating factor that great companies enjoy

over their competitors. 

Emotional Engagement in Employees is the difference because it is the

connection that unlocks the vast and largely untapped capacity of people in the work

place. To consider systemically the more overused concept of “Employee Engage-

ment” as a separating factor would suggest an agreement that extrinsic rewards

(bonuses, awards, physical amenities) are sufficient to bring out the best in people,

but they are not. Emotional Engagement in Employees moves beyond to create a

more intrinsic connection with people that reaches to the deepest levels of capacity,

commitment, and involvement. Moving through the unprecedented challenges in

today’s very unstable economic environment will demand high levels of engagement

in all of these areas. This is not a battle that organizations will win if they decide to

stay and fight!

“In a battle against you and the world; bet on the world!”-Kafka

My practice at LeadersWay involves working deeply within the culture of

business, which allows me to closely examine the very fabric of leadership decision

making and thinking. Today, more than at any time in recent history, businesses face

a test of belief that will in all certainty determine their fate and their future.

Empirical evidence is clear and indisputable in supporting the thinking that it is in

reaching to these deeper levels of human potential that organizations will survive

and ultimately thrive in our new and challenging economy. I am often reminded of

Abraham Maslow’s most powerful business axiom, “Challenge/Response.” The new

challenge (though not really new) is in fact the same for every business and is that

of creating “more with less.” Driving measurable results with less available

resources is a challenge that only a select few organizations have accomplished; now

it is the centerpiece of everyone’s strategic agenda. Leaders everywhere are being

forced to make choices on how to meet this challenge. At 30,000 feet it is easy to

observe that at a macro level there are two choices that can be made. One leads to

greatness and the other to pain and suffering.

2. History

Although quite recent, the history of Emotional Engagement begins with a book, 

First Break All the Rules, by Curt Coffman and Marcus Buckingham. This is the

first meta-analysis of its kind specifically designed to identify the systemic founda-

tions of Emotional Engagement in Employees. The study, done by the Gallup

Organization, consisted of an inventory of 100 questions asked of a 1,000,000

employees and 80,000 managers. Its purpose was to identify what high performers

(qualified) in high performing work environments (qualified) answered positively.

By replicating these top factors in work environments, organizations could create

conditions conducive to high levels of Emotional Engagement in Employees. 
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The result of the study is what Gallup refers to as the Q12, a collection of

the top twelve questions to which high performers answered positively in the survey.

Today, Gallup uses the Q12 annually to measure three levels of Emotional Engage-

ment in fourteen different countries throughout the world:

Engaged—suggesting a high level of Emotional Engagement

Disengaged—suggesting an abdication of Emotional Engagement or a more

“flying under the radar” level of engagement

Actively Disengaged—suggesting an absence of Emotional Engagement

that produces the intent to undermine the people and processes of an

organization.

The advantages afforded organizations who embrace this information lie in

their ability to identify exactly how their culture measures up and then to work

diligently to graduate to increasingly higher levels of Emotional Engagement. It is

my firm belief that Emotional Engagement in Employees should be a primary target

in business today, and focusing on this target has the potential to clarify the direction

of resource allocation. I am also committed to the belief that spending time and

resources in most other directions is a gross misuse of energy that will yield little or

even damaging results. Business measures that were once considered competitive

advantages (See: “The 4 P’s of Marketing”) should be considered as “table stakes”

in today’s economy. The fifth “P” for “People” represent the only sustainable

advantage in business today. 

Supporting this belief is the observation of capital investors who use

Gallup’s Q12 survey to support their decision making process. They now know

without question that Emotional Engagement in Employees is the only measure of

sustainability within organizations. In addition, examples surface daily via our

newspapers and televisions. Industries that are thriving are doing so by focusing on

building Emotional Engagement. Those that are dying (slowly and often painfully)

remain committed to old and irrational beliefs about business and profitability.

Examples are:

! Air Canada, compared to their people-centric peer Westjet

! General Motors, compared to their people-centric peer Toyota

! All major domestic US air carriers, compared to their people-centric peer

Southwest

! Most major hotel chains, compared to their people-centric peer Ritz

Carlton.

Through their continued work, the Gallup Organization has proven that organiza-

tions that operate above the 50  percentile in Emotional Engagement in Employeesth
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realize a 1.7 times greater return in revenue than their peer group. In addition, those

organizations that operate above the 50  percentile in both Employee and Customerth

Engagement realize a 3.4 times greater return in revenue than their peer groups.

These are not only big numbers; they also represent foundations for long term

growth and profitability within organizations.

3. Today

The Financial Crisis of 2009 provides an exclamation point to a way of thinking

around Emotional Engagement that proves it has always been the right business

concept. I uncovered one of the biggest realizations of my business coaching career

as I diligently observed this crisis, and, more importantly, how leading organizations

responded or reacted to it. The alarming fact is that most organizations have been

doing it the wrong way for decades, but they have gotten by on the back of a strong

economic environment. Even more interesting is the fact that overstaffing, excessive

waste in resources, and feelings of entitlement are striking characteristics of these

ineffective and cumbersome organizations. Importantly, this crisis has brought to

light all of those organizations that were committed to the “optics” of really being

people centric, and not merely having the systemic concept, practice, or belief in it.

Why have organizations like Southwest, Westjet, the Ritz Carlton, and

Toyota realized such phenomenal success over the past two decades? The answer

lies in their agreement regarding the systemic drivers of revenue. Unlike their

struggling peers, these organizations understand that Emotional Engagement in

Employees is what drives Emotional Engagement in Customers. (This Axiological

conversation is for another day.) Think clearly on this last observation, and it is easy

to put the revenue chain in order once and for all. As leaders improve themselves

and make choices within their organizations that go beyond the optics of being

people centric, they build environments and practices that emotionally engage their

people. We should all be clear that revenue growth (both sustainable and organic in

nature) is a direct result of Emotionally Engaged Customers, and there is only one

driver to emotionally engaging customers, Emotionally Engaged Employees. The

path to success has never been clearer.

The leaders in their struggling peer groups (who often appear to be wise

decision makers on the surface) frequently leave me in deep wonder as I observe

them making mindless decisions like:

! Demanding higher levels of customer service from front line staff (e.g., 

Air Canada, Globe and Mail)

! Cutting wages, benefits, and bonuses

! Cutting large numbers of employees without any strategy of support

! Centralizing decision making down to a small group of people who spend

little or no time at the customer level (See The Retooling of GM)

! Cutting training and development programs.
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During these times, when unconscious leaders continue to drive their organizations

deeper into recession by mindless decision making, their more successful peers are

committed to something different, which is:

 

Building relationships (emotional engagement) with the people who are

building relationships with their customers.

Clearly this new (yet non-negotiable) way of thinking about business

requires an understanding of the impermanence of things and a willingness to

embrace something dramatically different. Put succinctly, it is: letting go of a

commonly held control-based hierarchy, and embracing a model of service from

people in leadership positions. Hierarchal control structures do not create enough

exposure to customers and leave organizations vulnerable to competition and

innovation. 

 Understandably, this will be challenging for the poor souls who have

worked a lifetime to “get to the top” where they can be in positions of power and

control. Unfortunately for them, the new concept of leadership is based on service,

not control. It is a matter of supporting, coaching and developing, telling but not

demanding, and performance through compliance. The challenge in the new world

is clear and is best communicated through what we at LeadersWay call “The 3 Non-

Negotiables”:

1. Bringing Out the Best In People—Finding any and all ways to help

people blossom into being their best by finding out where their natural

strengths and talents lie.

2. Creating a Crusade—The conditions where everyone in the organization

is committed to pulling in the same direction. This is one of the most

definable characteristics of great organizations, one that will allow them to

navigate challenging times. This represents the 4  of the 4 human needs,th

which is, as Steven Covey writes, “To Leave a Legacy.” Today more than

ever, people want to be part of something bigger than they are.

3. Dipping Into the Well of Human Potentials—This phrase, so eloquently

expressed by my coach and mentor, Dr. Dave Mefford, identifies the

systemic driver of employee engagement and the context for the rest of this

discussion. Tapping untapped capacity is the only viable response to our

new economy and to meeting the challenge of “more with less.” This means

constructing the best and most effective ways of “dipping into the well” of

potentials. These will be the strategies that will separate the average and

struggling organizations from those who are great and thriving.
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4. The Roots of Emotional Engagement

As organizations transform their thinking (often driven by bouts of pain and

suffering) to align more closely to Emotional Engagement in Employees, new and

more important questions float to the surface. “How can we engage people emotion-

ally?” and “What conditions and practices must be in place?” are by far the most

critical. To these ends, I would like to discuss an exercise we use at LeadersWay to

create clarity around these questions. Previously, I noted that organizations are

making one of two choices in responding to the current financial crisis. One leads

to growth and prosperity, and one leads to pain and suffering. The one I would like

to discuss is what we, at LeadersWay, refer to as the “Right Exercise,” and it looks

like this:

Right People—Foundational to organizational success is asking the

question, “Do we have the right people?” It is self evident that meeting the

demands of the new economy will not happen if we have the wrong people.

Developing a scientific approach to selecting (as opposed to hiring) is

critical to making better decisions regarding people. Do people have the

right qualities to do the job, and, from an axiological perspective, do they

have the cognitive “horsepower” to perform at a superior level? In all my

training sessions since the financial crisis began, I have asked senior

managers, “How many of you can identify the wrong people in your

organization?” Consistently, a minimum of 80% of managers respond

positively to that question. The “Right People” in the “Right Company” will

be more emotionally engaged than their peers.

Right Position—The second and equally important question we must ask is,

“Do we have the right people in the right positions?” I have discovered an

interesting fact through my work in talent management, which is that the

“right person” in the “wrong position” will appear no different than an

underperformer. Many times in my work, I have been confronted by

decision makers who question the validity of the HVP’s more systemic and

more scientific approach to selection. For example, consider a candidate

who has high and balanced clarity scores on the HVP, yet still under-

performs. We always discover that the person who isn’t performing up to

expectations has been put in a job that is a gross mismatch for his or her

natural qualities. In these cases, the person has to adapt too much in order

to meet the qualities the job requires, creating undue stress on the employee

and poor results for the company. In addition, the mismatched role is often

not rewarding in ways that are intrinsically motivating for the employee.

The “Right People” in the “Right Positions” will always be more emo-

tionally engaged in their roles.
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Right Reinforcement—The third question we must ask is, “Are people

receiving the kind of reinforcement that will increase their level of

emotional engagement?” Missing from most organizations is the practice

of R+ or Positive Reinforcement. Unfortunately, most leaders and managers

operate from negative reinforcement. A laser focus on discovering what

people are doing wrong seems to satisfy an inner (egotistic) need in most

leaders and managers, but it results in emotional disengagement and abdi-

cation among employees. Behavioral science and the more specific practice

of behavioral shaping requires a day to day commitment to reinforce the

positive behaviors that move people in the direction of higher performance.

Employees who receive regular doses of R+ will always be more

emotionally engaged in their roles.

Right Support—The fourth and final question we must ask to improve

emotional engagement is, “Are people receiving the specific training,

development, support, and coaching they need?” At LeadersWay, our

efforts have been diligent when it comes to helping organizations take

quantum leaps in their abilities to select more of the “Right People” and

then place them in the “Right Positions.” We were in one of the first groups

of pioneers engaged in using the HVP to measure cognitive development

and emotional biases in candidates. We discussed cognitive capacity or

“horsepower” with our clients. We discussed clarity of decision making and

attitudes as well.

 

Clearly this was new thinking for most. Admittedly, it blinded us to what

was next until the gaps became blatantly obvious. With respect to selection and

placement, even the best organizations continued to fall short in the areas of

performance. When researched, the answer to this challenge came from realizing

that strikingly few organizations have any structured program for training and

development. As Dr. Dave Mefford would say, this is the practice of “dipping into

the well of human potentials;” and we realized that it would be the next, and clearly

most important, step in raising levels of emotional engagement in employees. 

Though we did not leave the areas of selection and placement, our focus

shifted, and we moved more fully to the area of training and development. Then we

uncovered the important connection between the practice of Axiology and realizing

Emotional Engagement in Employees. We knew we must get better at helping

people do better in their lives and in their work if they were going to feel better

about their lives and their work. To that end, we designed programs, both personal

and interpersonal, that would challenge how people think and feel about what they

do each day. Today, we deliver training programs and coaching sessions that teach

people:

! How to resolve unresolved issues

! How to be direct with people the right way
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! How to master the practice of Performance Management

! How to move from telling to coaching conversations

! How to embrace the practice of R+ or positive reinforcement

! How to use the results of Axiological assessments to better understand

self and others

! How to use the results of Axiological assessments to develop specific

programs of development, and 

! How to use Axiological assessments to measure cognitive progress and

development

5. The Connection Between Axiology and Emotional Engagement

After thousands of hours of coaching and training across every part of North

America, it has only recently become evident that there are many drivers of

emotional engagement, but one stands apart from the rest. The process of developing

potentials by first identifying developmental needs, then applying this new

information to those areas of need, is clearly the centerpiece of Emotional

Engagement in Employees. Evidence shows that among many differentiators, this

developmental process is the most significant separator consistent with performing

organizations. Results confirmed with respect to these organizations are exactly

what our research has concluded. Consistently, Toyota, Westjet, Southwest Airlines,

and The Ritz Carlton maintain an unrelenting commitment to training and develop-

ment. 

In our business coaching and development practices, we regularly introduce

people to new and often challenging concepts that will make them rethink what they

have agreed to. In a sense, and we often use this metaphor, we are upgrading the

operating system so that the software runs more smoothly. We all know that

everyone is happier when the software runs more smoothly. In our practice at

LeadersWay, there are two very distinct connections between Axiology and Emo-

tional Engagement, and we treat them as two different practices.

First consider the Axiological approach to Emotional Engagement in

Employees within organizations:

 

Systemically—The commitment that organizations make to coaching and

development increases the exposure their people have to new ways of

thinking and to new concepts. It is our mission to provide new and

challenging information to people primarily at the leadership and senior

management level. This information is always focused on the most

important issues of their work and more specifically how they can improve

(extrinsically) their practice of emotionally engaging the people for whom

they are responsible. The list in this area is far too extensive to provide in

this discussion, but suffice it to say the lessons are both pressing and

proximate to today’s business world. For example, at an increasing speed
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management experts are rethinking the practices of leadership and

management. They have proven that most of what has been agreed to

(developed largely by people born before the Civil War) is conceptually

now irrational and no longer works in practice. It is the role of LeadersWay

to transform these new concepts of leadership and management into

information that can be introduced systemically to our clients. As old and

irrational concepts are challenged and displaced, we begin the process of

replacing them with new and more rational concepts that better meet the

demands of today’s work environment. 

Extrinsically—The leaders and managers we are working with practice

these new concepts in an effort to etch them into muscle memory through

the extrinsic practice of role play and coaching. Over time their new

practices begin positively impacting what they are doing as they interact

with the people for whom they are responsible. This impact has a collective

effective on the workforce and begins slowly yet consistently to improve

the overall performance of the group.

 

I am suggesting that increases in overall performance are connected to

revenue gains. Also note that time in this instance is relative. What people

are doing in the workplace today is more challenging in every area, be it

mental, emotional, or physical, than it was just ten or fifteen years ago.

Without new ways of doing their work, people are pulled into a vortex of

negative outcomes too big to list fully here, but they include:

! Work-life imbalance

! Relationship challenges

! Family challenges

! Health and wellness challenges

! Concentration and focus challenges

! Financial challenges.

Group and individual leadership and management training is designed to

help people who influence people improve their ability to:

! Bring out the best in people

! Create a crusade by getting everyone “pulling” in the same direction

! “Dip into the well of human potentials.”

 

Intrinsically—The manifestation of the systemic investment in learning and

the extrinsic commitment to practice results in a collective increase in

overall workplace happiness. Business coaches and trainers can become so

caught up in understanding the things that make people different that the
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things universal to people get lost. It has been our practice at LeadersWay

to balance this thinking by renewing our commitment to what all people in

the workplace need and want in order to feel better about what they do. The

idea that all humans want to do well, that all humans feel better when they

are doing well, and that, given the choice, all humans want to be (by their

definition) successful, is in fact fundamental to the human spirit. Not only

is it fundamental to the human spirit, it is the headwaters of Emotional

Engagement in Employees. The collective or cultural approach to raising

Emotional Engagement has now been discussed.

Next, consider the specific or personal application of Axiology to Emotional

Engagement in Employees. Before launching into the practice of this specific

approach to Emotional Engagement in Employees, it is important to acknowledge

the significance of this axiological advancement to training and development.

Leaders-Way is a practicing business coaching organization, and we are in the midst

of working business cultures every day of the week. We see and experience what

organizations are doing, and, more importantly, what they are not doing. I

mentioned earlier that few (likely less than 10%) organizations have any structured

approach to training and development. So, consider the financial consequence of

what most organizations do today: 

! Thousands of dollars spent recruiting

! Thousands of dollars spent selecting/interviewing

! Thousands of dollars spent on-boarding

! Little or nothing spent from the on-boarding process forward

The after-on-boarding process is what I would like to expand on now. The

fact is, training and development programs in most business organizations are either

non-existent (being thrown into the deep end) or random at best. Consider the

connection of axiology to the personal aspects of Emotional Engagement in

Employees. Without axiology, there is no way to measure the development of

specific training programs for people. It is either the “shotgun” approach (expose

people to everything, and maybe something will work), or an intuitive/subjective

approach designed by HR or the manager. Axiology and the HVP change all of this

and offer a quantum leap in effectiveness by providing a bull’s eye target for each

and every employee. This is what Dr. Dave Mefford refers to as “Fast Track

Coaching,” and I would add “Fast Track Development.” No longer do we have to

muddle through months of hit and miss conversations, or exercises designed to find

out what people really need, in order to improve their performance. No longer do

we have to go through the frustration of non-performance by seemingly high

potential people. 

The real gift in this process is best explained using the metaphor of a

developmental ladder. If we know (and we do through the results of the HVP) which
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rung on the developmental ladder the person is standing on, we can also know

exactly what the next rung is. With that knowledge we can provide the learning that

is specific to a targeted approach to training and development.

Systemically—Through the interpretation of both the World and Self views,

we are able to identify the valleys of cognitive thought. Each valley is

defined by information, or in most cases a lack of specific information, that

people need in order to see themselves or the world more clearly. Through

coaching, training, and specific paths of development, we are able to expose

our coaching clients to the concepts they individually need in order to

realize their true potentials more fully. At LeadersWay, we have developed

structured and specific systems that leverage those results of the HVP that

provide persistent and consistent approaches to learning.

Extrinsically—Repeating and applying the new concepts consistently and

persistently over time works to replace old practices with new and more

effective practices. Finding that ideal role, and practicing new and better

ways of doing things are hallmarks of this extrinsic dimension of

Axiological Coaching. Our clients work to improve how they prioritize their

time, and how they interact with others at home, work, and play. 

Intrinsically—The manifestation of this individual upgrading process is self

evident, and it is likely the most holistic Axiological connection to Emo-

tional Engagement in Employees. Feeling more whole and satisfied in one’s

primary role because of a richer understanding of self is the spiritual bridge

to self-assuredness, self-appreciation, and love of self. Understanding the

world more fully in ways that improve effectiveness in day to day doing

becomes the bridge to a deeper understanding and appreciation for the

people in that world.

Whether it’s the broad perspective or the specific, the path to Emotional

Engagement in Employees is clear. Collectively or personally, people who learn

more about what they do feel better about themselves and the people with whom

they live and work. I suggest that every other approach to Emotional Engagement

in Employees is a treatment for the acute, not the chronic. Axiology then becomes

an alchemy of sorts as it conceptually, analytically, and spiritually provides the

information and the path to higher levels of realization of the human spirit and

human potentials.

6. Closing Thoughts

By definition, Emotional Engagement in Employees is, in fact, an intrinsic

valuation. There is no way to fully describe the qualities involved. There is also no
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way to fully communicate the true depth of what Emotional Engagement in

Employees is and the value it brings to the organizations committed to experiencing

it both collectively and individually. Finally there is no need to expend additional

resources on trying to describe it or to defend practices that create the space for it

to be. 

! The Ritz Carlton is evidence.

! Toyota is evidence.

! Southwest is evidence.

! Westjet is evidence.

Axiology, then, is the window, the systematic approach, through which we

can see into the depths of human potentials. This approach is not for everyone.

Those who are not comfortable with looking into the deeper reaches of the human

spirit will continue to limit their development to lessons and practices. My intent is

not to discount this approach but rather to illustrate its limitations. 

The clear and definable difference between Employee Engagement and

Emotional Engagement in Employees is Intrinsic. It’s the realization of ALL

properties: systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic. That’s the difference created when

leadership commits to: Building Relationships with the People Who Are Building

Relationships with Their Customers.
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Abstract

Self-control and delayed gratification in children may be a predictor of adult

behaviors that is better than IQ testing or “personality” assessment. Robert

Hartman's understanding of focus, a variable assessed in his Profile may contribute

significantly to this entire discussion. There may also be critical implications for

better understanding the entire issue of character.

Introduction

A famous and important psychological study was conducted in the 1960s at Stanford

University by Walter Mischel and his associates who were interesting in exploring

the phenomena of delayed gratification and self-control. In his study, conducted

with hundreds and hundreds of hours of observation, he placed a four-year old child

at a table in front of a large, luscious marshmallow. The child is told that the

marshmallow can be eaten, or—if the child is willing to wait for a few minutes

while the researcher is out of the room—there can be two marshmallows to eat.

The responses were about as one would expect. Some children ate the first

marshmallow immediately, without any concern for longer range implications and
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with no evidence of self-control. Other children decided to wait, but were given a

bell to ring if they wanted to quit waiting. If the bell rang, the researcher would

come back into the room and allow the child to eat the one marshmallow. Those

children who were able to wait were awarded with a second treat.

The Mischel study has gained substantial, additional attention in the past

few years as reports have been presented regarding the development into adulthood

of these children (Mischel and Ebbesen, 1970; Mischel and Staub,1965; Mischel,

Shoda, and Rodriguez, 1989). The findings in these further investigations have been

stunning. Those who delayed their gratification ended up scoring 200–250 points

better on the SAT test scores than those who ate the marshmallow without waiting.

Those who delayed have had fewer problems with weight issues, obesity, and

diabetes. They have also been more successful in both jobs and relationships.

In some respects, these outcomes are pretty logical. The young person who

is willing to forego television and parties in order to study for SATs is likely to do

better, especially since these particular kinds of tests seem to respond well to more

detailed preparation. In a similar manner, the ability to be smart about food intake

in order to achieve a healthier lifestyle requires both self-control and delayed

gratification. The patience that is needed to allow for succession to take place in jobs

or the patience required to build longstanding relationships are certainly attributes

of conscious control.

However, the compelling question relating to these experiments by Mischel

and others who have replicated the tests across the years concerns why some

children delayed gratification and others did not. In the 1960s, the first response

involved the likelihood of environmental conditioning relating to parental training

or parental role modeling. However, as hundreds of parents were interviewed, no

consistent or predictable pattern presented itself. In fact, many parents were amazed

when the child practiced restraint. Some parents even stated that had they been

involved in the same process that they would have gone ahead and eaten the first

marshmallow.

As the experiments were followed into the 1980s and 1990s, and especially

with the intriguing outcomes, researchers began to move their explanations in the

direction of exploring neural circuits within the brain, even the shape of the brain

itself, and the influence of DNA. Extensive research in these areas of the most

technologically precise kind have been altogether inconclusive. Again, there has

been no pattern of prediction. Every variety of ethnic background and demographic

was chosen, but no distinctions asserted themselves.

In the work of Angela Lee Duckworth at the University of Pennsylvania, the

conclusive demonstration has been provided that self-control and delay-gratification

are not a matter of IQ (Duckworth and Seligman, 2005). The post-Cartesian world

with its obsession on thinking may not want to believe it, but IQ and self-control

appear to be totally different realities. In a similar sense, there has been absolutely

no correlation between personality types and experiment outcomes. Personality

becomes the least helpful correlate of all.
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The closest that the most modern research was come to an explanation has

been found in the labs at the University of Michigan in the work of John Jonides and

Marc Berman. They have perfected the use of the fMRI machine. They can tell

exactly what parts of the brain are involved in self-control. What they can’t seem to

explain is why one person will practice it and another similar person in a similar

situations—four-year olds being tempted by a marshmallow in a nursery school—

will not.

The best explanation to date for Mischel and his followers is that the

delayers had some understanding of how their decision-making processes worked.

Doubtless, a four-year old could not articulate what was being done, but human

beings are able to act in many ways without being able to give self-conscious

explanations of their actions. They were trafficking in what some have called “meta-

cognition” even though they would have had no clue of the concept or would never

have used the word. The delayers, when questioned about their actions, had a

consistent response. They wanted to eat the first marshmallow very much, often

reaching out to touch it and squeeze it. They also wanted to eat two marshmallows

by waiting until the researcher returned. Their explanation: they had to focus their

attention on something else besides the first marshmallow. They somehow knew/had

learned that by focusing attention elsewhere, they could wait. Mischel concluded

that the delayers had figured out “the strategic allocation of attention.” They

exercised, in the most primitive manner, real and authentic choices. Choices—not

parental influence, neural circuitry, brain structure, DNA, IQ, or personality.

Somewhere in the backdrop of the discussion, some existentialist must be shouting

for joy. In light of no other explanation being discovered through extensive research,

the conscious choice explanation seems to be the only explanation left standing. No

predeterministic scheme seemed to assert itself. The closest the researcher could

arrive at a deterministic-like cause was that many children who had been raised in

very poor socio-economic environments tended to eat the first marshmallow

quickly.

One child explained that he had started looking at the marshmallow as if it

were a cloud, and everyone knew that you could not eat a cloud. Another child

conceived of a wooden frame around the marshmallow. Suddenly, it was not a

marshmallow at all, but a picture of a marshmallow, and you certain can’t eat a

picture. Some covered their eyes, while others tuned away and looked in another

direction. One boy, as soon as the researcher left, reached into this pocket and pulled

out an Oreo. He twisted it apart, and slowly licked the white cream until the time

was fully taken. The choices took different forms, but clearly the children knew how

to consciously control their minds. In every instance, they moved their focus away

from the marshmallow.

On Part 1 of the Hartman Value Profile (the work/external world section of

the instrument), there is an indicator (DI—Dimension Integration) that seems to

relate closely to the element of focus in the process of decision making and

judgment. In many interpretations, we have seen a score of 0–10 as an indication of
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strong focus in the midst of distractions, noise, and traffic. A score of 11–20 seems

to indicate a greater need for quiet, isolation and insulation, and distance to retain

a level of focus that will allow for better decision making. When the scores go

beyond 21, there may be such a presence of clutter in a person’s life that focus, a

critical part of the decision-making/judgment process, is severely diminished. On

one occasion, I assessed ten people who were part of a Life Flight hospital helicop-

ter crew. The ten people had an average score of 0 on this particular indicator. Their

ability to focus was exceptional, yet perfect for the kind of job they were

performing.

In a similar sense, we have also looked at individuals who have become risk

management or safety risks in organizations, people who have been involved with

accidents in which they have hurt themselves and hurt others. There is such a large

correlation between these people and poor DI/Dimension Integration scores on Part

1 of the Profile, that we have come to the point of being able to query data bases and

find these people before the accidents occur and direct them to special safety

awareness classes or make managers aware of their tendencies. We have also used

the information as part of hiring processes to see if the potential for such accidents

can be screened out on the front end of the employment process. Since such huge

sums of money are at stake and—alongside of economics—such potential human

suffering, organizations are eager to look at our evidence and processes. Recently,

a major manufacturing and heavy equipment construction company gave us the

scores of twenty-nine individuals who had been involved in work-related accidents

as causative factors. The organization is new to the tool and perhaps had not been

as diligent in their hiring as they should have been; more than half of the individuals

who had created problems had scores that should have raised major questions about

their being hired in the first place.

Could it be, therefore, that people who are good at focusing, strategically

allocating attention in other directions, and who understand how to work their minds

to delay gratification, would score in the stronger echelons of this particular

indicator? Could it be that when scores become weaker there are too many

interferences to the kind of focus that allows for higher levels of self-determination?

In addition, since we have seen scores improve when persons with stronger scores

mentor those with weaker scores, might we have a proactive prescription for

improving focus and thereby improving any outcomes relating to focus from safety

issues to moral and ethical issues to issues of personal health and well-being? It

would clearly be of high interest to have researchers who have worked with Mischel

types of experiments to use the Hartman Value Profile to test for congruencies.

David Levin, the cofounder of a group known as KIPP—a well-known

coalition of charter schools across the United States whose students attend class

from 7:25am until 5:00pm each day and who have achieved stunning results on

achievements testing—enters the discussion at what might appear to be an odd

angle. Levin clearly understands that for students to excel in the demands of his

schools they must have a great deal of self-control and be able to withhold
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gratification in numerous ways. To succeed in his schools requires a great deal of

discipline around focus that allows for an unusual allocation of attention,

particularly attention directed at future goals, opportunities, and awards. In his

wonderful article on the Mischel experiments featured in The New Yorker (May 18,

2009, 26-32), Johan Lehrer reports that more than 80 per cent of eight graders at the

KIPP academy in the south Bronx scored at or above grade level in reading and

math, which was nearly twice the New York City average.

Levin’s odd angle is that he is not that interested in talking directly about

focus, self-control, and delayed gratification. He rather wants to talk about char-

acter, an often abused word that becomes so broad in its connotations that its precise

meaning is all but totally lost. People talk about character, make it a window-

dressing platitude, know it is somehow important, but are daunted by the prospect

of talking about it in any clear and distinct manner. To ask the question, “What is

character?” is generally to open the door to a great deal of verbal noise that is

productive in little or no way. 

For Levin, learning how to be able to understand the workings of one’s

mind, and especially how to allocate attention/focus in other directions to delay

gratification, falls into one of KIPP’s most important “character strengths,” self-

control. At the KIPP academy in Philadelphia—verifying that Levin and Mischel are

moving in the same arena of concern—students are given a tee shirt advancing the

mandate: “Don’t Eat The Marshmallow.” They are talking about self-control and

delayed gratification from the perspective advanced in the Mischel discussion.

Perhaps by simply talking about these dynamics, they raise awareness and create a

catalyst for improvement. Levin’s leadership group is clear that it is easier to teach

math skills than it is to teach what appear to be elusive character skills, but maybe

they have actually initiated what will be a successful process. By explaining how

focus and attention allocation can work, students become somewhat knowledgeable

of “metacognition;” they become somewhat aware of how they can chose to work

their own minds. 

The relationship of character to focus, delayed gratification, and self-

control may, in fact, be fairly axiomatic. Our mothers ask us to count to ten before

we fought. We came to understand, maybe in hard ways, to look before we leap.

Even our popular songs call out for us to “slow down, we move to fast, we’ve got

to make the moment last” or “to stop and smell the roses along the way.” In other

areas of the Hartman Value Profile, we learn that some of the most effective

decision-making and problem-solving that takes places does so in the context of

reflection, contemplation, and deliberation. In yet other areas, we learn that there is

a direct relationship between rest, relaxation, and restorative activites and resource-

fulness, creativity, and innovation in the face of difficult situations and difficult

people. If I can focus elsewhere, my morality may not be compromised by that

“devil with the blue dress on.” If I can focus elsewhere, my health and well-being

may not be compromised by that lethal and decadent large serving of French fries

from Five Guys Hamburgers. Levin’s movement to character may not be odd at all.
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To think about the DI/Dimension Integration scale on Part 1 of the Hartman Value

Profile as being able to contribute to an assessment of and conversation about the

potential for character holds all kinds of interesting implications. At the very

minimum, the Profile may help us to understand who has a greater capacity for

developing character, or how much distance a person may need to cover before

issues of character become an active possibility in his/her life.

Aristotle taught that happiness was “activity of soul in accordance with

virtue.” Virtue is the Greek arête and is commonly translated as “character.” In other

places, Aristotle defined virtue as a person’s “appropriate excellence.” The whole

issue of delayed gratification and self-control may involve our being able to take

some “excellence” and determine how it is best used in terms of that which is

appropriate. Striving to do this, with the self-conscious altering of focus or con-

trolling of focus, may be at the core of what could be understood and taught as

“character” today.

Recently, former Senator Bill Bradley was interviewed on comedian Bill

Marr’s HBO show, Real Time. The early part of the interview, as one might expect,

centered on politics—Obama’s first 100 days as President, the wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan, the economy. Then, you could sense a change in Marr’s whole

demeanor. He reminded Bradley that he—Marr—had been born and raised in the

northern part of New Jersey, and that he had grown up as a rabid fan of the New

York Nicks basketball team, the team on which Bradley had achieved stardom. Marr

wanted to know what was wrong with the Nicks. Bradley had obviously thought a

great deal about this question himself and proceeded to construct a very studied

answer. The problem, for Bradley, had not been money. Having spent millions and

millions of dollars to bring the Nicks back to excellence in the National Basketball

Association, but having failed to see that success, meant—in Bradley’s logic—that

maybe money, in itself, is seldom either the problem or the cure. Instead, he was

convinced that the problem with the Nicks was absolutely clear: “The Nicks have

hired for statistics. They need to hire for character.” And, of course, for those who

know about professional basketball, the Nicks have established a very unenviable

record in recent years of hiring huge stars with huge salaries who have not been able

to deal with the “distractions” that all too often have become associated with

professional sports in the United States. Their loss of focus off the playing floor has

lead to a poverty of performance on the playing floor. 

In like manner, my alma mater, the University of Tennessee, has just signed

the number one most outstanding running back in high school football to come and

play for my beloved Volunteers. I am not worried about the player’s brilliance as an

athlete. I am worried about his ability to pay adequate attention to his grades, and

about his ability to not allocate his attention to off-the-field activities that will

distract him from football as a higher priority. A few years ago, fans of another

Southeastern Conference football team circulated photoshop composites of UT head

football coach Philip Fulmer in the outfit of the Knox County Sheriff’s Department.
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The caption under the picture read: “Coach Philip Fulmer is running for Knox

County Sheriff. He wants to get closer to his players.”

To return to Bill Bradley, if I am going to invest millions of dollars in a

basketball team, you can be sure that I am going to look closely at statistics, just as

much as I am going to look at skill sets when assessing candidates in terms of their

potential job performance. I will want to hire players that hit a certain percentage of

three-point shots or who get twenty rebounds in a game. I’m not stupid. I have to

have statistics. On the other hand, given the opportunity to also hire for character,

I had better make those kinds of distinction as well. If I do not, I may have the

greatest statistics machine in history, but the character deficits—the inability to

focus and appropriately allocate attention—may keep my statistics machine totally

off of my court. Maybe in someone else’s court, but not on mine.

In conclusion, I am interested in constructing my own odd angle. There are

three texts from the Old and New Testaments that coalesce in my mind in a way that

seems to have particular implication for this discussion. Parenthetically, I am not

trying to end on a sermonic note at all, but simply exploring a connection that

suddenly resounds in my own mind. My correlation of these three biblical texts was

prompted by a sermon I preached at First-Centenary United Methodist Church on

May 18, 2007.

The first text rises in the book of James (4:7). This strange, little book

infuriated Martin Luther. He called it the “straw epistle,” and felt that it actually had

no place in the accepted canon of scriptures. It places too much emphasis on human

choice as opposed to the grace of God; it was too optimistic about human beings,

and in Luther’s world humans were hateful creatures, and no one more so than

Luther himself. Yet, James gives blatant, concrete advise that is filled with

implications for human potentials: “Submit yourselves to God. Resist the Devil and

he will flee from you.” The key word here is not Devil, and there is no need here for

any discussion of various demonologies. It might be equally well to talk about that

“devil with the blue dress on” or that decadent, obscene stack of French fries that

you can eat like candy. The key word here is resist, an action of human choice based

on a meta-cognitive understand of the allocation of attention and focus, or the self-

control of how one’s own mind works. The Greek word here is anthistemi, from

which we, obviously, get the word antihistamine. “To resist” is to consciously put

in a block or an obstacle, in the same way that the introduction of an antihistamine

blocks general cold and allergy symptoms, runny noses, or tear-filled eyes. In

general, resisting the Devil could be seen as a character strength, but—more

simply—creating a block by focusing elsewhere could be a power of mind and a

power of understanding the working of mind, a power of choice, that might make

some decided difference under certain circumstances.

The second text comes from the Old Testament book of Isaiah. Very likely,

three “Isaiah” writings are combined in this one book. The first Isaiah is a cruel,

threatening prophet who preaches almost apocalyptic doom for non-believers and

immoral believers. The second Isaiah is a kind of transition figure, almost more a
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poet than a prophet. The third Isaiah is a more practical and hopeful voice. He is also

much more practical in his advice, searching for an opening with people who are

pretty much done with a religion of either cold dark warnings or pious platitudes.

In chapter forty, an eloquent and fairly memorable text is found: “Those that

wait on the Lord will mount up on wings like eagle, they will run and not grow

weary, they will walk and not faint.” The key word is wait. We do not know exactly

what the prophet is waiting for. It could be many things, but probably it is most

likely a waiting which allows for an openness to God in general. Many in his

audience would have been all but done with a religious system that had failed to

protect them from the ravages of their enemies and an all but devastating exile. At

least in waiting, they are not jumping to conclusions that may throw the proverbial

baby—those aspects of their faith that may still be credible—out with the bath

water—the “throwness” of devastation that would be enough to eradicate almost any

belief system. For the time being, focusing elsewhere and waiting may be a better

alternative.

The final text comes from the gospel of Luke and features a Jesus story

involving his relationship with a family from a town near Jerusalem called Bethany.

He had evidently found friendship and repose in the home of a brother and his two

sisters—Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. On one visit, Martha is busy about the details

of a clean house, a house ready to welcome visitors, and the evening meal. Mary,

on the other hand, makes no move to help at all. Instead, she simply sits and “visits”

with Jesus. There is no indication of any deep conversation or compelling religious

or theological discussion; just two friends enjoying each other’s company in a

moment of relaxation. Martha’s ire is raised a bit, and she complains. Jesus, without

being critical responds; “Martha, Martha. You are troubled and consumed by many

things. Mary has chosen the better part, and it will not be taken from her.”

(10:41–42) The key word here is, of course, chosen. Martha’s distractions have

taken her in another direction, while Mary has made the conscious and intentional

act of focusing her attention in the direction of the contemplative, reflective, and

deliberative pause. This “better part”—to introduce value language not foreign to

any Hartman discussion—involves understanding the potential movements of her

mind (or evaluative system of judgment), determining the object of her focus, and

moving her life in that direction. Martha, following the traditional conventions of

her role and the dictates of her culture, found very little in her experience that is

existential; Mary, we suspect, had the very opposite experience. If what we are

seeing is an indicative characteristic of the life she has created and is pursuing, what

she has may, in fact, not be “taken from her.” We might even say that what she is

exemplifying has become a salient part of her character.

So, the convergence that rises in my own mind relating, for example’s sake,

to these three texts is perhaps elementary, but sometimes we need the elementary

before we can begin to approach the more complex and sophisticated. In a word—or

three words to be precise—resist (put in place a conscious block that defies reactive

impulse), wait (Godot’s prescription, or Heidegger’s time characterized by the
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“double bind” of the gone of that which was and the not yet of that which is to be,

or the “waiting without idols” of Gabriel Vahanian), and choose (the epitomization

of existential authenticity). 

 Almost every direction taken in this discussion finds some degree of

consistency with the general philosophy of Robert Hartman, so why not begin to see

the potential in his Profile, and especially this one indicator that has captured our

attention, for better understanding the important power of focus and the implications

that abound for better decision making and perhaps even for character itself. No

“proofs” are offered here, but there certainly are prompts and cues for an interesting

discussion. Other indicators might also play interesting and complimentary roles.

The Positive I/Negative I indicators on Part 2 which deal with self-esteem and self-

awareness would obviously be important; it would be difficult to have authentic

self-control, for example, without some degree of self-knowledge. But, that is

another story that we can save for some other time.

My nearly four-year old granddaughter—now at a perfect age for Mischel’s

experiments—has a very hard time going to sleep when she spends the night with

us. Her grandmother—“Gigi”—and her grandfather—“Cap”—are simply too much

fun. She is afraid to go to sleep, for fear that she might miss something. The more

we compel her that it is time to go to bed, the more adept she becomes at moving the

focus of our attention elsewhere, if only for a few moments. She is very good at

giving us the promise of a second marshmallow experience if we will only delay the

gratification of sleep a bit longer. My wife is a genius. She has figured out a strategy

that had escaped me. She will say: “Cap, you start counting to twenty, and May you

count along. Cap, count slowly.” Not knowing what is happening, May will count

along. Sometimes she gets to 10 or 12, and then she goes comatose. She has had her

focus altered, and in doing so has lost awareness on how sleepy she actually is. But,

recently, she has learned our game. Now, at my wife’s suggestion, she will object.

“Cap,” she shouts, “Don’t count to twenty. It makes me dizzy.” She is learning

about how minds work. She is learning about the allocation of attention. She is

learning something of the interplay of self-control and other-control. Maybe she is

a good candidate for developing character skills, or at least coming to the horizon

of conversations that might lead to higher levels of self-awareness and authenticity.
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Abstract

In an attempt to identify attributes or certain axiological scores that might correlate

with peak performance, we commissioned original research designed to identify any

attributes or axiological scores that correlate significantly with peak individual

performance. This article is the summary of a seven-year study examining the results

of axiological profiles given to 197,000 individuals from 23 countries to see if any

significant correlations exist in only top-performing individuals. 

We administered the Innermetrix Attribute Index, a Hartman Value Profile

parallel form, to each individual, along with a performance worksheet completed by

a consultant working with the individual’s company, designed to rank them into one

of five levels of performance based on set criteria. The results revealed some

startling data that support the claims that their awareness and understanding of their

natural talents, and their ability to incorporate that knowledge into what roles they

fill and how they fill them, have the greatest impact on their level of performance. 

Conventional wisdom would argue that in order to improve individual performance

one must fix any weaknesses. This creates the situation wherein people the world

over find themselves assessing their talents against those required by a particular

role and seeking then to develop any missing talents in themselves. In this situation,

the job is sacrosanct, and they are sacrificial (i.e., they are the things to be changed,

not their roles).
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The study shows that those who perform the best actually do very much the

opposite. Their opinion is that they possess certain natural talents that are for the

most part fixed. They are much more accepting of themselves, their limitations, and

any non-talents they possess. These hyper-successful people turn the tables on the

above relationships and view the role as sacrificial and themselves as sacrosanct.

Instead of investing tremendous effort trying to change that which they are, they

exert that effort on modifying their roles so they better fit the natural talents they do

possess.

This isn’t a discussion on developing new skills or gaining new knowledge.

This discussion focuses on attempting to change natural axiological value structures

and the ineffectiveness of such efforts.

In the end, I think we can learn a great deal from Dr. Hartman’s when he

said, “Stop trying to put in what God left out – instead work with what He put in.”

I like to believe that he was thinking along the exact same lines as the results of this

study when he made this statement, for not only does such an outlook create greater

success, it also champions greater self-respect and higher self-value. When you stop

assuming you are broken and need to fix yourself, you free yourself to start

accepting who you are. You start believing that you can do anything you want, and

you start to love yourself for the unique creation you really are. This is why those

we studied are not only more successful but also more satisfied and happy with

themselves in general.

1. The Genius Project

The Genius Project was originally only the nickname for the study our company

began in 2000 called the “Innermetrix Comparative Performance Study” (now you

see why we decided to stick with the nickname). This study spanned seven years,

involved 197,000 individuals across twenty-three countries, and was designed to

identify any causes that might explain the difference between the top performers our

consulting firm worked with and those who consistently struggle to perform at

optimal levels. In our effort to understand the differences between these two groups,

each individual was given a scientifically validated instrument called the Attribute

Index, which is a parallel version of the Hartman Value Profile created by Dr.

Robert S. Hartman. This profile measured each individual’s ability in a wide variety

of axiological attributes relevant to individual performance. These attributes are

naturally occurring talents that people possess based on how they value (evaluate)

or view the world around them, things in it, and themselves. The science behind this

profile has been rigorously validated and proven through its use in business for more

than fifty years.

We also chose the Attribute Index because we, as a company, had lots of

experience with interpreting the results. This is important when you are trying to

understand what these data are telling you. We already had over seventy-five PhDs
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and 900 certified professional consultants and coaches around the world with the

experience and understanding required to administer and interpret the results

accurately.

2. What’s a Genius?

To be able statistically to compare the differences between the most and least

successful people, we needed to separate them into categories of performance. We

started with a fairly universal set of four levels of performance:

· 1st Level—below average;

· 2nd Level—average;

· 3rd Level—above average; and

· 4th Level—excellent.

Each individual was ranked on this scale based on a universal set of

performance factors that the field consultant gathered from existing corporate

records. Very early on, however, as we started interviewing people and looking at

the best performers, we began to see the need for yet another level of performance.

Those who were describing the absolute best performers were having trouble with

our four levels of performance. The interviewees were telling us that these people

were better than excellent. You’ve no doubt seen this yourself. Think of someone

who is so good at what they do that they are better than “excellent.” The word falls

short of conveying just how good these people really are. 

Time and time again, as we conducted our interviews, the word used to

describe these “better than excellent” people was “genius.” Respondents would say,

“John is so great at seeing the big picture, he is a genius at that,” or, “Mary is an

absolute genius when it comes to understanding the client’s problem.” 

Because we heard this talk of “better than excellent” so much, we decided

to add another level of performance on top of excellent. This became the 5th Level

of performance, and because we heard the word genius so many times, that became

the nickname for this new level. 

The revised rankings then became:

· 1st Level—below average;

· 2nd Level—average;

· 3rd Level—above average;

· 4th Level—excellent; and

· 5th Level—genius.

When I say “Genius,” by the way, I’m not referring to a person’s IQ. My

use of the word has nothing to do with how intelligent a person is, but everything
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to do with how well he or she performs. “Genius” in this sense is descriptive of a

person’s ability to perform, due to his or her own axiological talents. 

Someone once asked me, “Not everyone can be a genius right?” My answer

to this was a definitive “Yes, everyone can be a genius—they just need to figure out

how and at what.” I truly believe that anyone can indeed be a genius at something;

the trick is to figure out at what. That might be a genius surgeon, sales person, or

architect, but also a genius auto mechanic, server in a restaurant, or even a janitor.

The descriptor “Genius” doesn’t have to be used only for high profile or high paid

roles. It isn’t reserved for celebrities, artists, or scientists alone. Somewhere out

there someone is doing a job that no one would normally associate with “genius,”

but any role can be fulfilled at a genius level.

 

3. The Findings

Before we talk about what we found in the Genius Project, let’s look at what we did

not find, because that’s actually quite important. We wondered if the data would

reveal certain axiological abilities (i.e., axiological mental talents) that were only

present in the most successful and missing in the rest. After crunching all of that

data, what we did not find was a single axiological attribute that showed up in only

the most successful – across all industries and at all levels. 

It turns out that being better at seeing the big picture and structural concepts

(DIM-S ) is not more likely to make everyone successful than is being better at1

seeing the smaller tangible details DIM-E ). Neither does being better at1

understanding others (DIM-I ) have any greater impact on success across the board1

than does having a very high sense of self worth and value (DIM-I ). Yes, in some2

roles a specific set of axiological attributes may indeed be more critical to success

than others. We see this all the time with our corporate clients, but we did not find

any one axiological attribute – or level of it more specifically – that correlates with

top performance in every role and job. 

For example, possessing axiological talents for understanding and

persuading others is crucial in most sales roles, but when you look at non-sales roles,

those talents may have little impact on success. Yes, some axiological talents may

indeed be vital in certain roles, perhaps even lots of roles, but not in all roles.

And that’s the key. We failed to find any single axiological attribute that

was the key differentiator between success and failure in all cases. While this might

sound disappointing at first, it’s actually great news! It’s great because were this the

case, and had we found talents that must be present in order to succeed, you would

pretty much be out of luck if you didn’t already possess them. You’d be out of luck

because axiological talents are hard-wired or ingrained in how our minds work, and

as such, they can’t be developed through learning and effort. If we had found certain

talents that were mandatory for success in any role, then only people with those

talents would be able to become geniuses. But thankfully that’s not what we found. 
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When I say that we didn’t find any natural talents, however, that doesn’t

mean we didn’t find any correlations at all among the most successful people. It just

means that we didn’t find any axiological or natural talents that correlate. What we

did find in the Genius Project were two acquired skills that were present in all of

these successful people and quite absent in those who suffered and struggled to

succeed. 

Natural talents come from the way your mind is built, and because of this,

they do not change much over the course of your life. While they are dynamic and

can grow and change over the course of your life, they are not something you learn

in a weekend course. Skills, on the other hand, are a form of acquired talent. Skills

are the knowledge and experience that you learn throughout your life, and they can

be developed. If natural talents are ingrained in you early on in life, skills are added

later. If natural talents are fixed and something you can’t develop through conscious

effort, skills are the opposite.

As I said, all of this is great news because it simply means that, regardless

of the axiological talents you possess, you can take whatever those talents are and

become more successful with them. This means that the playing field is level.

Genius performance isn’t reserved for just the most intelligent. It isn’t just for those

who were lucky enough to be born with certain talents. Everyone possesses his or

her own unique set of natural talents, so anyone can become a genius at something. 

Natural Talents are your innate abilities to do something, your natural

endowments or aptitudes. The key word here is natural. These talents can be

physical, as in Lance Armstrong’s remarkable lung capacity (a physical talent due

to his anatomy and physiology), or they can be mental as in Anthony Robbins’

ability to speak and engage people through words (a mental talent due to his high

empathetic ability). The natural talents we are concerned with at present are only

those mental or axiological ones we all possess. Natural (axiological) talents are

patterns of valuation or judgment that we were either born with or that we developed

very early on in life. 

Based on your genetics and the way your brain is structured, you are

naturally good at seeing certain things, while you may be completely blind to others.

Those things you see clearly are your natural axiological talents, whereas those

things you do not see clearly are your axiological blind spots or non-talents. We all

have our own unique mix of these. Your set of natural talents is unique to you. In

the entire world, no two people possess the exact same set or level of natural

thinking talents.

Acquired Skills, unlike natural talents, are those abilities that we can acquire

or develop. These are the knowledge and experience we gain throughout life. A 

person who doesn’t possess a natural talent for empathy may, through lots of

reading and training, become somewhat competent at being sensitive to needs and

emotions of others. A person who isn’t naturally good at seeing the big, strategic

view may take classes on strategic planning and become somewhat proficient in that

area. 
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A sales person who learns the technical steps of the sale and the features,

functions, and benefits of the product has a form of acquired skill for selling. The

airline pilot who has learned the principles of flight and aerodynamics has an

acquired skill for flying. The differences between acquired skills and natural talents,

however, are significant, and having one without the other will never deliver 5th-

level performance.

Sales persons who have acquired knowledge and experience only have one

half of the picture. If they don’t possess natural talents for being aggressive,

persistent, or empathetic, then all that acquired talent may be for naught. If they

aren’t aggressive enough, then they won’t apply the necessary steps of the sale when

they need to. If they aren’t persistent enough, they are likely not to get past the

gatekeeper to talk to the key decision-maker in the first place. 

Without the natural talents to support them, all of their skills will not make

them geniuses at what they do. What success they do achieve will be like the student

in that difficult class who struggles to get results. They may get them, but not easily,

not passionately, not consistently and not without feeling like they have to put in a

lot more effort than what they get out in results.

I fly a lot, and I’m glad that the pilots who fly me around the world have the

skills for knowing how actually to pilot a Boeing 777 from Hartsfield to Heathrow.

But I would not want to fly with someone who didn’t also have the natural talents

for decisiveness, intuitive decision-making, and the ability called “compartment-

alization,” that the best pilots possess. Being technically proficient is important, but

in the moment when the left engine goes out and the pilot has seconds to react, if he

lacks the natural talents to go along with his acquired knowledge and skill, I

wouldn’t want to be on that plane with him.

Every role is different, as is every person who fills it, but the one thing

we’ve learned in this study is that without natural talents, performance will be

hindered. Every role, in order to be performed at genius levels, requires that the right

natural talents be present. The 5th level of performance is impossible without natural

talents.

Now that you understand the difference between natural talents and acquired

skills, here are the two skills we discovered in the study. They are called “self-

awareness” and “authenticity.”

4. Acquired Skill #1: Self-Awareness

Self-awareness looks at how aware people are of their own axiological value

structure – or the talents it creates in them, more specifically. For example, does

John know he has a great natural talent for strategic thinking that makes him a

genius for seeing the big picture and making accurate long-range plans? How aware

is Mary that her greatest natural talents are empathizing and understanding others?

Self-awareness also looks at how well a person understands his or her axiological

blind spots (i.e. their non-talents). So, while John knows he has a natural talent for
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strategic thinking, is he also aware that paying attention to details or being

empathetic are not two of his strongest talents.

Many people make a common mistake in assuming that self-awareness is

automatic. They think, “Surely if I have talents derived from my axiological nature,

I will utilize them without conscious effort, right? Intimate knowledge of them isn’t

required is it?” Unfortunately, this is simply not the case. Just because someone has

a natural ability for something doesn’t ensure that they fully appreciate it. Being

self-aware is more than simply thinking, “I could do that.” Being self-aware requires

a much deeper understanding for the way you make value judgments and the natural

talents you possess as a result. 

Being self-aware is being aware of your own true potentials, which is a

beautiful thing. In F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, Jay Gatsby is described

as having, “something gorgeous about him, some heightened sensitivity to the

promises of life.” When people have high levels of self-awareness, they too seem

to hold a heightened sensitivity to all the promise they contain. They know very well

what they are and are not good at, and what potentials lie within them. 

If self-awareness deals with the knowledge you have for your natural

talents, then the second acquired skill deals with how you apply those talents. We

call this skill “authenticity.” 

5. Acquired Skill #2: Authenticity

Authenticity, at its simplest level, is “being true to you.” Being self-aware is only

half the picture. Properly applying that knowledge to your own life is the other half.

Setting goals that capitalize on your natural talents is being authentic. Finding a job

that depends primarily on your natural talents is being authentic. Working from your

strengths is being authentic.

The opposite of being authentic is being inauthentic. Whether you are aware

of your axiological value hierarchy or not, whenever you fail to properly incorporate

it into what you do and how you do it, you are being inauthentic. When you allow

yourself to fill a role that requires natural talents that you don’t possess (but hope

to develop), you are being inauthentic. 

Of all the people we studied, the only two things that turned out to be really

different between the most successful and the rest were A. their level of

understanding of their axiological talents and B. their ability to act on these

talents—to incorporate them into what they do and how they do it. 

The message in this study then becomes: the more completely you know

how you tend to think, value, and judge reality and yourself (i.e. are self-aware), and

the truer you are to those talents (i.e. are authentic), the greater your satisfaction and

performance will be. 

Figure 1 below demonstrates the simplicity of this concept.
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Philosopher G. E. Moore put it as simply as anyone when he said,

“Everything is what it is, and not another thing” (Moore, 206). In other words, we

are what we are, and not what we are not. We are our natural talents and our non-

talents, and the more aware of these we are—the truer we are to these facts—the

better we perform. Trying to be something we are not is fruitless. If your natural

talent is not for strategic thinking, then the more your success depends on this

ability, the more you are likely to suffer and struggle to succeed and be happy at

your work. 

6. A Simple Mistake

The problem, though, is that the vast majority of people assume there is no real

difference between talents and skills. They assume that natural talents can be

developed through learning, training and hard work. They fail to appreciate just how

fixed the neural networks that control these talents really are. Instead, because they

fail to differentiate between talents and skills, and because they assume that both can

be acquired equally, they set about identifying what talents and skills they need for

a given role, and then start trying to develop them both.

When they do this, they are only halfway successful. They may manage to

develop new skills, but they don’t develop new axiological patterns of valuation.

They don’t change the neural networks that control natural thinking and valuing

talents. In so doing, they may indeed become one of the most knowledgeable sales

people in the company, but they still don’t think like the great sales people. They

become the greatest knowledge experts on the planet for the rules of accounting and

the workings of mathematics, but they still don’t think like the great accountants do.

They become the pilot who knows more about the technical manual than the

engineer who wrote it, but they still don’t meld with the controls and become one

with the plane as an extension of their own body, like the great pilots do.

Don’t get me wrong. Training and development are vital to success, but by

assuming that training and development will produce the natural thinking talents and

skills they need, many people fail to understand that they are only building up half

of the picture. When the other half of the picture isn’t there (the natural talents half)

they wonder why they continue to struggle. Unfortunately, when people fail to

achieve the level of performance they want, the solution is often even more training

and knowledge.

People exert a tremendous amount of energy attempting to change

themselves in ways that just aren’t going to lead to success, when in reality it is the
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outside world that needs to be changed. That’s what geniuses do, they change the

world in which their natural talents play.

7. The Numbers

From a purely statistical perspective, the correlations between self-awareness,

authenticity, and performance are significant:

· The average level of self-awareness for the 5th-level performers in the study

was 89%, compared to 62% for the 4th-level performers, and less than 47%

for the 1st- through 3rd-level performers;

· Those who were 5th-level performers had levels of authenticity that were

91% versus levels of authenticity seen in the 4th-level performers of 79%

and in the 1st- through 3rd-level performers, who were at or below 63%;

· Correlation between self-awareness and performance was 

p = 0.893; and

· Correlation between authenticity and performance was 

p = 0.879.

These differences make a very compelling argument for becoming more

self-aware and authentic. 

Figure 1a below shows you just how significant the differences are between

the five levels of performance studied. 
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8. What Geniuses Do

Geniuses don’t make that simple mistake. They don’t spend their lives trying to

change their axiological structure. They understand they are who they are, so instead

of wasting energy trying to become something they are not, they invest it in trying

to better apply the natural talents they already possess. In a sense, they stop trying

to put in what God left out and instead work with what He put in. This frees up a lot

of extra energy. Imagine how much more successful you would be if 100% of your

energy was directed toward using your natural talents more effectively. 

To illustrate the different perspective that the most successful take, here’s

a simple visual diagram. Below are the four universal steps that everyone goes

through in any role:

· Step 1—They accept a job/role.

· Step 2—They get to know the role better and figure out what it really takes

to be successful in it.

· Step 3—Inevitably, they identify gaps between what the job requires and

what they can provide (e.g. talents, knowledge, skills, etc.). 

· Step 4—They attempt to close the gaps between what is needed and what

they possess.
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Step #4 is where the crucial difference lies between top performers and the

rest. Less successful people mistakenly assume that they can develop natural

thinking talents, so they focus on changing themselves by attempting to develop the

natural talents the role requires. They mistakenly assume that with enough hard

work and intelligence they can develop everything they need, so they set off trying

to fix themselves. In other words, they turn left and focus on changing themselves

while the job remains the same.

Geniuses, however, do the exact opposite. First, they appreciate the

differences between talents and skills, so they don’t spend their time trying to

develop new natural talents. Second, they don’t assume that the role is fixed either.

Because of this, instead of focusing on changing themselves, they focus on changing

the role. 

In the diagram above, Geniuses turn right and focus on how to change the

role so it doesn’t depend on talents they don’t already possess. They ensure their

success depends on their talents, not their non-talents. 

This is not to say that geniuses never turn left to focus on changing

themselves. To develop new knowledge or skills, Geniuses absolutely turn left, but

they understand that they are developing new skills—not new natural thinking

talents. 

If they need to acquire new knowledge or experience, Geniuses definitely

do. But if the job calls for natural talents that they don’t already possess, they either

find another way to do that job, or they find another job. Geniuses may identify

weaknesses between what they possess and what the role requires, but whereas non-

geniuses seek to eliminate that weakness by developing themselves, Geniuses

eliminate the weakness by removing their dependence on it. 

9. The Myth of Strengths and Weaknesses

There is a myth about strengths and weaknesses that states that we all naturally

possess them. In reality, we don’t. No human being possesses any single strength or

weakness. What we do possess are axiological talents and non-talents, but these are

not the same as strengths and weaknesses. 

Don’t get me wrong, I’m not one of those who thinks it is too negative to

tell someone he or she has a weakness and wants to call it “an opportunity for

development.” I actually dislike this phrase, because more often than not, it supports

the incorrect view that someone can fix a weakness by developing a new axiological

talent for something. If one of my clients is suffering from a weakness, I tell him or

her straight up. But the key is that this weakness isn’t natural; it is manufactured. 

Weaknesses and strengths don’t exist naturally, only talents and non-talents.

If, however, I rely on a non-talent, then I create a weakness for myself. Likewise,

if I don’t rely on my talents then they are never strengths for me. In this way, I

manufacture strengths and weaknesses.
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In other words, you are ultimately in control of your strengths and

weaknesses. You may be born with talents and non-talents, but you are in charge of

whether or not those talents and non-talents are used to become strengths or

weaknesses. When you allow your success to depend on your talents, you create

strengths. When you allow your success to depend on your non-talents, you create

weaknesses.

This might seem like I’m talking about some minor, semantic difference,

but I assure you that this is much more than a simple play on words. Understanding

this concept requires a total change of perspective. Most people buy into the myth

that they possess their strengths and weaknesses and fail to understand that they

don’t actually possess them; they create them. The power is theirs as to whether

these strengths and weaknesses exist or not. 

The thing that controls how these potentials turn out is how you apply

yourself. Just as Mom used to say, “I brought you into this world, and I can take you

out,” so you, too, bring your weaknesses into this world, and you, too, can take them

out. But instead of trying to take them out by developing new natural talents, you’re

simply going to remove your dependency on them.

Think of talents and non-talents as being like two boxes. The first box

contains a gift and comes wrapped in pretty gift paper with a bow. The second box

contains trouble and is marked Pandora’s Box. Regardless of the contents, though,

each box only contains potentials. The first box is only potentials for good, the latter

only potentials for bad. Nothing happens until you actually open the boxes. If you

never open the gift box, you never receive the gift contained inside. Likewise, if you

never open Pandora’s Box, you never suffer the consequences. Talents and non-

talents work in very much the same way. 

This understanding is important, because once you realize that you create

your strengths and weaknesses, you realize that you are in control. You realize that

you don’t have to suffer from weaknesses which were given to you and about which

you can do nothing. You are in control because, while you definitely have non-

talents, nothing in the universe states that you have to depend on them. And if you

don’t depend on them, then they aren’t weaknesses, are they? 

Geniuses understand this. They know that they are the only ones responsible

for whether they benefit from strengths or suffer from weaknesses. They do not

allow their success to become dependent on their non-talents. Instead, they focus on

maximizing their dependence on talents and minimizing their dependence on non-

talents. 

The elder statesman of management, Peter Drucker, said much the same

thing when he told leaders, “Your job is to make the strengths of your people

effective and their weaknesses irrelevant.” He didn’t talk about correcting their

weaknesses by developing new axiological talents. He championed making them

irrelevant by not depending on non-talents. 
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10. A Case Study – the Unasked Question

A great example of someone manufacturing a weakness can be found in the story

of Beth, an executive coach. On a recent teleconference with Beth and twelve other

coaches, as we talked about the concept of manufacturing weaknesses, Beth spoke

up with a challenge and said that sometimes you don’t have a choice but to rely on

a non-talent. She went on to explain that she couldn’t turn right in one aspect of her

job, and that it was “just a part of [her] job.”

The part of her role she was referring to was the task of selling. As an

independent business consultant, in order to grow her practice, she had to find new

clients. Beth’s axiological talents, however, didn’t support the typical definition of

“selling.” She didn’t like prospecting, and she wasn’t comfortable cold calling or

closing aggressively. Her axiological talents were such that much of what it takes

to sell was just not a strong suit for her. 

Even though she knew selling wasn’t her strength, she bought into the same

belief that so many others do—that the role is the role; that there are just certain

aspects of a job that are beyond reproach, and there is nothing you can do to turn

right or change the role. As a result, she had been turning left for years, trying to fix

herself and create a natural ability for selling where none existed previously. She

had taken sales training programs, read sales development books, and tried

everything that other consultants had said worked for them. No matter how many

times she turned left, though, she didn’t see any real improvements. 

By the time we were talking she had reconciled herself to the fact that sales

was just a part of the role, and if she wanted to be an executive coach she was just

going to have to sell—even if it meant manufacturing a weakness. 

Think about it. Even though she knew she wasn’t very good at selling, it

never really dawned on her that she could turn right and eliminate that aspect of her

role altogether. That’s how ingrained the belief is that the role is the role. That’s

how programmed we all are to think, “If something isn’t right, it’s me that has to

change.” 

Beth was missing the fact that she didn’t have to sell. Her simple yet

significant error was that she bought into the message that the whole world had sold

her. From books on how to start your own consulting practice to experts and lectures

on being a successful entrepreneur, Beth had been told that in order to succeed as

an independent executive coach she would have to also be a good sales person.

The only problem with that concept is that not one of those sources knew

anything about Beth’s axiological talents. An entire world of experts and mentors

was ready to instruct Beth on how to succeed by following the path they had

followed. All of them failed, however, to appreciate that perhaps Beth had to take

her own path to reach the same objective.

When I asked Beth, “Why do you try to be a sales person?” she said, “So

I can grow my coaching practice.” Then I asked her, “If your objective is to be a
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great coach, then why are you trying to be a great sales person?” Beth’s reply was,

“Because that’s what the job requires.”

And there you have it. Beth had fallen into the same trap so many others had

fallen into. Like many of us, Beth was conditioned to believe there was only one

best way to fulfill her role, and with so many people telling her the same thing (e.g.

you have to sell), she never imagined questioning it. 

The simple solution for Beth was to stop trying to be a sales person and

instead just focus on being what she wanted to be—a successful coach. She had not

asked herself, “How do I achieve my objective of growing my practice in a manner

that doesn’t involve my having to perform heavy sales activity?” However, once she

asked that question, once she focused on the overall objective instead of the

conventional path to it, she started coming up with all kinds of answers. It wasn’t

that the answers were terribly difficult to come by, just that she hadn’t thought to

ask the question. 

Once the right questions were asked, though, the answers started to flow.

It turns out that most successful coaches do very little sales-based marketing.

Instead, they follow the education-based marketing approach. Sales-based methods

may work fine when you are selling a commodity, but not so much for professional

services. Ask yourself, have you ever gone to a physician whose office called your

house to ask if you were sick? 

Once Beth was focusing her effort in the right place (i.e., figuring out how

to grow her business without selling), she found a whole host of resources to help

her create an education-based marketing program that had her authoring articles,

lecturing as an expert, and sharing a newsletter with a growing subscription base in

which clients were coming to her. 

Was it any less work? No, it wasn’t, but if you ask Beth, she’ll tell you that

it felt like a whole lot less effort, because she was relying on what she loved to do

and did well (speak, lecture, educate) and growing her practice at the same time. 

In the end, Beth learned that by turning right and changing her role, instead

of turning left in an attempt to change herself, she was much more successful, and

she was happy and satisfied with what she did. Her practice is up 250% now,

compared to this time last year, by the way.

Geniuses don’t have more talents than anyone else. They are just as flawed

and imperfect as the next person. Geniuses don’t have fewer non-talents, either.

They just have fewer weaknesses, because they are very aware of their non-talents,

and they do a very good job of not depending on them. 

The level of success these Geniuses achieve is hard to argue with, so there

is much we can learn from their view on strengths and weaknesses. They achieve

significantly more success with less effort, while finding more passion, satisfaction,

and happiness. And they do this by maximizing their dependence on natural talents

and minimizing dependence on non-talents. These data show us that there is a direct

and positive correlation between the two acquired skills of self-awareness and

authenticity and performance. Those who performed at the lower levels also had
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lower levels of self-awareness and authenticity, but the higher the performance went

the greater the level of self-awareness and authenticity became. 

11. Conclusion

In conclusion, the study shows that not only do our axiological values have a direct

impact on our performances and successes in life, but more important than the value

hierarchy itself (arguably) is our awareness of it. Knowing what are our natural

talents are and are not, however, is only half the picture. In order to put that

knowledge to best use we must then find work, ways, and objectives that are well

aligned with that value hierarchy.

I think Dr. Hartman himself gives us the best quote to summarize these

findings, “Stop trying to put in what God left out – instead work with what He put

in.”
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Abstract

Turbulent times require organizations that are open to innovation. Axiological

thinking and measurement can contribute much to the development of an innovative

climate. Climate development in organizations is a complex problem: there is no one

answer in the “back of the book.” The first step in complex problem solving is fact-

finding. Until one is in possession of clear, relevant facts, the issues to address will

themselves be unclear. Axiology provides just this clarity and relevance. In

analyzing organizational climate, three myths must be addressed. There is, first of

all, not a necessary congruence between what is communicated in an organization

and what is actually internalized. Secondly, innovation is not a simple concept that

means the same thing to all. Third, self-report measures are not always the best way

to ascertain an organization’s belief system and attitudes. Axiometric methodology

takes these assumptions into account and provides a data-rich way to address an

organization’s approach to innovation. Analysis of perceived and desired reality in

an organization is a key factor in this process. Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Systemic

dimensions of desired and real states can give a clear picture of the degree of

alignment that exists, both between these states, and among organizational units and

levels. Preliminary findings from both a large national government agency and a

local city government suggest that measuring organizational vision and practice, as

well as the talent to support that vision, can indeed provide the clear and relevant

fact-finding essential for building innovative organizations. 

1. Introduction

We live in turbulent times; this is pretty much a given. Amidst the uncertainty and

responsiveness that such turbulence creates, any organization that hopes to manage
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the challenge must be itself creative and innovative. Facing today’s turbulence with

a problem solving method that looks for answers “at the back of the book,” or in

past experience alone, will not suffice. Organizations that will not innovate will not

survive the turbulence.

How can axiological thinking help us help organizations navigate this

turbulence? What is there about axiological thinking that provides us with a special

angle for helping organizations activate and utilize the innovative potential that lies

within it?

 A time of turbulence requires us to take into account two dimensions of

innovation in organizations: the internal climate of the organization and the capacity

of the people within the organization to live out the values espoused by the climate.

Because of this, axiology provides a key framework for us to use. We propose here

a way to measure and analyze those two dimensions: a climate for innovation and

a capacity for innovation. We address here three main topics: the need to measure

very subjective realities objectively, an axiology-based methodology that meets that

need, and preliminary data describing findings that can illuminate our efforts to

create and maintain innovative organizations. In effect, we are taking a general view

of axiological assessment methodology applied to alignment issues regarding

climate and talent.

In Organizational Development (OD) circles we are increasingly seeing the

importance of creating organizational alignment, of seeing to it that levels, functions

and policies are in one accord in order to avoid duplication of effort, resource

inefficiencies, and outright conflict. If functions and departments are working hard

but moving toward conflicting targets, results will either not be achieved, or they

will be achieved with much pain. If organizational policies and organizational

behavior are not consistent with one another, skepticism takes over. If one level of

management espouses one thing and one or more other levels espouse another,

confusion results throughout the organization. For this reason alignment will

probably be a concern for years to come.

This is no less true when dealing with innovation. The impact of cultural

misalignment can be devastating to any agency or organization that seeks to be

innovative. A department can marshal all its resources to target innovative processes

and products, only to have them submitted to the tedium of bureaucracy by another

department, where all newness is “procedured out of it.” Management can support

banners and placards espousing innovation, and then turn around and demand lock-

step thinking. Thus, it is critical that innovation be a value at all levels of the

organization if the culture is to support true and consistent innovation. It is critical

as well that the organization be staffed with people capable of thinking and making

decisions supportive of innovation.

The integration of innovation as a cultural component, then, demands a hard

look at alignment. But how do we get our hands around such an intangible notion,

the notion of a climate and capacity for supporting innovation? Our challenge is to

take what are considered intangibles—or worse, called “soft”—and make them
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concrete and comprehensible. This is where axiological thinking and measurement

based on this thinking come into play.

2. Beyond “Soft” Analysis

In order to achieve alignment, it is critical to determine, first, what level of

alignment or misalignment currently exists. As in all effective problem-solving, fact

finding comes before problem definition. 

“What gets measured gets done,” we often hear. In analyzing alignment,

measurement provides a means for fact finding. We are exploring two questions in

this regard:

1. Climate: In analyzing the organization in order to effect transformation,

how do we measure the climate as it is now and as it is supposed to be? In

other words:

a. How do we get a substantial measure of the degree of alignment among

departments, divisions, and levels, in terms of innovation? 

b. How do we help organizations close the gap between what they desire

and what they perceive to be the case.

2. Talent: How do we determine the talent of the people in the organization

to perform innovatively and support innovation in others? It is not enough

that the principles and values governing an organization proclaim

innovation a priority. How do we know if the organization has the talent to

live out those principles and values?

The kernels within these questions—climate, alignment, talent—are

traditionally considered the realm of subjective analysis. Climate analysis includes

an analysis of values, the ultimate intangible to many people. It targets a composite

of the attitudes, beliefs and values of the individuals within the organization and

their ability to act in accordance with those beliefs. Talent, too, is an intangible.

Both climate and talent are often seen as impossible to touch and take a measuring

tape to, or as accessible only by inference from behavior.

As a result, interpretative, qualitative measures are often resorted to when

discussing assessment of these variables. At best, inductive, non-organic statistics,

such as factor analysis applied to Likert-type or Semantic Differential scales, are

used to measure them. 

Those statistics-based assessments, based as they are on inductive reasoning

and factor analysis, leave something to be desired. Because they “build a construct

from the bottom up,” they create a leap of inference. With this kind of measurement,

there is still the danger of a subjective margin, more or less wide, between what is

measured and what is real. Correlation and factor analysis have served psychology

well for years in the absence of more deductive and organic measures. But it is not
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enough. The fact that the answers to a set of belief items correlate with one another

doesn’t guarantee an organic connection.

A more desirable approach would be one that measures the variables in

questions accurately and objectively without the leaps that correlation requires, one

that guarantees that connection among them. Axiology provides this approach.

Value science enables us to break new ground in measuring climate and capacity,

thereby to address in a different, more effective way, the gaps that signal mis-

alignment. In other words, axiology offers the opportunity to apply “hard” science

to what are traditionally considered “soft” variables.

Why is this the case? Axiological measurement is more objective because

it is deductive as opposed to inductive. Organic connections exist among its com-

ponents. Its measurement as developed by Hartman is non-mediated. That is, it

measures actual decision-making and valuing rather than relying on one’s self

description of that decision-making. 

But what has all this to do with innovative climate and talent? It offers us

a logical, objective way to measure the concepts of the mind, including attitudes,

beliefs and values—and a person’s valuing capacity.

3. Analyzing Organizational Climate: The Myths

Since climate and capacity are rooted in the valuing dimension of both individuals

and organizations, understanding an innovative climate can be illusive if certain

myths about it are not addressed. 

Myth One: The assumption that a code communicated is a code internalized.

When those of us in OD work at the highest levels of the organization, we often

encounter executives who seem oblivious to the actual mood in the lower ranks.

Moreover, they are more likely than not to simply assume people are on board with

their vision. Such is not necessarily the case. In these cases I often think of them as

marching along merrily, thinking the crew is following along behind—and all the

while they are marching alone. 

Naturally, the situation is rarely this extreme; but I suspect we have all

experienced evidence of what I would call “management myopia” with regard to

organizational climate. Management is vulnerable to assuming that, because a vision

or mission or values statement is well communicated, it is being lived. As someone

said of the Enron Code of Ethics, “It was a matter of ‘Print, Post, and Pray!’” We

all know that it was not lived.

Nor is the myopia all one way. We can all probably surface instances when

the rest of the organization assumes management was thinking one way when

actually they were thinking another. 

By comparing management’s vision of what innovation should mean in that

organization with that of the rest of the organization, we can get a picture of the

level of actual alignment that exists, and we can help an organization pinpoint areas
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of vulnerability and of missed opportunity. But this requires that we address the

second myth.

 Myth Two: The assumption that innovation means the same thing to

everyone. We hear over and over innovation in organizations is important. But what

do we each mean when we say that? Are we speaking of innovation as a conceptual

reality, a pragmatic reality, or an intuitive reality? Or a combination of these? In

axiological terms, is innovation intrinsic, extrinsic, or systemic, and/or what combi-

nation of these dimensions?

Innovation is not a simple concept. When I say that my organization values

innovation I may be meaning one thing, you another. This confusion exists even

among researchers. Some list creativity and innovation as two separate variables,

where others collapse the two to use them interchangeably. When I was President

of the “Creative Education Foundation,” I participated in an effort to collect the

various definitions of innovation. The list was several hundred items long, an

indicator of the “slipperiness” of the concept. This is where axiological thinking and

measurement can be most helpful.

Addressing Myths One and Two: Unless we can “unpack,” as it were, our

concepts, and measure them accurately, innovation will always be a cloudy concept.

In the project mentioned above, we worked as a “think tank” that tried to define

innovation. The process used was an inductive one: let’s ask people what it is, then

combine the definitions or categorize them. Without the benefit of a logical

methodology to sort through the mass of definitions proposed, we were left with an

impossible task. The list is still over 150 items long.

Axiology, on the other hand, offers a way to capture the complexity of

innovation in a simple way. As with every concept, we can view the concept of

innovation as based on three dimensions of value: Intrinsic or intuitive, Extrinsic or

pragmatic, and Systemic or conceptual. 

Human beings are seen to experience reality and make decisions through all

three valuation filters, with varying degrees of clarity. Moreover, they focus on all

three kinds of realities, systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic, to varying degrees. 

Using this logic, axiology enables us to build measures that tap the structure

of a person’s notion of anything. What might it suggest about innovation?

4. Innovation Through the Axiological Filter

We can identify nine dimensions of an organizational climate: three Intrinsic ones,

three Extrinsic ones, and three Systemic ones. One of the ways they could be

represented is with a list like this: 

! attention to the individual and the intuitive 

! cooperation 

! “owning” a sense of excellence
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! autonomy and freedom of action

! getting things done

! effective and efficient performance

! innovative thinking

! results-based standards

! quality control. 

These dimensions signal how a person thinks the organization should be and

how it actually is. The preponderance of one dimension over another can affect how

much innovation is permitted and supported. Moreover, the stress created by a lack

of alignment between one level’s understanding of what the organization should be

and another level’s, can impede the development of an innovative spirit.

Another factor in creating the innovative organization is the set of beliefs,

this time not about the organization, but about innovation itself. Even if the vision

of the organization is appropriately supportive of innovation, if the organization is

not in agreement as to what innovation is, there is again potential for friction.

We can identify nine dimensions of innovation itself: once more, three

Intrinsic ones, three Extrinsic ones, and three Systemic ones. The concepts repre-

sented could be stated as: 

! being spontaneous and inventive

! freedom of action and autonomy

! creative thinking

! openness to change and risk

! experimentation

! execution of a unique idea

! creating a unique vision

! identifying consequences of a unique idea

! espousing a theory of innovation.

Using the mathematics behind these relationships, axiology allows us to

measure the composition of our concepts in all their complexity. It allows us to

make that complexity clear and simple, yet complete. There are several advantages

to using this approach to climate.

1) Through this process, organization dynamics can be conceptualized more

clearly. 

2) We can compare these concepts with those of others to determine the

level of alignment and consensus. 
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3) This process also allows us to compare our vision of what should be with

what we think really is, thereby to identify sources of stress in the

organization and issues to be addressed. 

4) Finally, it allows us to measure objectively someone’s actual thinking

and decision-making capabilities, thereby allowing us to support the

congruence of vision with ability to achieve it.

Through axiological measurement, we capture objectively, not only what

people pay attention to, but what they don’t pay attention to. This is especially

important when dealing with climate analysis. For example, it can be productive in

an organization to focus on developing a greater sensitivity to divergent thinking.

But this productivity can be lessened if practices which make this divergence

difficult are overlooked or ignored. 

Axiological methodology measures valuing and decision-making in process;

conventional assessments measure it after the fact. Because of this, they cannot

capture the complexity of the relationship between attention and inattention. The

conventional self-report assessment process by its nature directs attention to the

areas being assessed. Only by tracking the decision process in real time, rather than

asking someone about it, can we ascertain both what is and what is not being

attended to. 

How we measure this brings us to the last myth.

Myth Three: The assumption that the culture of an agency or organization

can be measured by simply asking people in it what it is. A corollary to this is the

assumption that we can measure people’s thinking and decision making capacity

simply by asking them to describe themselves. It is assumed that levels of agreement

or disagreement with statements about themselves can capture the essence of their

thinking. This is not the case for two reasons:

1) Many, many people lack clear self-knowledge. Thus when faced with

questions about beliefs and values they may not be sure what the true

answer is.

2) Many, many people feel the pressure to present themselves positively.

This can be a conscious or a subconscious pressure. This pressure can

sabotage the effort to capture the organization’s beliefs and values. There

are a couple of reason why this is the case:

a. The respondent may want to be helpful and therefore creates the

climate picture deemed desirable.

b. The respondent may express a felt frustration with the organi-

zation by exaggerating, consciously or subconsciously, their assess-

ment of conditions.

This is where I have found axiological measurement to be most helpful. A

simple mental ranking task, measured against a universal norm of valuing, is able
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to track both the structure of a person’s beliefs and the nature of their decision

making and thinking capacities. This in itself, because of the mathematics involved,

will yield the structure of their beliefs and valuing.

As mentioned above, through this measurement process we capture

objectively not only what we pay attention to, but what we don’t pay attention to.

This is something self-report scales such as Likert-type or Semantic Differential

items cannot achieve, for by asking them to reflect on themselves we are creating

attention. With these kinds of scales inattention no longer exists. In dealing with

innovation climate, unless we can determine what people are NOT paying attention

to as well as what they are, we will miss such issues as obliviousness to the need for

more autonomy, or total unawareness of the importance of clearer goals. 

To summarize our discussion of the myths:

1) Code communicated is not always code lived. Axiological measurement

can help us ferret out the discrepancy. 

2) Innovation is not a simple concept and does not mean the same to all.

Axiological measurement can help us uncover the structure of that concept

for each person and thus clarify the nature of the innovative climate that is

desired. 

3) Self-Report is not always the best way to ascertain an organization’s

belief system or a person’s talent, especially when sensitive issues are

involved. Axiological measurement can help us mathematically measure

thinking in process rather than after the fact and thereby circumvent much

of the bias. 

5. A Few Preliminary Findings

Analyzing the climate of an organization is essential to building a climate that

supports innovation. Without the measurement of both what is desired and what

exists, targets for renewal or transformation will be hollow. All the more beneficial

is it, then, to have the objectivity that an axiological measurement provides.

The following is a summary of some preliminary data illustrating some of

the issues which surface in analyzing organizational innovation. The axiological

measurement used in this analysis is referred to as “axiometric” and is based on the

seminal work of Wayne Carpenter, a student of Hartman. Carpenter has spent over

twenty five years extending and validating the work that Hartman started.

A. Federal Data

The data was collected using the normal axiometric method: having respondents

complete a valuing task. (Notice that this is different from the usual OD process of

asking respondents to describe themselves.) The mathematics of the analysis is the

one that underlies Hartman’s calculus of valuation. The respondents were from
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either a nation-wide federal US agency with offices in every city in the country, or

a local city government administration. It is important to remember that these are

just two organizations. The purpose of the discussion that follows is not proof of

what organizations are or can be, but the illustration of what we can discover in

analyzing particular agencies. We are learning that different patterns can emerge in

different organizations.

You will notice in the discussion that follows that mention is made of the

focus that exists and satisfaction with that focus. These are key areas of alignment

analysis. Stress in an organization is created when there is variance between vision

and reality, between what one thinks should be and what one thinks is. The

dissatisfaction referred to results from this variance.

General Findings: In the Federal organization four levels were studied:

1) Senior executives (senior administrative staff)

2) Senior support staff (staff executives)

3) Middle management

4) Training center staff

Interesting similarities exist among these levels regarding people issues.

86% of the senior administrator group totally overlooked the importance of the

people dimension in their expression of the desired climate. When the data are

analyzed on a macro level, intrinsic values are not even “on the radar screen.” 

Other levels of the organization were not as dismissive of the personal

dimension as the senior group, but they were still moderately oblivious to this

dimension. This included the staff executives immediately under the senior

administrators (48% oblivious), the middle management group (59% oblivious), and

the staff of the national training center for the agency (46% oblivious). 

What did draw senior administration’s attention? As might be expected,

system values had the highest focus. 71% of the senior team were highly focused on

system values in their sense of what ought to be. Moreover, it seems that the

organization failed to meet their standards. In their sense of what actually existed,

only 14% felt that this attentiveness to system values existed, whereas this

discontent did not exist with regard to the dismissal of personal values. 

This last finding is a good example of how the objectivity and low bias

potential in axiometric methodology can be helpful. It is possible that social pressure

would encourage respondents to say they place personal values higher. This process

reveals where the valuing process actually is.

The other levels also saw system values as ideal. In fact, they were even

more in agreement than the senior group (91%, 90%, and 92% respectively). The

discrepancy between what they envisioned and what they saw, however, was not as

large as that in the senior group. And since they did not have as strong a tendency
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to completely ignore personal values as the senior group, when their data is analyzed

specifically, issues other than system issues come to the fore. 

What does this say to us so far? When analyzing organizational alignment

on a macro level, we find the following:

1) The organization as a whole maintains a vision that does not take the

personal dimension into account, and the senior level is the most severely

inattentive to this dimension. 

2) Senior management’s perception of the level of personal emphasis that

exists in reality is satisfying to them. 

3) There was, on the other hand, an indication of senior management’s

dissatisfaction with the level of attention paid to system values: rules,

procedures, excellence. This top level apparently felt there should be much

more emphasis on these values than actually existed.

It is clear that this senior group sees the organization ideally as a conceptual

entity, involved with systems and structures and rules. It doesn’t occur to them that

personal values should be emphasized, or even, for most, that practical results are

a priority. 

None of this should be surprising. Much of it fits the stereotype of the

bureaucratic administrator, though we are not saying here that we prove the stereo-

type to be universally true. 

As for pragmatic values and focus on results, the staff executive group was

the least focused of all. Generally they were content that the desired level existed.

Perhaps their role as handmaiden of the senior group accounted for this.

Generally, all the other levels were moderately attentive to practical values

globally. Only the senior management group and the middle management group felt

this emphasis was too great.

B. More Specific Data

The beauty of using axiological measurement is that it allows us, because of its

synthetic and organic nature, to drill down to specifics. These help us considerably

in fact finding and problem definition. In a general sense, it is helpful to know that

senior executives see systemic values as prior. In a more specific sense, it is even

more helpful to know what this means in that organization. If this organization is to

become more innovative, what issues must it deal with given the current climate?

By analyzing the relationships of ranking positions to one another, it is

possible to surface issues that need to be addressed. Not surprisingly, the senior

group feels there is a lack of clear goals and not enough focus on quality control.

They also feel more attention should be paid to efficiency.

This raises some key questions when it comes to building a climate

supportive of innovation. Will this senior group put decorum and precedent before
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divergence when innovation is called for? Will they even understand the need for

autonomy and personal support in creating space for creativity? How might they

leverage their appreciation for systemic values in creating structures and plans

conducive to innovation? Will their desire for more emphasis on quality control help

or hinder innovative efforts? All these questions, rooted as they are in concrete data,

can fuel fertile discussion within the renewal and transformation processes. 

Other issues arose in the other groups. The staff executives group, for

example, saw, not the need for goal clarity, but the need for more “thinking outside

the box” as a key issue. One can imagine the stress that could exist for this group,

working as closely as they do with the senior executives. When they approach this

senior group with innovative ideas, what will be the response? Will the ideas be

immediately discounted because they don’t match precedent?

Key issues in the middle management group were the need for more

opportunity for personal decision-making power and the ability to act freely and

independently, again key ingredients in an innovation-supportive environment.

Equally important to them was the lack of attention given to the absence of this.

(Here is an example of what axiological methodology is so good at uncovering.

Wanting more autonomy is one thing; wanting more attention paid to the lack of it

is another.) 

Again, it is not surprising to find this focus in this group. Often middle

managers see themselves as bearing heavy responsibilities but without the latitude

to make the decisions they wish to make. The same could be the case with the

Training Center staff, a group at the service of the entire rest of the organization.

The results of the analysis bears this out. For them, these two issues were also of top

concern.

C. Local Government Data

The city government group was a small group composed of the City Manager and

his department heads. Although their data yields conclusions similar to those of the

federal group, it poses some interesting contrasts. Globally, the city government

team was similar to the federal groups in their high focus on system and low focus

on people values. They were, on the other hand, much more focused on the practical.

This is probably not surprising, given city government’s immersion in day-to-day

challenges. 

Their issues, however, were different when analyzed more specifically.

They felt both that more attention should paid to fairness at work and that too much

attention was paid to lack of fairness. This is a very telling finding. They seem to

admit that they themselves, as administrators, should attend more to being fair. At

the same time, they felt that too much was being made of the perceived unfairness

that existed. 

If it did exist, such a preoccupation with ignored unfairness in the rest of the

organization could have serious implications for innovation. A key component of
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creative problem solving is the deferral of evaluation. Concern with ignored

unfairness could precipitate an early evaluation of concepts and a lack of openness

to what would otherwise be ideas with promise. Unless I feel the safety that

protection from unfairness provides, I might prefer to protect myself rather than

expose my ideas to criticism or judgment. This can strangle innovative thought and

sharing. Further research into this particular organization would demand that the rest

of the organization be measured as to whether this preoccupation with unfairness

actually does exist.

The study of the federal group was targeted at general work climate

variables, innovation being one of them. The city group study was specifically

directed toward measuring innovation itself. Therefore, the concept of innovation

was analyzed as well. This was a limited study of a small group, as mentioned

above, so discussing their results will be brief.

Concerning their concept of innovation, the city government group was

extremely systemic and conceptual in their approach. 78% of them totally

overlooked the personal/intuitive dimension of innovation and 0% were fully

attentive to the pragmatic dimension. Innovation for them, then, on the macro level,

was a matter of new ideas well planned out. It definitely did not involve gut instincts

or inventive results. This is consistent with an administrative team that was eager to

come up with new ideas, but not dependable in seeing that they were translated into

effective implementation; nor did they feel “ownership” for these ideas.

A caveat is in order here: These findings are just a sample of what we’re

discovering as we work to develop our understanding of climate through axiometric

methodology. Moreover, what I have shared here are the “top line” results of just

two organizations. In no way is it an indication of how all organizations think or

how they should respond. It is just a portion of the information we have gleaned. It

sheds light on how we might productively fact-find in order to define the challenges

in creating innovation-supporting climates. It gives greater direction in identifying

and then closing the gaps that exist between desired state and perceived reality.

6. Measuring Talent

The discussion up to this point has centered on the content of thinking and decision-

making. There is also the very process of making decisions.

A rich research area is the relation of talent to our findings about

organizational climate. Since that deserves a paper of its own, I will just touch on

it here. We know from years of measuring how people think and make decisions that

different capacities are required for different dimensions of innovation. 

For example, people who are highly intuitive and intrinsic tend to see

holistically, but they might have difficulty with precise conformity to deadlines,

especially if they are pragmatically divergent. This could be in spite of the fact that

they accept the importance of efficiency and effectiveness as valued by the

organization. 
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In building an innovative team, it will be important to take these factors into

account and ensure that more pragmatic extrinsic thinkers are available. More

extrinsic thinkers can slow the process down by criticizing each new idea—or speed

it up too much by jumping to action steps before all ideas are considered. More

systemic conceptual thinkers will provide the quality focus that can keep shoddy

innovation from wasting money and other resources. Systemic people need to be

balanced by others as well, lest they espouse an open environment but find it

difficult to handle surprises.

It is critical to know the talents of team members in order to match vision

with a capability to carry out that vision. Lack of congruence between ideals and

capacity to carry out the ideals can add to the stress in an organization, cause

confusion and burnout, and stifle innovation.

7. Conclusion

This article applies axiological thinking and axiometric measurement to building

innovative environments in organizations. I’ve asserted the need for objective, “hard

science” measures and proposed a methodology to address that need. I’ve indicated

that axiometric methodology can counteract the myths that often keep people from

fruitful analysis of subjective variables, and I offered some preliminary data to

illustrate what we may find by applying this methodology to our analysis of

innovation in our organizations. 

Several research questions suggest themselves. I’ll mention just a few:

1) Are there distinctive differences in what they value between national and

local government organizations?

2) How do different levels in an organization relate to and value

innovation?

3) Do different levels or different types of organizations require similar or

different thinking capacities if a higher level of innovation output is

desired?

4) What are the cross-cultural and international patterns of thinking about

innovation?

Finally, many developmental questions also arise:

1) How do we develop the talent to enable both autonomy and quality

control?

2) What can we do to bridge the gaps between levels when their visions of

what is desired are radically different?

3) How can we assist those whose vision doesn’t correspond with their

capabilities?
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My hope is that together we can tap the vast reserves this methodology has to offer

to gain an ever more accurate and insightful grasp of what our organizations are and

how the people in them can work together to bring about new modes of service,

product, and practice.
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Abstract

This article was written to provide a contrast between the Hartman Value Profile and

the Christian Value Profile. The contrast is derived using valid case studies of two

individuals that I have worked with as their coach for the last several years. The

Hartman Value Profile is a highly effective assessment tool with regard to Applied

Axiology. However, it is extremely global in its application, whereas the Christian

Value Profile is very specific in providing clarity and emotional bias in spiritual

applications as they pertain to Christian world views. It unequivocally provides us

with spiritual and biblical references with which to identify an individual’s strengths

and potential blind spots related to spiritual relationships, roles, and structures.

The intervention process that I have been able to use specifically with clergy

as a result of the Christian Value Profile has exponentially taken my clients to a

much higher level of clarity and understanding. This new clarity along with the

valences that have been identified as a result of the Christian Value Profile have

allowed me to create an effective holistic approach to the coaching relationship that

provides greater effectiveness in the area of relationships, physical well being and

overall quality of life and ministry among church clergy and Christian leadership. 

1. Introduction

I have experienced the structure of denominational churches as well as the spiritual

entrepreneurship of non-denominational churches. Growing up, I enjoyed the
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traditional seasonal observances and rituals from Lent at the Easter season to Advent

at Christmas – and everything in between. I was baptized with the sprinkling of

water as an infant and dedicated to the Lord as a toddler. I later received my first

communion and was confirmed in the faith as a preteen. I attended Sunday school,

was an acolyte, usher, communion preparer, and bulletin folder. Most importantly,

at the age of eighteen, I publicly received the Lord into my life, and He became my

Savior. My parents always served in some capacity in church leadership, and I

certainly was no exception; I didn’t know any other way. I always felt called to

serve in the Church in one capacity or another. I eventually served in greater roles

with increased responsibilities. As the responsibilities grew, so did the demands on

my time. I have truly enjoyed the roles in which I served in the church and still do.

However, I have seen many a contrite heart serving in the church only to encounter

conflict at home, burnout, and even abandonment of their faith primarily because

they didn’t have healthy boundaries in place. Many of them began their roles full of

anticipation and with high expectations of spiritual fulfillment, only to grow

disillusioned and weary due to unclear expectations and lack of effective leadership. 

This is common but unfortunately not limited to lay leaders. Pastors of

congregations big and small are experiencing similar issues in their appointments

and roles as senior pastors. The calling and life of a pastor is both sacred and scary,

in demand and demanding, longed for yet lonely. As pastors tend to God’s people,

too often they fail to tend to themselves, resulting in poor nutrition, exhaustion, and

sometimes in being misled. Having been around and serving under many of these

pastors and lay leaders for numerous years, I began to see the need to provide them

with a solution – but what? 

A recent study, completed in 2006, conducted by FASICLD (Francis A.

Schaeffer Institute of Church Leadership Development), a retest of data from 1989

as a Fuller Institute project, showed some staggering statistics from a survey of 1050

pastors from two different conferences in California (Krejcir, 2006). 

After over 18 years of researching pastoral trends, they found (this data is

backed up by other studies as well) that pastors are in a dangerous occupation! They

are perhaps in the single most stressful and frustrating profession, surprisingly more

so than medical doctors, lawyers, and politicians. They found that over 70% of all

pastors are so stressed out and/or burned out that they regularly consider leaving the

ministry. Thirty-five to forty percent of all pastors actually do leave the ministry,

most after only five years. 

Of the one thousand fifty (1,050, or 100%) pastors they surveyed, every one

of them had a close associate or seminary buddy who had left the ministry because

of burnout, conflict in their church, or due to a moral failure. 

Nine hundred forty-eight (948 or 90%) of pastors stated they are frequently

fatigued and worn out on a weekly and even daily basis (did not say burned out). 

Nine hundred thirty-five, (935 or 89%) of the pastors they surveyed also

considered leaving the ministry at one time. Five hundred ninety, (590 or 57%) said

they would leave if they had a better place to go – including secular work. 
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Eighty-one percent (81%) of the pastors said there was no regular

discipleship program or effective effort of mentoring their people or teaching them

to deepen their Christian formation at their church (remember these are the

Reformed and Evangelical, not mainline, pastors!).

Eight hundred eight (808 or 77%) of the pastors surveyed felt they did not

have a good marriage! 

Seven hundred ninety (790 or 75%) of the pastors surveyed felt they were

unqualified and/or poorly trained by their seminaries to lead and manage their

church or to counsel others. This left them disheartened in their ability to pastor. 

Seven hundred fifty-six (756 or 72%) of the pastors surveyed stated that

they only studied the Bible when they were preparing for sermons or lessons. This

left only 38% who read the Bible for devotional and personal study. 

Eight hundred two (802 or 71%) of pastors stated they were burned out, and

they battle depression beyond fatigue on a weekly and even a daily basis. 

Three hundred ninety-nine (399 or 38%) of pastors said they were divorced

or currently in a divorce process. 

Three hundred fifteen (315 or 30%) said they had either been in an ongoing

affair or a one-time sexual encounter with a parishioner. 

Only two hundred forty-one (241 or 23%) of the pastors we surveyed said

they felt happy and content on a regular basis with who they are in Christ, in their

church, and in their home! 

Here is research that was distilled from Barna, Focus on the Family, and

Fuller Seminary, all of which backed up their findings, and additional information

from reviewing others’ research:

Fifteen hundred pastors leave the ministry each month due to moral failure,

spiritual burnout, or contention in their churches. 

Fifty percent of pastors’ marriages will end in divorce. 

Eighty percent of pastors feel unqualified and discouraged in their role as

pastor. 

Fifty percent of pastors are so discouraged that they would leave the

ministry if they could, but they have no other way of making a living. 

Eighty percent of seminary and Bible school graduates who enter the

ministry will leave the ministry within the first five years. 

Seventy percent of pastors constantly fight depression. 

Almost forty percent polled said they have had an extra-marital affair since

beginning their ministry. 

Seventy percent said the only time they spend studying the Word is when

they are preparing their sermons. 

Most statistics say that 60% to 80% of those who enter the ministry will not

still be in it 10 years later, and only a fraction will stay in it as a lifetime career.

Many pastors start off right with a true call and the enthusiasm and the endurance

of faith to make it, but something happens to derail their passion, love, devotion and

commitment to the call. 
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Focus on the Family reports that we in the United States lose a pastor a day

because he or she seeks an immoral path instead of God’s, i.e., seeking intimacy

where it must not be found. F.O.F. statistics state that 70% of pastors have no close

personal friends and no one in whom to confide. They also report that about 35%

of pastors personally deal with sexual sin; in addition, 25% of pastors are divorced.

Pastors who tend to be very educated seem to have the ability to embark in sin on

Saturday and preach the Word on Sunday without thinking anything is wrong.

Obviously the study was quite extensive. I must say that it was very timely

and much needed as a wake up call to 21  century pastors – and to the flock whichst

they oversee. To sum up the results of the survey: pastors face more conflict, more

anger, and greater expectations than ever before. At the same time, they work long

hours and get little pay, little reward, and produce their own dysfunctional families

because of their absence. And, to top it off, they are not being adequately trained nor

fed spiritually. Granted, there are many pastors who are excellent at obeying and

fulfilling their call, pastoring their churches, and being there for their own families.

Unfortunately, the statistics tell us that many more pastors have not learned to

balance family and ministry or how to adequately deal with the immense struggles

of the job.

2. Axiological Intervention

So, how do we use Applied Axiology to begin to turn the “Titanic” of pastors and

Christian leaders who have gone from what started out as a divine calling and who

may now only experience it as a career? The answer is clear: we begin with the end

– our ideal self. We could also identify our target or destination as our ideal

ministry, or our ideal business. Either way, throughout the coaching relationship, we

identify where our clients truly desire to be, and what they want to accomplish and

to have. Then we go to work identifying where they are today and what needs to

change or shift to arrive at their ultimate destination. More details about the

coaching process and success stories will be explained later in this article. I will now

share my experience with regard to the transformation process with pastors and

spiritual leaders. 

After receiving a formal coaching certification through Lifeforming

Leadership at Regents University, I officially began my own coaching practice,

coaching in the financial industry, i.e., financial planners, realtors, and entrepreneurs

to name a few. A couple of years into my practice, I was introduced to

ShepherdCare™ with Plowpoint Inc., a church consulting firm, which has success-

fully pioneered and launched a cutting-edge coaching program designed to address

the leadership challenges of clergy in our current culture. Their program provides

a year-long journey to bring wholeness and holiness to the personal lives and

ministries of pastors and their congregations. The program is designed to equip and

empower pastors to be healthy and effective shepherds among their flocks by

addressing the spiritual, physical, and relational needs of clergy. I was in! I was
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excited to expand my practice and to contract with an organization that could truly

assist those who are called to lead God’s people in a more effective and productive

manner. 

About that same time, I was introduced to Dr. Robert Hartman’s work in

Formal Axiology and eventually connected with The Value Source Group LLC and

Dr. Dave and Vera Mefford of the Hartman Institute . I was extremely impressed

with their knowledge of Dr. Hartman’s work and their sincere desire to assist others

personally and professionally with this scientific tool. Consequently, I began to

value Axiology and understand the effectiveness of its scientific structure. Upon

completing certification with the Value Source Group, I began to implement and

leverage the original Axiological profile, the standard Hartman Value Profile (HVP),

in all of my coaching client relationships. Each new coaching client is asked to

complete the Hartman Value Profile at the outset of our relationship, and each

receives the benefits of a debriefing of their initial profile; this helps us to assess

where they are right now in their level of world understanding, self understanding,

and self development. This axiological assessment and coaching process, which I

have used since I first learned about it, provides tremendous clarity with respect to

overall world and self awareness, as well as a person’s emotional engagement. It

literally saves weeks if not months of valuable time, the coaching time it would

normally require to peel back the layers of an onion. The quantitative levels of

success that my clients experience, business as well as clergy, have exponentially

increased, largely due to the assessments’ remarkable effectiveness with respect to

maximizing clients’ strengths and minimizing their potential blind spots. 

More recently, due to the collaborative efforts of Dr. Dave and Vera

Mefford and Dr. Rem Edwards, a more specific Christian version of the Hartman

profile has been created, the Christian Value Profile (CVP). This is another tool by

which we can measure a person’s thinking values regarding clarity and emotional

valences in any particular axiological dimension. The CVP unequivocally provides

us with spiritual and biblical references with which to identify an individual’s

strengths and potential blind spots related to relationships, roles, and structures. This

has proved to be of immense benefit with regard to my coaching practice among

clergy and church leadership. I have been able to provide even greater assessments

due to the ability to actually measure their spiritual potentials and development. 

I truly believe that the CVP is an expository tool that is in correlation to a

powerful principle found in the first chapter, second verse of the Third book of John

in the New Testament, where John writes: “Beloved, I pray that you may prosper in

all things and be in health, even as your soul prospers.”

America’s bookstores, media, and the academic world have produced

thousands upon thousands of pages of literature regarding prosperity: prosperity in

our businesses, careers, finances, and relationships. However, biblically speaking

we should be primarily focused on the prosperity of our souls. According to the

Apostle John’s prayer, our level of overall prosperity and even health is in direct

correlation to the degree to which our soul prospers. To gain even more clarity, the
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word for “soul” in the original Greek is psyche, the seat of the feelings, mind,

desires, affections, aversions (our heart, soul, etc.). Human souls, in so far as

constituted by the right use of the aids offered by God, can attain their highest ends

and secure eternal blessedness as moral beings designed for everlasting life. 

In this area of the soul –  our minds (thoughts), wills, and emotions –  we

either shape and fulfill our destiny, or we sabotage our efforts of success to achieve

what we desire. Just as there are seats of authority in our legal systems by which we

govern and dictate laws, policies, rules, actions, and behaviors resulting in peace and

prosperity for our country (if governed righteously) – our souls, our minds, wills,

and emotions, are the seats by which we obtain peace, prosperity, and through

divine perception of Gods truth of salvation, secure eternal blessedness, that being

eternal life.

Furthermore, in the Apostle Paul’s letter to the Romans, twelfth chapter –

second verse, Paul urges us, “… not to be conformed to the world, but rather be

transformed by the renewing of your mind. Then you will be able to test and

approve what God’s good, pleasing and perfect will is.”

The Greek word for “transform” is metamorphoô: to change into another

form, to transform, to transfigure. From this Greek word, we get the word

metamorphosis, which means:

1) as from the pupa to the adult butterfly. Any complete change in

appearance, character, circumstance, etc. The Greek word for “renew” is

anakainôsis.

2) a renewal, renovation, complete change for the better. 

The Greek word for “mind” is nous which means:

1) the mind, comprising alike the faculties of perceiving and understanding

and those of feeling, judging, determining

2) the intellectual faculty, the understanding

3) reason in the narrower sense, as the capacity for spiritual truth, the higher

powers of the soul, the faculty of perceiving divine things, of recognizing goodness

and of hating evil

4) the power of considering and judging soberly, calmly, and impartially.

A particular mode of thinking and judging, i.e thoughts, feelings, purposes, desires. 

It is in this realm of our soul, our thinking, our valuing, that we can create

an environment that propels us to the achievement of our goals. We should never

have to “push” through our environments to achieve our goals; conversely our

environments should “pull” us through to our desired goals. Growing up in the

church, I realized that the opinion of many was that of cynicism and pessimism

regarding the ability to know the will of God for one’s life. This is not a conducive

environment for the positive transformation of one’s soul. I believe that it must be

sought after, however. The Bible makes it clear that God’s will for our life, and our

ability to prosper and be in health, come as we renew our minds to His word and,

as a result, prosper our souls and transform our minds. It truly is a process, an

intentional, purposeful, and rewarding process. 
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Having understood these truths and principles years ago, my quest became

that of being able to provide a measurement of that transformation process. How do

we measure and quantify the prospering of a soul, the metamorphosis of our

thinking and judging processes, or recognizing good and hating what is evil? How

can we walk in a more prosperous and fulfilling life, all the while existing in the

center of Gods perfect will for us? The Christian Value Profile (CVP) has provided

me a way, through Applied Axiology, to identify the degree of a person’s reasoning

or thinking strengths and clarities, in addition to his or her emotional biases, with

respect to personal Christian values and spiritual development.

 

3. Setting the Stage for the Case Study (Overall Results)

A. The Need for Interest-Specific Axiological Assessments in Christianity

Formal Axiology is an essential tool that enables us to measure the quality of

judgment of individuals completing the profile, and having interest-specific or

targeted assessments allows us to provide even greater value and clarity. These

interest-specific assessments help us add greater objectivity and give a greater ability

to look at options and make truly integrated decisions. We are able to give equal

weight to the pros and cons of all three primary axiological dimensions of issues,

thereby ensuring that decisions are well balanced. 

As stated previously, 75% of the pastors surveyed felt they were unqualified

and/or poorly trained by their seminaries to lead and manage their churches or to

counsel others. This left them disheartened about their ability to pastor. I have been

working with pastors in developing their wholeness and recovering their calling in

order to be more effective in their lives and ministries. Until recently, I have been

working on spiritual and life issues, goals, and on identifying and overcoming

constraints utilizing the Hartman Value Profile and the Life Values Profile, a 

parallel form of the HVP. These are incredible tools in the broad global context of

life. However, these profiles are questionable in the specific context of Christianity.

By contrast, the CVP is much less global and provides much more beneficial

specificity and relevance to Christianity as a whole. 

Knowing and understanding our selves – who we are and how we perceive

and judge things in the world and in ourselves – are immensely important. Knowing

what we stand for and recognizing our talents, gifts, and abilities are also immensely

important. Our interests in improving our strengths and diminishing our perceived

inadequacies will be satisfied as we embrace the outcomes that we desire and have

strategies to implement their fulfillment. The greater knowledge that we have of

ourselves, the greater effect we can have on the world. John Henry Patterson said

it well: “He who overcomes others is strong; but he who overcomes himself is

mightier.” 

This is why a targeted assessment such as the CVP for special interests like

Christianity is so essential. Its implementation and continual referencing in my work
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with pastors and Christian leaders has literally catapulted many of them to greater

levels of self awareness, outcome clarity, and success.

Consider next the contrast between the items on the standard Hartman Value

Profile and the Christian Value Profile.

Hartman Values 

(Part 1)

Christian Values

 (Part 1)

Hartman Values

 (Part 2)

Christian Values

(Part 2)

A good meal Doing works of

Christian service

 I like my work – it

does me good.

I participate in

works of Christian

service.

A technical

improvement

Knowledge of

God’s word

The universe is a

remarkably

harmonious

system.

I understand God’s

plan.

Nonsense Disagreements

about Christian

beliefs

The world makes

little sense to me.

I am confused

about Christian

teachings.

A fine Disobedient

behavior

No matter how

hard I work, I shall

always be

frustrated.

I don’t always

know the right

thing to do

A rubbish heap Vandalizing church

property

My working

conditions are poor

and ruin my work.

Serving Christ is a

waste of my time.

A devoted scientist God’s plan of

salvation

I feel at home in

the world.

God’s word

restores my soul.

Blow up an airliner

in flight

Persecuting

Christians

I hate my work. I despise the

Christian way of

life.

Burn a heretic at

the stake

Refusing to accept

the teachings of

Jesus

My life is messing

up the world.

I totally reject

Christian truths.

A short-circuit Turning away from

God’s

commandments

My work

contributes nothing

to the world.

I often do what I

know is wrong.

:With this ring I

thee wed”

Walking in the

footsteps of Christ

My work brings

out the best in me.

To me, the heavens

declare the glory of

God.

A baby Jesus, our Lord and

Savior

I enjoy being

myself.

I love the Lord

with all my heart,

soul, mind and

strength.

Torturing a person

to death

Eternal separation

from God

I curse the day I

was born.

I feel that God

totally rejects me.
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Love of nature Rejoicing in the

Christian way of

life

I love my work. Christ’s love is

expressed in

everything I do.

A madman Religious

discrimination

The lack of mean-

ing in the universe

disturbs me.

I have doubts about

Jesus.

An assembly line Conduct guided by

Christian ethics

The more I

understand my

place in the world,

the better I get in

my work.

My Christian

convictions guide

my actions.

Slavery Leading others into

temptation

My work makes

me unhappy.

My actions

dishonor Christ.

A mathematical

genius

Prayerful

meditation on

God’s Word

I love the beauty of

the world.

My life is based on

Christian

principles.

A uniform Acting according

to God’s laws

My work adds to

the beauty and

harmony of the

world.

I freely express

and share my

Christian beliefs.

The unique factor specific to the CVP is that the language used in the

profile items and in the resulting scorecards and reports speaks directly to what

Christians know and understand. As a much more value specific and directly

relevant assessment, it can help people understand Dr. Hartman’s axiological

system as it pertains to the Christian life. 

4. Contrasting the Axiological Dimensions

Obviously, Christian views and world views overlap. There is no denying that

Christians are “in the world,” even if they are not “of the world.” Using the CVP to

discern distinctive contrasts of clarities and biases in the axiological dimensions

truly allows us to provide more effective spiritual interventions from the CVP

reports. We are able to help clients in these interventions with spiritual applications

to Christian world views because the items on the assessment give good “read” on

how Christians relate to the world around them using their “spiritual eyes.” 

Differentiations in the items on the HVP and the CVP also create a difference in face

validity. The face validity of the standard HVP or Life Values Profile differs from

the face validity of the CVP. Once again, the standard HVP is great, generally

speaking; however the CVP allows more layers of the onion to be peeled back and

reveals the specifics of why something is true in the specific context of Christianity. 
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A. The Intrinsic Dimension

HVP, Externally, Part I. This dimension includes people skills, how we get along

with others. This gives a measurement of our satisfaction and fulfillment in our

empathy and interactions with other people; it registers our appreciation of the

uniqueness and value of individuals.

 

HVP, Internally, Part II: This includes the value that we ourselves bring to and find

in our own life – our own self worth. Both others and self have value in, of, and for

themselves. 

CVP , Externally, Part I: This dimension is more devotional with a faith aspect. It

is intuitive with regard to faith groups as well as self. How strong are our

relationships to God, to fellow Christians, and to other persons – all our

“neighbors”? It registers our expectations of our fellow Christians and our overall

attitude towards sinfulness in others and ourselves. 

CVP, Internally, Part II: Here the CVP is concerned with our value in relation to

God and the communion of the saints. It registers our own one-on-one relationship

with God, Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and all of God’s creation, as well as listening and

communing, loving your neighbor as yourself, and praising God whole-heartedly. 

B. The Extrinsic Dimension

HVP, Externally, Part I: This relates to useful processes, performing activities,

functions, and comparisons. It registers our understanding of and pragmatic

involvement with the practical and socioeconomic aspects of life and the cause and

effect processes and realities involved in the actions and events of life. 

HVP, Internally, Part II: Here the HVP relates to life-role involvements and

satisfaction in those roles – professional, personal, and social. How much do you

identify with your roles, and how well can you “play your game”?

CVP, Externally, Part I: This dimension relates to our good works, service

orientation, missions, becoming and knowing what we want to become. It registers

our understanding the practical aspects of Christian life as well as our Church and

social orientation. It indicates the quality of our understanding and social

involvement with other Christians and with people beyond the Christian community.

Are we doing the works of love? How do practical Christian actions all fit together

within the space and time of a Christian life?

CVP, Internally, Part II: Here the CVP measures the degree to which we are getting

personal spiritual fulfillment from the role Christianity plays in our lives. It shows
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whether our social reality is profoundly enriched by our identification with Jesus as

our Redeemer. To what extent do we enjoy and practically benefit from our current

social roles and status as a Christian?

C. The Systemic Dimension

HVP, Externally, Part I: This concerns rules, policies, procedures, understanding

organizations, authority, systems, and the formal aspects of our careers, jobs, or

community roles. It registers how well we understand and accept established

systems, authoritative knowledge, and the demands for organization and order, as

well as our cooperation with and respect for authority-figures. It indicates our

acceptance or rejection of going against the system and breaking the rules. 

HVP, Internally, Part II: Here the HVP indicates how strongly we identify with the

formal aspects of our careers, jobs, or community roles. It registers our mental

concept of our self, our mental toughness, our tenacity in reaching our performance

and other goals, and our mental images as successful persons.

 CVP, Externally, Part I: This indicates our understanding of biblical truths, spiritual

teachings, theology, doctrinal foundations, religious history, expositor of what is

learned, and the definitions or concepts like “salvation,” “sanctification,” “baptism,”

the “finality of what Christ did for us,” etc. It also indicates our abilities to teach

what we have learned, to understand the discipline and demands of Christian

teachings, to interpret the Bible, and to accept or reject the authority of the Bible and

church traditions. It indicates our conceptual grasp of Jesus, God’s word, and the

benefits of obedience to our understanding of the scriptures; and it reflects our

attitudes toward the commandments, laws, and standards that identify disobedience

and sin when violated. 

CVP, Internally, Part II: This dimension measures how we personally identify or

define being a Christian, our mental understanding of what our being a Christian

means, and our confidence that our Christian faith is true. It measures our mental

attitude toward and grasp of personal spiritual growth and how we handle our own

spiritual failures.

5. Two Personal Examples, Backgrounds, and Scores

The following are actual samples of two individuals who completed both the HVP

and the CVP. To maintain client confidentiality, I will refer to one as Sue and to the

other as Mark.
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Case 1: Mark

 Mark is 43 years old, has three kids, and has been married for 13 years. He has been

serving in the role as a pastor for 18 years. He has had numerous appointments in

the Methodist Church and has been at his latest appointment for 2 years. Prior to

serving in the in ministry, he was a business owner for over ten years. Mark pastors

a large Methodist church in Florida. It is one of the more affluent churches in his

area, as well as one of the most established. With that establishment comes 80 plus

years of the church’s “DNA.” Much of Mark’s experience with this church has been

very positive, but some, shall we say, was not so positive. Over the last 6 months he

had to let several people on the staff go. 

With regard to Mark’s HVP, he shows a mature integrated pattern in his

external clarities of the intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic dimensions. He ranges from

a 7.7 in his systemic dimension, an 8.2 in his extrinsic dimension to an 8.5 with his

greatest clarity being in the intrinsic on his HVP. His CVP shows the same

integrated pattern, but with slightly higher clarities, ranging from 7.9 in his systemic

dimension to 8.6 in his intrinsic dimension. All of these scores are in the range of

“Very Good” to “Excellent.” Mark is very intuitive of others and understands their

unique value especially in the office environment. 

Mark’s HVP shows that he keeps a slight emotional distance from others on

the personal level, which allows him to maintain control and objectivity. His scores

also show that he undervalues interpersonal conflict, seeing it as less important than
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it really is, or even overlooking or ignoring it, when relating to people in the world

or outside the church. He tends to have a great deal of tolerance with the general

public and doesn’t get too worked up when a conflict is present. 

Mark’s extrinsic dimension has excellent clarity as well. He is a bit more

cautious about doing certain things and making certain decisions. This shows up as

undervaluation in his emotional valences, undervaluing the positive, or

compositional extrinsic items. He demonstrates stronger emotional bias with regard

to the negative extrinsic items, or transpositions, indicating a higher level of

attentiveness to difficulties and problems. 
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Mark’s systemic dimension has very good clarity overall. He clearly

understands systems and authority. He is more emotionally charged in this

dimension, which shows up in his overvaluation of systemic compositions. He tends

to overvalue the “good” aspects of system and order. Mark admittedly has the

tendency to over-analyze issues at times, causing him to hesitate before pulling the

trigger. 

Mark’s internal world on his HVP reveals very good to excellent scores for 

his clarities in the intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic dimensions. He shows overall

satisfaction in his desire for self development and development of his personal

potentials. He also does not perceive any problems and feels that his life is full of

purpose, as shown in his intrinsic valences. 

Mark also has great clarity in the roles that he plays in his life. He is fairly

objective regarding enjoying his life roles, with some frustrations regarding his own

performance at times.
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Mark has great objectivity and clarity in his own self identity. He remains

engaged regarding personal growth, however he also gives himself enough room for

occasional regression and failures. 
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Mark’s CVP, although similar in overall clarities, reveals some significant

differences in his emotional biases, primarily in the intrinsic dimension. Mark shows

a much higher level of engagement regarding those within his spiritual sphere of

influence. He is much more objective toward others, but he can tend to magnify

deficiencies and faults in others. He is certainly more lenient with those outside the

church than with those inside. 

Mark’s internal intrinsic dimension also contrasts significantly with his

HVP. He doesn’t have as much clarity with his identity of who he is in Christ, that

is, as a Christian. He agrees that he has a greater need and desire to improve his

intimacy with God. He also agrees that he has spiritual problems to overcome,

perhaps stemming from some past behaviors or negative self-talk, etc. Although

quite contrasting, I believe that Mark is operating from an area of humility before

God, believing that there is always a better “me” to give to the world. This is a good

thing, but as a coach I am always discerning whether true humility exudes from an

individual, or false humility. A minister friend of mine was at a service during which

a very talented vocalist performed one of his favorite songs. He was so impressed

and moved by the exquisite sound that came from her vocal chords that he felt that

he wanted to affirm her in her gift as a singer. He told her how wonderful she had

sung and that she sung the best rendition of his favorite song that he had ever heard.

She smiled and almost in a rehearsed reply said, “That wasn’t me, it was all God.”

My friend said that his first thought was, “It wasn’t THAT good…” Although he

didn’t say it out loud, he opted to just shake her hand, thank her again, and walk

away with some material for his next message. We have to learn to be able to

receive praise, not in an egotistical fashion, but with an attitude of gratitude towards

our Maker, who gave us such treasures to share. 
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Mark is also deeply engaged emotionally with what he does and with the

roles that he plays in order to accomplish his tasks within the church. He tends to

give greater definition of who he is through the roles that he operates in, versus his

own individual uniqueness in and before God. This has been a common finding in

the reports completed by Christian leaders and businessmen as well. 

Overall, my work with Mark has been truly rewarding. He is a very strong

individual and possesses great potential for development in the area of being. The

doing part he has no problem with, except when it keeps him from the being part.

He spins many proverbial plates in the air, at home and in his ministry, so a great

deal of our coaching-calls involve putting the oxygen mask on, refocusing, and

giving special emphasis to calendaring, time blocking, and limiting beliefs. He has

made tremendous progress over the last year and is actually able to spend more time

with his family than before, to grow his staff and church overall, and to lower his

blood pressure. Using the CVP truly helped us to identify the dimensions that

looked less relevant at first, thus creating relevance in new areas that produced

significant outcomes. 

Case 2: Sue

Sue is 46 years old. She has two kids and has been married for twenty years. She is

originally from South Carolina and worked as a nurse in California until she was in

her late twenties. Seventeen years ago she came back to her home state of South

Carolian, received her Doctorate of Divinity, and began pastoring a church with her

husband. About seven years ago, sensing that her calling was shifting, she started

a 501-C3 (non-profit) ministry that works with pastors and congregations to help

them through conflict resolution and strategic visioning. She became a pastor to

pastors. If you were to ask her, she would say that it has been one of her most

fulfilling journeys. It has also been one of the most emotionally draining for her and

her husband. 

I have worked with Sue for the past three years. Over those years it has been

fascinating to watch her transformations in life and ministry take place. We have run

the HVP twice a year to monitor progress in particular dimensions, and this has

proven to be extremely beneficial. More recently, we have had the pleasure of

utilizing the CVP to identify her Christian valuing even more specifically as it

pertains to spiritual strengths and potentially weaker areas of clarity and emotional

valence. 

Sue’s HVP reveals very mature and integrated patterns in her external

intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic dimensions. Her clarities range from 7.9 to 8.5. Her

external intrinsic emotional biases show that she slightly undervalues others’

uniqueness, and that she prefers to maintain a degree of emotional distance from a

“non-spiritual” crowd. This is not necessarily a right or wrong issue, but more about

how this is working for an individual at a given time. As a side note, Sue and her

husband have, over the past 18 months, gone through an ugly betrayal by certain
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leaders over the content and intellectual property that they created for their ministry.

She will be the first to admit that several years ago she overly-trusted that sphere of

people in her life. Evidence of this shows up on her CVP. Similar to Mark, others’

shortcomings and interpersonal conflicts in this general environment are being

overlooked and under-emphasized. On their CVP, both are empathetic, even over-

trusting of fellow Christians’ motives, with high and positive expectations of others,

and confidence that others would respond just the way that they would ethically,

morally, and spiritually. Although, in Sue’s hurtful and negative circumstance, she

is not going to end up like Mark. Through self awareness and intervention we can

make sure that her strong emotional biases don’t slip below the radar through the

course of her life’s hectic routines and distractions. 

Sue has nearly excellent clarity in her extrinsic world, being fairly objective

with regard to social and economic success. She certainly overvalues or

overemphasizes the negative, however. She has a tendency to magnify problems,

deficiencies, and difficulties in her socioeconomic life. She is a bit of a perfectionist

and likes things to be a certain way for her family and for herself. 

Sue’s systemic dimension is one of her most emotionally charged areas of

evaluation, and it has the greatest external clarity on her HVP. She tends to

overvalue the importance of rules, policies, and procedures in life; and she is

extremely optimistic about the benefits that they produce. She is an advocate for

justice for everyone, and she feels everyone SHOULD feel the same way. 
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Internally on Sue’s HVP, she is very clear about who she is and has a very

healthy sense of self-worth. She is more on the satisfied side of herself development

and insight into personal potential, indicating that she has reached a high level of

self-fulfillment, and she is fairly objective with regard to personal problems. 

Sue has her greatest internal clarity in the extrinsic dimension. She is

objective with regard to her role involvements and successes, and she clearly

understands the pros and cons of her various role engagements.

Her self-identity is such that she has very good clarity on how she connects,

identifies with, and projects her current roles into the future, and on how her

uniqueness coalesces to bring her fulfillment. She has a mental toughness about her,

as well as an objective and realistic outlook regarding her future plans, self-identity,

and goal-achievement. 

Sue’s CVP has some similarities to her HVP, as well as some distinct

differences from it, that have been incredibly useful in assisting in her

transformation process in life and in ministry. 

The first contrast is in the external intrinsic dimension. Her CVP, in contrast

to her HVP, shows that she has achieved a high level of emotional satisfaction and

fulfillment in her interactions with other Christians. She is extremely sensitive and

supportive of others. The CVP also shows that she is also very trusting and has high

expectations of and for fellow Christians – even to the point of being taken

advantage of. She focuses on the good in others and desires to help them develop

more of their positive potentials. This has obviously been a tremendous issue for her

in the past. There is also, in contrast, a magnification of the deficiencies of others; 

she makes the sins of and lack of discipline in others worse than they really are. 
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Sue’s CVP also shows that she is more objective with regard to the practical

Christian dimension, which includes practical Christian missions and works of

Christian service. She is more objective regarding ministry failures, as opposed to

being more passive with respect to general life failures. 

Sue’s external systemic dimension shows that she has excellent clarity, her

strongest of the three. She also is more emotionally charged in this dimension than

in the HVP. She strongly believes in and has the utmost respect for God’s word as

the final authority. She is also passionate about God’s plan for her and for following

biblical truths and authority. 
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Sue’s CVP internal dimensions are contrasted from the HVP primarily in

the intrinsic dimension. Her clarity is a bit higher, but her emotional biases are over

toward the negative side of the scales. She believes that her spiritual development

has many more possibilities – that she has not yet arrived or fulfilled all of her

spiritual potentials. This motivates her internal desires to learn, do, and achieve

more in the spiritual sense. Sue also expresses a need to develop more time for

intimacy with God through Jesus, and she has a strong desire to overcome spiritual

problems that prohibit her Christian walk and its fulfillment. Once again, I believe

this to be an attribute of humility on her behalf. 

Sue is not quite as clear regarding her Christian roles, primarily in ministry

and service, as compared to her general roles in life such as mother, wife, etc.

However, she is much more objective or balanced in her view of her Christian roles

and spiritual status, indicating that she has a clear understanding of why she is

engaged in the Christian community. 

Her strongest clarity and most emotionally charged dimension is her internal

systemic dimension. Her excellent clarity score indicates that she strongly identifies

with being a Christian and with belonging to the Christian faith. She has great

mental confidence that her Christian beliefs are true, and she is highly enthusiastic

about this. She has a clear understanding of what being a Christian involves with a

passionate emotional attitude toward and engagement in personal spiritual growth.

Sue also demonstrates an excellence at avoiding errors and transgressions in her

Christian life. She sees no obstacles or barriers to her spiritual fulfillment and

commitment to Christianity; and her Christian faith is highly consistent and

disciplined, indicating she will stay on the right path and commit very few

transgressions. 
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Sue possesses a tremendous fortitude, and when the way gets tough, she

increases the heat. She reminds me of Isaac in the Bible; when his wells were

stopped up by the enemy, he dug another well, and another, and another, until they

struck water. Through processing the CVP with Sue over this past year, we have

been able not only to move on from the earlier well of betrayal and wrongdoing, but

were also able to identify where to dig other wells. Currently, not just one, but

several new wells are producing abundant springs of life, giving water to her

ministry as well as to those she works with and ministers to. This process has been

instrumental in shifting her from a place of scarcity to a place of abundance. 
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I specifically focused on and provided intervention in the area of limiting

and disempowering beliefs. As mentioned earlier, she went through a situation in

which she was betrayed and her materials were stolen and illegally revised,

produced, and sold without her consent. It was a very hurtful time in her and her

husband’s life and ministry. Sue specifically lost hope of fulfilling the call the she

believed that God put on her life. However disillusioned she and her husband felt

at the time, they both knew that they couldn’t stay in that negative spiritual location,

and they felt the drive to keep moving forward to distribute the precious treasures

that God had so graciously given them to help Christian leaders rise up in even

greater clarity and authority in their calling. From the CVP, we leveraged her

strengths consisting of her internal systemic, having a strong Christian self-identity

working for her, and continually connecting her uniqueness and her roles into how

God constantly works in her on a daily basis. We were able to structure key

strategies to move her forward, once again leveraging her systemic and external

extrinsic dimensions to consistently maintain a “can do” attitude in the midst of

adversity, thus keeping the glass half full versus half empty. By the end of a full

year of working together, we have seen great shifts in her emotional biases and

clarities regarding her external extrinsic dimension. She has gone from viewing the

glass as “half empty” to overflowingly “full”; from being overly cautious about

making potential mistakes, to trusting that God will make a way when and where it

looks like there is no way. She and her husband have also gone from living at the

poverty level shortly after the incident to becoming debt-free and even having

money set aside for their first child’s college tuition. Sue has truly demonstrated that

through perseverance, creating clearly defined goals, and having someone to hold

her accountable, nothing is impossible to those who believe. 

Pastor Sue and Pastor Mark are only two of the pastors with whom I have

had the pleasure to work. Additionally, I have had numerous experiences with

pastors over the past several years that have ranged from sheer delight to having

teeth pulled in a dental chair. I’ve worked with pastors who were physically

assaulted in the parking lot by one of their parishioners to pastor that just got off his

anti-depressant medication because of overwhelming thoughts of suicide. Both

pastors, I might add, by the grace of God, did restore their calling and passion

through the intervention (physical and divine) process of coaching. I have also

worked with many a pastor coming from an area of abundance, truly wanting to be 

greater leaders of God’s people and to experience even greater victories in their lives

and the lives of others. It is stories like Sue’s and many others that make me excited

to be able to use the gifts that God has given me – providing encouragement,

motivation, and education – to assist others to live a life of passion on purpose and

with purpose.
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6. Conclusion

In conclusion, I want to thank Dr. Dave and Vera Mefford and Dr. Rem Edwards for

their long hours, extensive work, and dedication in bringing the CVP to its present

status. I would also like to recognize and thank Greg Woods for his technical

expertise in developing the CVP, along with several other specific assessments

through the Value Source Group. I believe that Dr. Hartman would be proud. Dr.

Hartman’s quest was to be able to identify what “good” is. Well, from a Christian

perspective, the Bible tells us that “God IS good.” He is the ultimate and highest

value of what is good. From a triune perspective, God the father systemically, Jesus

extrinsically, and the Holy Spirit intrinsically make up the ultimate components of

what is good. 

Through an assessment tool such as the Christian Value Profile, we are able

to provide measurable data regarding the transformation of our thinking and feeling

processes, as mentioned in God’s word. We are also able to distinguish a broad

global context of a person’s value judgment capacity from a more specific 

Christian’s judgment capacity and world view. This means measuring the difference

between how Christians view the world and themselves in general, and how they see

themselves and the world through spiritual eyes.

The process of coaching, with the Christian Value Profile as a starting point,

allows us to more effectively and exponentially coach and consult with our Christian

clients, whether in full or part time ministry, lay leadership, or on the Governing

Board of Directors in a particular denomination. 

 If you desire to have an edge in your Christian coaching, consulting, or

counseling practice, I highly encourage you to utilize and become certified in the

Christian Value Profile. You owe it to yourself as well as your clients to become

skilled in an assessment tool that, by utilizing the gift of Applied Axiology, we can

help to develop the unlimited God-given potentials inside each one of us and thus 

to become greater reflections of His goodness and abundance on earth. 
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Abstract

Robert S. Hartman and Milton Rokeach were contemporaries. Each espoused a

theory of values, and each developed a value profile based on his theory. Their value

instruments each require the respondent to stack-rank eighteen items twice. On the

surface, their work was very similar, but there the similarities end. This article

compares and contrasts their value theories and their value instruments. Each

approach has merits and limitations.

In Chapter Ten of his book, The Knowledge of Good, Hartman launches a

broadside at the social science methods generally practiced in his day. The author

of this article interprets Rokeach’s work as prototypical of the generally accepted

social science practices against which Hartman railed. This comparison serves as an

aid to comprehending Hartman’s argument as espoused in Chapter Ten. 

At the time that Rokeach and Hartman lived and wrote, positivism held

sway over the methodologies of the social sciences. It is little wonder, then, that

approaches such as Rokeach’s rose to prominence. In the years since, this has

changed. The social sciences have opened themselves to other ways of validating

truth claims. Ironically, it may be that the “science” advocated by Hartman will find

a friendlier audience among post-positivists than it did among empirical researchers

of his own time. 

1. Introduction

In Chapter Ten of The Knowledge of Good: A Critique of Axiological Reason,

Robert S. Hartman cogently argued in favor of value science as opposed to value

philosophy. He lamented that previous value philosophy caused the “pseudo-

scientific confusion of today’s social science disciplines” (310) and the “fictitious

scalability” imposed upon phenomena by researchers (Hartman, 2002, 312). 

Hartman’s argument in Chapter Ten is as difficult to grasp as it is broad in

its sweep. I became intrigued by Hartman’s argument while undertaking a course
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as part of my doctoral studies in which I compared and contrasted Hartman’s work

with another well-known American value theorist of his time—Milton Rokeach

(1960; 1972; 1973; 1979). 

As a consequence of that study, I have come to view Rokeach’s approach

as being prototypical of mainstream social science research. It is Rokeach’s type of

approach to research that Hartman critiques. By contrasting Rokeach’s value theory

and value profile with Hartman’s own, I propose to help readers digest more fully

the radical stance that Hartman takes in Chapter Ten of The Knowledge of Good

(2002). 

2. Hartman’s Critique of Social Science Methodologies

Hartman first outlined his theory of formal axiology in The Structure of Value

(1967). He later elaborated his thinking in his book, The Knowledge of Good: A

Critique of Axiological Reason (2002). This book’s sub-title was an intentional nod

to Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason. Hartman wrote of Kant that he “had the double

task of any pioneer in a new science: to construct the new science, and in the light

of it, to criticize preceding philosophies” (Hartman, 2002, 3). In The Knowledge of

Good, Hartman criticized preceding philosophies in light of his own theory of

formal axiology. He devoted Chapter Ten to a critique of common methods of

measuring value. 

In Chapter Ten, Hartman most fully spelled out the fundamental differences

between his approach to value science and that of mainstream social sciences,

which, to me, are exemplified by Rokeach. In that chapter, Hartman took square aim

at widely accepted, positivist, empirical social science as practiced in the middle of

the 20  century. Although he made no mention of Rokeach, Rokeach’s methodologyth

is clearly the sort to which he was referring. 

Hartman’s argument is complex and incomplete. Hartman died before he

finished articulating his theory of formal axiology. He never did write a summation

of his thoughts on the topic. According to Arthur Ellis, the editor of Hartman’s

autobiography, published posthumously, Hartman did make references in his

personal notes to a book he planned to write, to be titled Principia Axiometrica, but

he never got very far with it (Hartman, 1994, 193). Scholars of Hartman’s work

continue today to debate the meaning and the merits of his theories (Dicken and

Edwards, 2001, 125).

Hartman’s disagreement with mainstream social science hinges first upon

the commonly accepted use of the term norms. The widely used definition of norms

as “the most frequent occurrence of a phenomenon” is, according to Hartman,

unscientific. By extension, Hartman also called into question the analytical tools

developed within the field of empirical social sciences for the analysis of observed

phenomena, based as they are on statistical measures of “central tendency.”

Rokeach, as we will see, builds his research entirely upon a foundation that uses just

this sort of quantitative analysis.
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Second, most social science research builds upon data abstracted from

sensory phenomena. Hartman argued that the only acceptable foundation for a

science of value is to build upon synthetic concepts. 

Hartman further argued that mainstream social scientists inappropriately use

numerical measurements in their work. He refered to this practice as numerology. 

Hartman then argued that many social scientists apply experiments pre-

maturely, basing them not on axioms of value, but on summaries of people’s

preferences and likings. This, he refered to as empirilogy; it is not to be mistaken,

he claimed, for empirical science. Given that Rokeach specifically defined values

as preferences, and that he ranked people’s values according to their most frequent

occurrence, Hartman would fault Rokeach on both of these arguments. In Hartman’s

words:

It is as if Galileo tried to discover the laws of motion by sending

questionnaires to moving people about their sensations, then statistically

‘evaluated’ them, and offered his results as the ‘laws of motion’ (Hartman,

2002, 312). 

3. One Area of Agreement

Although there are many differences between their approaches to the study of

values, Rokeach and Hartman would both agree that values can and ought to be

studied, assayed, and taught. For both theorists, the study of values matters. It

matters for reasons that Rokeach gave.

The value concept, more than any other, should occupy a central position

across all social sciences–sociology, anthropology, psychology, psychiatry,

political science, education, economics, and history. More than any other

concept, it is an intervening variable that shows promise of being able to

unify the apparently diverse interests of all the sciences concerned with

human behavior (Rokeach, 1973, 3).

It matters for slightly different reasons described by Hartman.

For the first time, I feel, scientific knowledge and mastery of physical

nature can be matched by scientific knowledge and mastery of our moral

nature. Natural science has changed the world; value science, too, once it

is known, developed, and applied, is bound to change the world... What

follows, then, is an attempt to de-mystify, and sensitize, to make the vague,

the intuitive, and the chaotic in the world of human values intellectually

clear, to show how formal axiology can lead to awareness of the several

worlds we live in, to suggest a meaningful score for what could be a

harmony of human life (Hartman, 1994, 58).
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I agree with both theorists about the importance of the study of values in the

social sciences. Consequently, this paper reflects my own attempts to comprehend

what it takes to create “a meaningful score” in the world of value theory and value

measurement.

4. Two Theorists Passing in the Night

Like two ships passing in the night, Hartman (1910-1973) and Rokeach (1918-1988)

seemed never to notice each other. They researched and wrote prolifically on the

same subject during overlapping decades, but as far as I can find, neither ever

referenced the other in his own work. Perhaps the fields of social psychology and

philosophy were, or are, so far removed from each other that cross-fertilization of

ideas rarely took place. 

The work of Rokeach is more widely known and cited than is Hartman’s.

A Google Scholar search uncovered five times as many citations of Milton Rokeach

than of Robert S. Hartman. Perhaps this reflects the relative popularity of

psychology over philosophy in the social sciences today. Perhaps it reflects the

weight of the contribution to their respective fields that each theorist made. One

result of my comparative studies of their work is my conclusion that Hartman’s

contribution to thought in all of the social sciences is under-recognized today and

merits greater attention. 

Hartman and Rokeach each developed a value survey. At first glance, the

two surveys are very similar. Each consists of two sets of eighteen words or phrases.

In each survey, the respondent’s task is to stack-rank those eighteen words or

phrases according to instructions such as “from most important to least important,”

or “from best to worst.” 

However, the similarities end there at the surface. The purposes of each

survey, the rationales behind the selection of words and phrases used, the norms

against which responses are compared, and the interpretations of the results, differ

markedly. Even their definition of “values” is different. In fact, those differences

aren’t just between Hartman and Rokeach. Across the literature, there is a certain

muddiness in the definitions of “values” among many modern value theorists. It is

as though theorists are writing about very different things when they discuss values.

It all gets quite confusing.

5. Definitions of “Value”

I take some solace from the realization that I am not alone in my confusion about the

meaning of “value.” Grimm, in introducing his audio course on Questions of Value,

admits: “Let me tell you honestly—I can’t give you a good definition of value”

(Grimm, 2005). Rokeach, too, wrote, “There is as yet little consensus about exactly

what we mean when we speak of a belief, an attitude, a value, a value system—and

exactly what the differences are among the concepts” (Rokeach, 1972, x). Hartman
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added, “The reason for this confusing variety of views on values is that nobody

really knows what values are” (Hartman, 2002, 14).

In Chapter One of The Nature of Human Values (1973), Rokeach devoted

nineteen pages to attempting to define what is meant by “values.” He first distin-

guished between theorists who define “values” as something inherent in an object

and those who define “values” as a concept held by a person. Rokeach embraced the

latter definition. By this, he meant that values are the criteria or standards by which

evaluations are made. This distinction leads to Rokeach’s own definition of “value.”

A value is an enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct or end-state

of existence is personally or socially preferable to an opposite or converse

mode of conduct or end-state of existence. A value system is an enduring

organization of beliefs concerning preferable modes of conduct or end-

states of existence along a continuum of relative importance (Rokeach,

1973, p. 5).

Several elements of this definition are important to note. 

First, Rokeach pointed out that any concept of “ought” or “should” is absent

from his definition. His definition was based on preferences. 

Second, a value is an enduring belief. It is, specifically, a prescriptive or

proscriptive belief. A value is also an enduring belief. This means that values remain

largely stable over time, but they can be changed. They are neither permanent nor

fleeting. 

Third, a value system exists along a continuum of relative importance. What

distinguishes one person’s value system from another is not the presence or absence

of a certain value, but the relative importance of each within a common set of

values. 

Finally, a value is an enduring belief about one of two things: an end-state

of existence, or a preferable mode of conduct. A belief about an end-state is what

Rokeach calls a “terminal value.” A belief about a mode of conduct he calls an

“instrumental value.” 

Terminal values, in Rokeach’s lexicon, can be either personal or social—

that is, self-centered or society-centered. Rokeach argued:

It is reasonable to anticipate that persons may vary reliably from one

another in the priorities they place on such social and personal values: that

their attitudes and behavior will differ from one another depending on

whether their personal or their social values have priority: that an increase

in one social value will lead to increases in other social values and

decreases in personal values: and, conversely, that an increase in a personal

value will lead to increases in other personal values and to decreases in

social values (Rokeach, 1973, p. 8).
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I have dissected Rokeach’s definition at length because Hartman’s classi-

fication of types of value is quite different. Hartman would not agree that “an

increase in a personal value will lead to increases in other personal values and to

decreases in social values.” Hartman’s primary categorization distinguishes between

personal and social value structures. An increase in one can be achieved inde-

pendently of the other. However, balanced growth in both is an aim to be sought. In

Hartman’s categorization, an increase in personal values is likely to result in an

increase in social values, as well. In fact, according to Byrum (2007), an increase in

personal value capacities is a prerequisite for an increase in social values. 

Each theorist’s conclusions were determined by the structures they set up

through which to define “values.”

When categorizing instrumental values, Rokeach stated that these can be

either moral or competency-based. Moral instrumental values refer to social end-

states, and competence-based instrumental values refer to personal end-states.

Rokeach equated competence-based instrumental values with self-actualization

values. He confined the concept of “oughtness” to a narrow spectrum within his

definition of values—to moral instrumental values that lead to social end-states.

It can be suggested that ‘oughtness’ is more an attribute of instrumental

than terminal values and more an attribute of instrumental values that

concern morality than of those concerning competence (Rokeach, 1973, 9).

Hartman took a very different approach to defining ‘value.” His is a concise

definition. For Hartman, “good” is defined as “concept fulfillment” (Hartman, 1959,

20; 1967, 103-104, 153). This is the axiom of value in Hartman’s scheme. In logic

and mathematics, an “axiom” is defined as “a proposition that is assumed without

proof for the sake of studying the consequences that follow from it.”

 A thing’s value is the same as its goodness. A thing has value, according

to Hartman, in the degree to which it fulfills the intension of its concept. “We shall

define value in terms of logic... Let us define anything as good (or valuable) if it is

what or as it is supposed to be” (Hartman, 1991, 13). “Oughtness” thus is deeply

embedded in Hartman’s value theory.

Hartman then described three types of concepts—synthetic, abstract, and

singular. In Hartmanian logic, a certain kind of valuation is appropriate to each type

of concept. Systemic value and valuation apply to synthetic concepts and to all

concepts considered merely as concepts (Dicken and Edwards, 2001, 136); extrinsic

value and valuation apply to abstract concepts, and intrinsic value and valuation

apply to singular concepts.

For Rokeach, “values” refer to the criteria, or standards by which evalu-

ations are made and not to the objects themselves. In Hartman’s framework, value

refers both to objects and to the criteria by which people evaluate those objects. Any

thing, idea, or person can be evaluated in any of three dimensions: systemic,

extrinsic, or intrinsic. Anyone can evaluate any given object, idea, or person
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according to any of the three dimensions. Value combinations may enrich the

properties of valued objects. This is called a composition. One example of a

composition, to use a word picture often cited among axiologists, is adding choc-

olate sauce to vanilla ice cream. Doing so produces a new combination with

enriched properties. A different value combination, though, can diminish the good-

making properties of the valued objects. This is called a transposition. For instance,

adding sawdust to the top of vanilla ice cream diminishes both of their good-making

properties and thus their value. This is a transposition of value.

Hartman’s approach to the study of values goes deeper than the above

illustrations with ice cream would indicate. For Hartman, ice cream is simply an

example abstracted from sensory properties. As a researcher, he was not really

interested in enhancing or diminishing the value of ice cream, though as a person he

might have had such interests. The real issue for value theory, he maintained, is the

structure of the valuational system behind the example. The ice cream is a stand-in

for extrinsic objects in general; chocolate sauce and sawdust are stand-ins for

extrinsic ways in which extrinsic objects can be compositionally or transpo-

sitionally valued. 

By contrast, when Rokeach wrote about the relative importance of such

concepts as “equality” and “freedom,” what he was talking about are equality and

freedom. Rokeach was focusing on those two values themselves, not on any

underlying structure that may or may not lie beneath them. Whereas Rokeach was

more interested in describing the social consequences of people’s values and value

systems, Hartman was more interested in the structures that antecede, determine the

formation of, and constitute people’s values.

6. Norms

Hartman and Rokeach used very different concepts of “norms” when establishing

the validity of their survey instruments. 

To grasp the differences between the value profiles developed by these two

thinkers, one must first come to grips with the different ways in which they used the

terms “norms” and “normative.” Rokeach was a social psychologist; Hartman, a

philosopher. I suppose that the way each theorist used “norm” and “normative” was

in alignment with his profession, but each used the word to refer to very different

ideas. For Rokeach, “norms” refer to a measure of the most frequent occurrence of

a phenomenon. They are measures of central tendencies. 

Hartman, on the other hand, referred to norms as standards of an axiological

ideal. Hartman treated norms as ideal standards, as have most philosophers since

Plato. For instance, in mathematics, a “circle” is defined as “a curved line of zero

width, with all points equidistant from the center.” Pure circles don’t exist in the

empirical world; they are mental constructs. The defined “circle” becomes, then, a

norm against which all actually drawn or extant circles are compared. One has to

grasp the synthetic concept of “circle” before one can evaluate something that is said
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to be a circle, say, for instance, a hula hoop. When evaluating the roundness of a

hula hoop, you are undertaking extrinsic evaluation. This act requires a different

norm, one of extrinsic valuation. You judge it by how nearly it approximates the

shape of a “true” circle. If you smile while watching your children play with their

new hula hoops, you have entered a different world evaluationally. Your evaluation

of those “circular” hoops shifts to an intrinsic norm. You enter the normative realm

of singular concepts, in this case, a moment of shared joy between you and your

children. It’s like the tag line of the MasterCard commercial—some things are

priceless. Thus, in an act as seemingly simple as evaluating a hula hoop, all three

dimensions of valuing may be involved, each in accord with its own axiological

norm.

Rokeach used the term “norms,” however, to refer to something else

altogether. Rokeach defined norms in a way that is commonly used in social

psychology, where norms refer to measures of the most frequent occurrences of a

phenomenon. Statistically speaking, norms are measures of central tendencies. If the

average number of children per married couple in the United States is 2.1, this then

is the descriptive or statistical norm against which families can be measured as being

larger or smaller. It is not necessarily “ideal.” It is merely common, according to

Rokeach, (though at times the common or typical is taken to be the ideal). This

difference between philosophers’ and psychologists’ use of “norms” will be very

important when comparing the value instruments developed by Rokeach and

Hartman.

 

7. Constructs and Word Choices

Their different definitions of “norms” gave rise to their different methods for

choosing the words and phrases to be included in their value surveys. 

Here is how Rokeach described the winnowing-down approach that he took

to select the eighteen value words that express the terminal and instrumental values

used in his survey.

 

On various grounds—intuitive, theoretical, and empirical—we estimate that

the total number of terminal values that a grown person possesses is about

a dozen and a half and that the total number of instrumental values is

several times this number, perhaps five or six dozen… (Rokeach, 1973, 11)

The 18 terminal values are distilled from a much larger list obtained from

various sources: …. The number of values thus compiled—several

hundred—was then reduced on the basis of one or another consideration

(29).

After first experimenting with twelve word choices, Rokeach decided that

this version, later known as “Form A,” left out too many important values. He
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eventually settled upon eighteen word choices after concluding that this number

would be “reasonably comprehensive” and yet not too burdensome upon the

respondent (29).

Rokeach admitted: 

As can be seen, the overall procedure employed in selecting the two

lists is admittedly an intuitive one, and there is no reason to think that others

working independently would have come up with precisely the same 18

terminal and instrumental values. It would be interesting to see which

values others might produce working independently and using the same

criteria that have been described here (30).

 

Whatever words are used, it is clear that if the words are different, excepting

synonyms, then a survey based on them would measure something different, too. 

For example, in the “Rokeach Value Survey” (RVS) there are no words

pertaining to the environment, no words such as “ecology,” “clean air,” “protection

of the ozone layer,” or “sustainability.” Presumably, the environment did not loom

large in the minds of value theorists at the time when Rokeach did his research. The

only phrase approximating this meaning in the RVS is “a world of beauty”.

What if, for instance, one were to replace any of Rokeach’s eighteen

terminal values with, say, “a clean environment.” It would then become a different

survey. An analysis of the relative ranking of respondents’ preferences between

values of “freedom” and a “clean environment” would then leap to the fore as a

topic for analysis.

In contrast, substituting one set of words or phrases may not necessarily

change one’s results from the “Hartman Value Profile” (HVP). This is because, in

the HVP, the words and phrases used are principally important in that they represent

an underlying value construct. However, choosing appropriate words or phrases is

a matter of serious concern to developers of axiological profiles. The role of word

choices in constructing a parallel form of the HVP was explained by Edwards (2008,

private correspondence).

In constructing our “Christian Value Profile,” the Meffords and I discovered

that although the words have to exemplify the formulas, they are also

important in their own right. By that I mean that people are likely to react

very differently to different words and phrases that perfectly exemplify the

same formula, so in addition to being sure that the forms are correct,

profile-makers also have to use judgment about how people are likely to

react. This is also one important reason why the Institute has created a new

“Hartman Institute Value Profile,” now being validated—we had so many

complaints that people react too strongly if not downright irrationally in our

own time to things like “Blow up an airliner in flight,” “slavery,” and

perhaps other “dated” items—e.g., many do not know what a “heretic” is.
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They also COMPLAIN AND PROTEST about having to take “tests” that

have such items on them.

In the “Hartman Value Profile,” the selection of eighteen words was not

taken, as Kohlberg once said, from a “grab bag of virtues” (Kohlberg, 1970, 61).

Rather, each word was selected because it represents one of nine value compositions

or one of nine transpositions, as recognized by formal axiology. Each part of

Hartman’s profile contains eighteen words or phrases, not as a practical or statistical

consideration, but because that is the number that results mathematically from the

basis of his theoretical constructs. 

Within formal axiology, there are three types of value: the Intrinsic,

Extrinsic, and Systemic. These are customarily abbreviated: I, E, and S. These

loosely equate to people, things, and ideas. A fundamental precept of formal

axiology is that things are more valuable than ideas about things, and people are

more valuable than either things or ideas about them (Edwards, 2000, 11). Thus, the

symbolic representation of the most basic component of formal axiology is: I > E

> S. Things get more complicated from here.

Any object of value can be valued or combined positively in a way that

enriches goodness. Or, it can be valued or combined negatively in a way that

diminishes goodness. Enriching value through positive combinations is called a

“composition.” Diminishing value through negative combinations is called a

“transposition.” There are eighteen logically possible combinations of the three

basic values and valuations, nine compositions and nine transpositions.

Compositions of valuation can be represented by superscripts; transpositions

are shown by subscripts. Thus, the eighteen combinations of value and valuation

S S E E S E I I Iare: I   E   S   I   I   E   S   E  S S   E   S   E   I  I  S   E  II I I E S E E S S  

These combinations form a hierarchy of value, from highest to lowest, as

listed above from left to right. 

Hartman summarized the complex mathematical formulae that determine

the rank ordering of each element in his survey in his Manual of Interpretation. 

The symbolization of value combinations follows that of the

underlying arithmetical cardinalities… Since each of the three value

0 1dimensions S, E, or I, has a numerical value, namely n, à , and à ,

respectively, the value compositions and transpositions have themselves

numerical values, and these numerical values can be ordered in a precise

sequence (Hartman, 2006, 34).

Hartman’s conviction about the mathematical nature of the hierarchy of

values was what gave rise to his value profile. The framing of formal axiology in

terms of cardinal number arithmetic is debated and questioned today among

axiologists (Dicken and Edwards, 2001; Byrum, 2008). 
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Such debates notwithstanding, this mathematical structure underpins

Hartman’s argument set forth in Chapter Ten of his The Knowledge of Good in favor

of value science as opposed to value philosophy. He laments that value philosophy

caused the “pseudo-scientific confusion of today’s social science disciplines”

(Hartman, 2002, 310) and the “fictitious scalability” imposed upon phenomena by

the researcher (312). 

My long-winded explanation of the underlying hierarchy of values is a

necessary detour in order for me to be able to explain that and why the words and

phrases chosen for the HVP were selected in a very different manner than those

chosen by Rokeach for his RVS.

In the HVP, a word or phrase must stand for one of the eighteen value

combinations. One set of phrases is used in Part I, called the “World-view,” and a

different set is used in Part II, called the “Self-view.” Both sets follow the same

hierarchy described earlier. By ranking the words, the respondent is actually ranking

and exhibiting his or her own value structure.

 For example, in the original HVP, the phrase used to represent E  is “a goodE

meal.” A meal is an extrinsic object. A good meal is a composition; that is, it is

Ebetter than an ordinary meal (E), and much better than a rotten meal (E ). In a

subsequent experimental version of the HVP, Hartman’s phrase for E  is “a newE

car.” A used car, on the other hand, would represent a diminishment of value of the

Eauto and would be represented as E . The next time that your auto dealer warns you

that as soon as you drive your new car off the lot, its value depreciates by about

$2,000, you know that your car dealer is speaking as an axiologist. 

That a good meal and a new car are axiologically equivalent is counter-

intuitive and takes some getting used to. Because of this equivalency, the phrases

a good meal and a new car can never both be used as choices in the same

axiological value survey. An axiological profile cannot be used to determine

whether a new car or a good meal is “better” in the mind of any respondent. An

axiological profile only determines whether a new car or a good meal is better than,

say, an assembly line or a rubbish heap. 

This leads me to look at the “Rokeach Value Survey” through an axiological

lens. Rokeach wrote at length about his findings of the relative ranking of the words

freedom and equality (1973). He found that a person’s preference for each is a

predictor of that person’s views toward racial integration in the United States, at

least at the time of his writing. Rokeach drew a lot of meaning out of respondents’

rankings of those two words by correlating these choices with other aspects of their

preferences and behaviors such as the likelihood of joining the NAACP when

solicited (Rokeach, 1973, 123). The connection was empirical or statistical.

An axiological value profile, on the other hand, cannot distinguish between

a respondent’s relative preference for freedom and equality. This is because they

belong to the same value dimension. Both are systemic concepts, and, without

qualifications, neither is a value composition. Rokeach used both of them, I will

surmise, as systemic valuations of how a society ought to be organized (S ). ThisS
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places them at the same level in the axiological hierarchy of value, which means that

they cannot be compared by means of an axiological profile assessment. Hartman’s

profile cannot do what Rokeach’s did.

Hartman would likely say that Rokeach’s inclusion of two concepts

belonging to the same value dimension in one survey points to a major shortcoming

of the approach taken by Rokeach when attempting to measure and compare values.

Hartman wrote:

All kinds of ‘mathematical models’ are being offered as analyses of

valuations–usually based on the analytic concepts of ‘choice’, ‘preferences’

and the like, without examination of the value nature of the concepts on

which the whole discussion hinges…

Yet, all that the results can possibly show is the percentage of certain

answers to certain questions. Whether and how these results are relevant to

value or in general to the subject matter under investigation is a matter of

the definition of value, or of that subject matter, and such definition is

usually avoided (Hartman, 2002, 313-314).

Other social scientists may point to this as a limitation of Hartman’s own

framework. Hartman was certainly swimming against the tide here. I see merit in

both approaches. 

Rokeach took great pains to investigate whether assessed values can be used

to predict behavior. He explained, “The kinds of behavior we will be especially

interested in are those that are exhibited in connection with a wide variety of issues

that we all confront in contemporary American society.” The research question that

Rokeach posed for himself was: “Is it possible to identify the value correlates of a

given behavior and the behavioral correlates of a given value?” (Rokeach, 1973,

123). 

High among Rokeach’s interests in the contemporary American society of

his time was the subject of civil rights. He set up a series of experiments to

determine whether a person’s values correlate with his or her stance on civil rights.

The values that most interested Rokeach in this regard were those of freedom and

equality.

Rokeach posited that a person who rates equality as more important than

freedom would likely be more in favor of civil rights, and that someone who ranked

freedom ahead of equality would more likely be opposed to civil rights. He wrote,

“On theoretical grounds, equality should be the value that is most implicated in

behavior concerning civil rights or discrimination against persons of different ethnic

or racial background” (Rokeach, 1973, 123). He conducted several fascinating

experiments which, in the main, validated the correlation that he had predicted. 

Important to our current conversation is that Rokeach did this by comparing

people’s preferences towards the relative ranking of two values that, under an
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axiological framework, are not comparable. The RVS does something that the HVP

cannot do.

I harbor two concerns about Rokeach’s approach. First, as quoted above,

Rokeach wrote, “On theoretical [italics mine] grounds, equality should be the value

that is most implicated in behavior concerning civil rights…” It would seem to be

more accurate to have written, “On common sense grounds…” for, how can there

be a theoretical ground for ranking one value over another when all of the values

chosen for the survey were selected by an intuitive guess to begin with? My second

concern is that Rokeach stated clearly and unequivocally that values are preferences;

all oughtness is absent from his understanding of terminal values; he claims to give

us only statistical correlations. Ultimately, if there is no discussion of whether

people ought to support civil rights, of what good is it to know that a higher

percentage of people who put equality above freedom are likely to support civil

rights than those who put freedom above equality? Would it not be more helpful to

have a values tool that offers some guidance as to what ought to be?

8. A Thought Experiment

This being said, let’s conduct a thought experiment to determine whether an

axiological survey could be constructed to assess axiologically people’s rank

ordering of the two values of freedom and equality. To be useful, such an instru-

ment, in Rokeach’s view, would have to be related to the context of the societal

issues in which Rokeach was interested. In this case, we will stick with the subject

of civil rights.

In the case of civil rights, let’s suppose that what Rokeach meant by

“freedom” was something like: freedom to do as one pleases. Let’s further suppose

that what Rokeach meant by “equality” was: equality of people under the law. As

re-stated in this way, these two concepts can now be distinguished axiologically

because they are now value compositions.

To do as one pleases is an extrinsic act. The freedom to do as one pleases

refers to a systemic valuation of that extrinsic act. In the absence of a tertiary

qualification, we can suppose that it is a composition, not a transposition. Therefore,

freedom to do as one pleases can be written in axiological shorthand as: E . S

Equality of people under the law is clearly about people. It is about people

conceptualized in their uniqueness, and not as part of any class or role. Thus, it

refers to people as intrinsic value objects. And equality under the law is a systemic

construct regarding people. This combination of value and valuation is once again

compositional. Therefore, we can symbolize the equality of people under the law as

the systemic valuation of intrinsic objects, written as: I . S

Both concepts are axiologically “good.” But equality of people under the

law is a higher good than is freedom to do as one pleases. Therefore, axiologically

we can conclude that it is a higher good for a society to promote equality under the
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law than it is to promote freedom to do as one pleases—in those circumstances when

those two values may conflict.

Axiology, in this manner, offers a means for inserting a sense of

“oughtness” into social science research that otherwise would remain purely

descriptive, at least in theory. Of course, one can still argue over the correctness of

my axiological classification of the concepts of “freedom” and “equality” as they

pertain to civil rights. Furthermore, in different contexts, the two terms might be

classified axiologically in different ways. What if, for instance, in a different context

freedom were interpreted to mean freedom from the threat of harm by others? And,

what if equality were interpreted to refer to equality of opportunity instead of

equality of protection? This may lead to different axiological results, with a different

ranking of values. Same root words; different meanings. 

Axiology may still result in confusion, debate, and disagreements about the

structure of those values under consideration, but at least axiology gives us a

framework within which to seek clarity about the meanings of those values.

Edwards puts it this way: 

We can disagree about whether something is good either because we do not

all employ the same standards, or because we are not adequately informed

about whether something does or does not have the good-making properties

required by its conceptual norm. An objective, scientific approach to

questions of good and evil is possible; indeed, it is actual, once axiology has

been understood and employed correctly (Edwards, 2000, 247).

The task before us is to understand and employ axiology correctly. One way

of doing this is to construct value profiles using axiology as their basis. But there are

other ways, too.

9. Is Prediction Alone Scientific?

It would be presumptuous to dismiss Rokeach’s approach as un-scientific solely

because it is not axiological, given that Rokeach demonstrated that it is predictive.

He demonstrated the predictability of his survey using rigorous statistical methods

(Rokeach, 1973). L. Donaldson brings to a head the nature of the difference between

Hartman’s and Rokeach’s approach to validity. In his article about the role of

organizational economics in management theory, Donaldson refers to the nominalist

school of the philosophy of science as being one “which holds that scientific laws

are not more than calculating devices, that is, useful fictions (“as if” models).” By

nominalist reasoning, “The validity of a model rests not on the accuracy of its

assumptions but on the utility of its predictions...” Nominalism is opposed by the

realist school of thought, which claims that, in order to be valid, a scientific theory

must explicate real causal processes. In Donaldson’s words, “validity is thus

verisimilitude” (Donaldson, 1990, 372). 
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The question before us, then, becomes: which is more important—

predictability or verisimilitude? I do not know how Rokeach and Hartman would

each answer this question, but I conjecture that Rokeach would favor predictability

and Hartman, verisimilitude.

Of course, this may not be an either/or question. What if it can be

demonstrated that a theory which explicates real causal processes is also highly

predictive? This is the very sort of research that Leon Pomeroy has undertaken in

the field of clinical psychology. Pomeroy demonstrated that the I, E, S value

dimensions “come together in various combinations and permutations and give rise

to the behaviors captured by the scales of psychometrics, including the MMPI and

Cattell CAQ” (Pomeroy, 2005, 107). 

It remains for researchers to correlate the HVP with other value measure-

ments in the realm of social science to the extent attained by Rokeach, using sample

sizes similar to the ones he used. Such a comparison was begun on a smaller scale

by Austin and Garwood (1967) using a small sample of community college students

(30 male and 35 females) who responded to the HVP, the RVS, the Allport Vernon

Lindzey (AVL) survey of values, and the Kohlberg Moral Development (KMD)

profile. 

J. J. Austin and B. A. Garwood’s findings demonstrate the difficulties to be

faced when establishing statistical correlations among instruments that are different

in nature and differ in their methods of scoring. Their strongest conclusions about

the correlations between the HVP and the RVS were that: (1) the self value

dimension of the HVP correlates more strongly with Rokeach’s instrumental values

than with terminal values, and (2) that those respondents who scored well on the

dimension of self-valuation in the HVP were more likely to rank freedom high in

their scale than were those who scored low on the internal self dimension. Equality

does not correlate well with the self-valuation dimension. Unfortunately, Austin and

Garwood did not explore the possible correlation between the relative rankings of

freedom and equality with particular scores of the HVP. So their findings do not

shed much light on my current discussion of freedom and equality. 

If it can ever be conclusively demonstrated that a social science theory built

on real causal processes is more highly predictive than one whose sole claim to

validity is its statistical predictability, then this would be in one sense a powerful

argument in favor of axiological reasoning. But, to do so would involve relying on

the very processes that Hartman strove to de-bunk as part of his attempt to establish

the validity of his own approach. It would be like introducing hearsay evidence into

a courtroom to object to the other side’s use of hearsay evidence. 

10. Other Routes to the Measurement of Values

Instruments such as the HVP and RVS may always be “rubber rulers.” But we need

not restrict our search for ways to measure values to the use of surveys or profiles

alone. It may be possible to apply formal axiology more precisely to the study of
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society in some different manner. For example, axiological classification may be

useful as a tool for hermeneutic analysis (Hartman, 1967; Forrest, 2001). And this

sort of analysis may offer a richer way to explore the meaning of values and

valuation than can be attained by any assessment instrument.

Hartman described how to do just that using secondary, tertiary and even

quaternary value combinations within the framework of axiology. He said that this

can be done easily. I find it quite difficult and complex. If we do not grasp how to

do this, Hartman wrote, perhaps it is “because our value sensitivity is not subtle

enough” (Hartman, 1967, 279). 

This sort of higher-level analysis of axiological valuation has been

somewhat further developed by Frank G. Forrest (2001), who has made pre-

sentations at meetings of the Hartman Institute about his experience teaching these

precepts at a police academy and in ethics courses at the community college level.

If future researchers can develop the hermeneutic method of axiological analysis

begun by Hartman and Forrest, it would be beneficial to the advancement of the

theory of formal axiology. It would also bring a depth to axiological analysis that

it is impractical to attain using a survey tool. The HVP is, in a sense, constrained by

its own complexity. 

Currently, the HVP looks only as far as secondary value combinations. A

survey tool that included tertiary or quaternary combinations would be immensely

complex. A quaternary assessment instrument would require, not 18, but 648 value

words or phrases that a respondent would have to rank (Hartman, 1969, 279). Given

that the current HVP calculus (involving the stack-ranking of 18 terms, twice)

already results in 6.4 x 10  or 6.4 quadrillion possible answers (Hartman, 2006), the15

number of potential combinations of answers in an instrument with 648 word

choices would make interpreting the results an extraordinary feat. Perhaps a

hermeneutic approach would permit axiological analysis using tertiary and

quaternary value combinations without having to rely upon a stack-ranking of all

items every time that an analysis is done. 

11. A Further Difficulty in Making Practical Application of the HVP

A significant problem remains for me when trying to make sense of values and

valuations through formal axiology. As scientific and quantitative as the structure

of values may be, describing specific words or phrases by their axiological structure

is devilishly difficult, as my example with freedom and equality illustrates. 

Hartman (2002) argues that precision in value measurement can only come

from synthetic concepts, not from abstract concepts. He does a credible job of

demonstrating why this is so according to the logic of formal axiology, but there

remains the task of clarifying and agreeing upon the synthetic construct of any

abstract phenomena.

For instance, the more that I study Hartman’s descriptions in the Manual of

Interpretation (2006) and his other writings, the better I grasp much of the logic
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behind his word choices for the HVP. But, even with the answer sheet open in front

of me, I still cannot grasp the axiological difference between a devoted scientist and

a mathematical genius. According to Hartman, a mathematical genius is an S ,I

whereas a devoted scientist is an I . To me, both phrases seem to pertain to peopleS

as seen in certain roles, with certain characteristics. Why are they not both E , IS

wonder? Either I am quite dull-minded, or else the application of the logic that

Hartman valued so highly to everyday words and phrases is not as easy and clear-cut

as he supposed.

12. Conclusion

Social science research can, perhaps, some day be done better than it is carried out

today. In developing formal axiology, Hartman pointed us towards an improved

method for discussing and understanding values, but much work remains to be done

before we can use it well. Hartman has, perhaps, built a bridge to the future of value

studies, but it remains a fragile one, and it has not yet been often traveled. It is more

of a tight rope walk than a Golden Gate. 

I am intrigued by Hartman’s argument in Chapter Ten of The Knowledge

of Good (2002), even though I continue to struggle to grasp its full meaning and

consequence. The more I pursue my studies of axiology, the more radical and

revolutionary I recognize Hartman to be. He would, in effect, challenge the merits

of the preponderance of empirical social science research as practiced and taught in

academia today. In this regard, surprisingly enough, critical social theorists and

feminist theorists may find common ground with Hartman (Bentz and Shapiro,

1998; Sprague, 2005). At the time Hartman lived and wrote, positivism held sway

over the methodologies of social science. It is no wonder, then, that approaches such

as Rokeach’s rose to prominence. In the years since, this has changed. The social

sciences have opened themselves to other ways of validating truth claims. Ironically,

it may be that the “science” advocated by Hartman will find a friendlier audience

among post-positivists than it did among the empirical researchers of his own time.
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Abstract

Robert S. Hartman’s view of intrinsic value is juxtaposed alongside the thought of

several recent thinkers who address related issues. The focus of this essay is on

human value, which is described by some thinkers in terms of “basic worth” or

“worthwhileness” or “final value.” Slight differences in vocabulary may suggest

differing perspectives. Though “intrinsic value” suggests the bearers have such

value “for their own sake,” other thinkers suggest that human value is shaped by

either a loving God or an indifferent universe. What role does the ultimate context

play in defining intrinsic value? Can a unified theory of human value account for

both “equal worth” and dramatically varying degrees of worth? The article poses

more questions than conclusions. However, these seemingly abstract issues have

importance for such pressing issues as equal access to health care, the treatment of

enemies in wartime, or end-of-life decisions.

1. Intrinsic Value and Ordinary Language

It is easy enough to imagine a conversation that goes something like this. An art

dealer says to a potential customer, “Don’t worry about the frame. We can always

replace it. It’s the painting that has intrinsic value. The frame only has extrinsic

worth.”

But the knowledgeable customer replies, “I don’t know about that. Some

frames were selected or built by the artists themselves. They are really intrinsic to

the painting.” (Bailey, 2002)

Or it’s not that difficult to imagine a craftsman who builds frames and

therefore is only interested in the frame. He slips several inexpensive reproductions

of great paintings into his frame, trying to see which painting shows off the frame
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to best effect. “After all,” he might muse, “the painting is only of extrinsic value. It’s

the frame that counts.”

These somewhat stilted and imagined comments use the polarity of

“intrinsic and extrinsic value” in ways similar to our daily use of the terms. This

contextual usage of the terms “intrinsick” and “extrinsick” goes back at least to 1613

CE, according to my Oxford English Dictionary. Philosophers have talked about

intrinsic and extrinsic value for centuries, and this is one of those philosophical

distinctions that have actually permeated ordinary language. The distinction has a

long history in both ordinary language and philosophical discourse. Intrinsic and

extrinsic values are familiar categories that are easy enough to understand. Their

meanings can be deduced from the context in which they are used.

Yet, Robert S. Hartman, and powerful interpreters of his thought such as

Rem B. Edwards, insist that there is a foundational meaning of “intrinsic value” that

must be resolved before we can move on to the more casual uses I have mentioned.

These thinkers are to be credited for insisting on the urgency of resolving this

foundational issue. What is the deepest meaning of “intrinsic value”? Is there

something that is the ultimate basis of the idea of intrinsic value? (It’s usually

assumed that the meaning of “extrinsic value” will fall into place once we know

what we mean by intrinsic value.) Hartman’s answer, of course, is that only

“conscious individuals” are truly of intrinsic value. In this view, both the painting

and its frame are only of extrinsic value, useful for creating the aesthetic experience

of conscious individuals.

There are questions about this terminology. Why should we speak of

“value” rather than “worth” or “meaning” or “worthwhileness”? It would seem there

might be subtle nuances of meaning among these terms. And why not speak of

“basic” or “central” or “core” or “defining” or “critical” or “final” value? Again, it

seems that various terms might lead in several directions. Might “basic worth” lead

to different insights than “intrinsic value”? Some of these alternatives will be

explored below.

Of course, Hartman prefers to speak of “intrinsic value” because he wants

to develop a hierarchy of value, with “extrinsic” value being the next set of values

in the hierarchy and “systemic” value being the last. After giving a specific defi-

nition to “intrinsic value,” Hartman was able to continue his hierarchy of value by

next discussing extrinsic value, drawing on the traditional polarity.

It is not immediately clear what is meant by the intrinsic value of conscious

individuals.

Are conscious individuals always of intrinsic value? Are only conscious

individuals of intrinsic value? Is there no intrinsic value without consciousness? Is

consciousness always of intrinsic value? Is consciousness always an ingredient of

any experience of intrinsic value? Is consciousness always worthwhile? Does this

imply an ethic of how to treat others? Does it throw light on any concrete moral

issue, such as physician-assisted suicide? Or is it primarily a way of judging

ourselves? How does this go beyond our current “self-esteem” culture? Hartman, of
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course, has answers to many of these questions. My only point at this stage is that,

at first glance, many questions arise.

One of Hartman’s nicer insights is into what he calls “systemic value.” In

addition to individuals that are intrinsically valuable and entities that are extrins-

ically valuable, Hartman notes there are systemic values. There are abstractions as

well as entities, concepts as well as individuals, theories as well as instances,

axiologies as well as valued beings, classes as well as actualities, generalities as well

as specifics, explanations as well as things explained, systems as well as existences.

And many of these abstract, conceptual, general, theoretical, explanatory systems

are very valuable. Some of us just love the damn things. And that is fine with

Hartman, who enjoyed systems a lot himself. The problem is keeping these valued

systems or systemic values in their proper place.

Hartman’s view of intrinsic value seems designed to anchor what he calls

the “hierarchy” of value: intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic value, in that order. It also

anchors Hartman’s important emphasis on valuation, over and above value.

Hartman’s claim is that we go through life, evaluating as we go, and we are able to

evaluate intrinsically, extrinsically, and systemically. The problem is that we can

evaluate inappropriately. We might extrinsically value something that is really of

intrinsic value. We might intrinsically value something that is of only systemic

value. Every possible combination of intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic value and

intrinsic, extrinsic, and systemic valuation is actualized by humans. Indeed, some-

thing like a life style emerges from the ways we select combinations of valuations

with values. Therefore, Hartman’s complex and interesting axiology depends on the

pivotal issue of intrinsic value.

There is something seductive about a powerful thinker who can take a fairly

simple claim and develop it until it seems to encompass the whole universe. It is

intoxicating to see how everything fits together, how everything seems to get

explained, how the greatest and the smallest things find their place. After a while,

it seems as if there is nothing but the system. One is in the spider’s web. One of

Hartman’s tenets is to insist that systemic values, the value of fitting everything

together as an all-inclusive abstraction, is of merely tertiary value, ranking behind

intrinsic and extrinsic value. It is ironic that Hartman’s system, which insists that

systemic values are of only modest value in the scheme of things, is itself an

intoxicating system which can trap people within itself. As one who self-confessedly

enjoys systemic value, one who loves seeing how ideas and values fit together, I find

it easy to forgive Hartman for the addictive quality of his system. There are more

important things than systems, but, gee, Spinoza and Kant and Robert S. Hartman

and even the anti-system system of Kierkegaard are great fun.

But as some of us learned as teenagers, there is a time and place for cold

showers. I propose to step outside Hartman’s system to glance at other ways the

world of values might look.
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2. The Context of Intrinsic Value

Let us begin with the intrinsic value of conscious individuals. For this phase of the

discussion, I will consider only human beings, ignoring, for instance, the fact that

animals are also conscious individuals. Though he was not an analytical philos-

opher, Nobel Prize-winning Albert Camus was perhaps the most influential intel-

lectual of the twentieth century. He dealt with philosophical issues, but he did so in

a more literary way, exemplifying a certain French approach to dealing with

profound issues. Though he did not speak of “intrinsic value” as such, he was

perhaps the century’s foremost celebrant of the intrinsic value of human beings. His

picture of human life celebrated the joy of life, the importance of justice and

compassion, and the unique quality of each individual consciousness. Perhaps his

most memorable literary depiction of this was in his novel, The Stranger. Sentenced

to death after almost casually killing a man, the protagonist, Meursault, appreciates

the sheer joy of being alive and conscious. The final paragraph of the novel offers

the quintessential mood of Camus: “(F)or the first time, the first, I laid my heart

open to the benign indifference of the universe” (Camus, p. 154).

In his somewhat more philosophical discussion of this in The Myth of

Sisyphus, Camus suggests that human life is essentially absurd, because of the

contrast between the intrinsic meaning of human life and the indifference of the

universe. One must rebel against this absurdity of human life, but one must also be

“lucid” about the context in which human life is lived. The sense of absurdity

Camus described spoke deeply to generations of humans.

If one doesn’t like Camus’s literary depiction of absurdity, Thomas Nagel

gives a much more philosophically analytical description of the idea. Nagel points

out that it is always possible to step back from the daily tasks that give meaning to

life and ask oneself why one is doing them. This kind of questioning tends to

become an infinite regress, so that even when one attempts an answer, perhaps a

theistic view, it is always possible to step back from those answers. The absurdity

is, we can always step away from the things that give meaning and sense, an

absurdity at the heart of things in our busy lives. There can be a “collision between

the seriousness with which we take our lives and the perpetual possibility of

regarding everything about which we are serious as arbitrary, or open to doubt.”

(Nagel, 2000, 178) The seriousness with which we take our lives begins to appear

gratuitous. We are “aribitrary, idiosyncratic, highly specific occupants of the world”

(183).

People who share Camus’ analysis do not all use the language of “rebellion”

to describe their response. Some despair. Others opt for classic philosophical

positions (or live as if they are making such an option). They become Stoics, going

on with life in what seems to be a realistic way, hardened to the ultimate absurdity

of their circumstances, indifferent to the indifference that surrounds them. Or they

live as hedonists, enjoying life as much as possible, while trying to ignore, deny, or

put off dealing with the final absurdity of their lives. Nagel argues that the sense of
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absurdity “is one of the most human things about us.” If there is no reason to believe

that anything matters, “then that doesn’t matter either, and we can approach our

absurd lives with irony instead of heroism or despair” (185).

Obviously, not every serious thinker acquiesces in this view that the cosmos

is indifferent or that human life is absurd. I do not want to get into that debate,

though I have my own judgments about these issues. My issue is this: What do we

have after we stipulate that individual conscious humans are intrinsically valuable?

If I may put it this way, does the ultimate context of our value bear on the worth of

that value? Isn’t it a bit odd that an intrinsically valuable being might consider its

existence to be absurd? Yet it can clearly happen. Does the claim of intrinsic value

demand some kind of context?

3. Alternative Approaches

Recent writers have shown interest in the key question of the core value or worth of

human life. They phrase the issue in slightly different ways. Subtle differences in

language can point to important issues. Two such thinkers, Christoper J. Eberle and

Brooke Alan Trisel, will be examined here.

A. Christopher J. Eberle

Eberle’s concern is to explore the “basic worth” of each human life. There are three

normative facts implied by the claim that each human life has basic worth. Each

human has great worth; each human has equal worth; and no human is able to do

anything to destroy this basic worth (Eberle, 2009, 169). For Eberle, important

moral and political issues depend on the assertion that each human has basic worth.

This critical claim has implications for morality, political rights, and the meaning

of human life. As a teacher of philosophy at a military academy, it is important to

Eberle to establish that a basic or minimal worth exists even in the case of the

enemy, in times of great stress. Eberle points out that the vast majority of humans

have not accepted the basic worth of all humans, typically holding that there is some

group of people of lesser worth than themselves. Little wonder that the view that all

are “created equal” was, and remains, a transformative idea.

Eberle is getting at a worth that provides a floor or minimum standard of

human worth. No human is ever worth less than this basic worth, though all humans

can increase their “total worth” in many ways. Humans will vary dramatically in

their total worth, though they are equal in basic worth. Robert S. Hartman, of course,

also holds that humans vary in terms of “good-making” properties, as each human

lives up to the possibilities implicit in human life to greater or lesser degrees. In a

similar way, Eberle speaks of “worth-engendering properties” (170).

How can the basic worth of humans be established? It would be good,

Eberle says, if a secular defense of the claim could be mounted, since more people

would be likely to agree with a secular argument, one not requiring a religious
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premise. However, there is a basic problem with any secular account of human

worth based on reason, morality, artistic creativity, and so on. Any account has to

allow for both a minimum basic floor of worth and the possibility of degrees of

worth. The more widespread a feature may be, the more plausible it is that it

grounds equal worth, but the less plausible it is that it grounds great worth. On the

other hand, if a feature can lead to very great total worth, the less plausible it is that

it generates equal worth. “In human beings, equality and greatness of value do not

seem married together in any tight way” (176).

Eberle takes the human capacity for self-consciousness, rational agency, or

moral agency to be the ground for the strongest secular argument. The problem with

such secular arguments is that the very capacity that allows great goods can also

ground great evils (177).

Eberle concludes that human basic worth is, in the last analysis, dependent

on God’s love for each human. The belief in the basic worth of all humans is rare

among humans; it finally demands a theistic foundation. The love of God for

humans grounds great, equal, and indelible worth, the three criteria for basic worth.

Obviously, this claim needs to be argued for. Eberle makes his case in more detail

than I need to explicate in this space. 

Two crucial and subtle issues separate Eberle’s view from Hartman’s view.

(1) Eberle insists that “basic” worth is a floor or minimum beneath which human

worth cannot sink. This nonetheless allows room for great variation among humans

in total worth. It is not clear to me where Hartman’s view of “intrinsic” value stands

on this score, since intrinsic value seems to point to the highest kind of value. (2)

The crucial term here seems to be “basic.” Eberle is quite willing to speak of

“intrinsic worth,” meaning a being that is excellent for its own sake, but he insists

this should not imply that such a being is excellent independently of its relational

properties (169, 186). Obviously, the most important relational property, for Eberle,

is the relation to God. God’s love “imparts” worth (180). Though Robert S. Hartman

affirmed the reality of God, his value system was essentially a “secular” account, in

Eberle’s terms. Humans have intrinsic value, by virtue of being conscious indi-

viduals. Intrinsic value is not dependent on God for its status. Otherwise, it would

not be “intrinsic.” Hartman’s position is among those Eberle would describe as

being among the “strongest” secular stances.

Eberle’s position is more common among theists than Hartman’s position.

That is, most theists hold that the core value of humans is dependent on God,

imparted by God, and created by God. Humans are made in the image of God, so

that human value is, in some profound way, reflective of God. Even if one concedes

the reality of God, I believe many problems remain for any theistic position. The

long history of debates about the relation between grace and works, for instance,

points to the tension between a worth guaranteed by God and a worth achieved by

humans. 

Obviously, the reality of God needs to be argued for. However, Eberle is not

primarily concerned to argue for the existence of God. He is primarily concerned to
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show that “the main alternative to the theistic view is too frail a reed on which to

ground our basic moral status and so we have good practical reason to affirm some

more sturdy ground… The theistic account is no panacea. But it seems better able

to resist our deeply ingrained inclination to deny basic worth than its main

competitor” (185).

B. Brooke Alan Trisel

In Doris Lessing’s great novel, The Golden Notebook, the character Anna looks

around at the other passengers on a plane she has just boarded. She wonders how

many of these fellow passengers are staying alive at that moment merely because of

their children. She wonders this, of course, because that is her situation at that point

in the novel. When I read this passage over 35 years ago, I was deeply moved,

because at that time in my life, the reason I summoned up to stay alive was my love

for my son.

Brooke Alan Trisel raises a similar and closely related issue, but one that is

somewhat different from either Hartman’s issue of intrinsic value or Eberle’s issue

of basic worth. Trisel is concerned with the issue of whether life is “worthwhile”

and how we would go about making such a judgment. Whereas Hartman and Eberle

seem to be describing what they see as an objective state of affairs, Trisel recognizes

that subjective judgment is critical to any assessment of the worthwhileness of life.

He points out that the Japanese even have a word “ikigai” that points to whatever

it is that a given person relies on to make life worthwhile. Anthropologist Gordon

Mathews has explored the cultural differences between Americans and Japanese in

terms of how they respond to questions about the ikigai or worthwhileness of life

(Mathews, 1996). Such questions receive a broad range of answers. People who

cannot define a meaning or purpose to life can nonetheless find factors that make it

worthwhile to live.

On the other hand, it is obvious that some people do not find life to be worth

living. Some people commit suicide. Even more people may well find their lives to

not be worthwhile, but continue living for various reasons. Trisel points out that

some people may continue living because of a fear of death and the pain it might

involve. Perhaps they hope that eventually things may get better. People may go on

living in misery “because they do not want to inflict suffering on people who care

about them” (Trisel, 2007, 64). This is, in some ways, the most interesting reason

that might prevail. It is the reason that was critical to Doris Lessing’s character and

to me for a few weeks in my life. I would add that some people may be concerned

that efforts to commit suicide might be unsuccessful, leaving them in a worse

condition than before, perhaps paralyzed or in a permanent vegetative state. Other

people may have a religious view that suicide is a sin, or even a fear of eternal

punishment, that causes them to go on living, even though they do not find life to

be worthwhile.
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How might one go about deciding whether life is worthwhile? Trisel

examines several possibilities in a detailed way. (1) One might weigh the benefits

of living against the costs. This is easy enough to say, but more difficult actually to

calculate. More specific ways of putting the question might help, including the

following. (2) Does a person continue to live? However, as we have already seen,

there are extrinsic factors that may lead a person away from suicide. (3) Would one

have chosen to live, taking into account one’s life experience, if one can conceive

what having that option might have been like? (4) Would one choose to bring others

into the world? Some people, of course, choose to bring children into the world in

hopes that might make life worthwhile. (5) Would one choose to live one’s life over

and over again, in a manner reminiscent of Nietzsche’s idea of “eternal recurrence”?

This is a high standard for judging the worthwhileness of life; perhaps few people

would choose to do this. On the other hand, pondering this possibility might result

in fewer “false positives.” As has already been said, simply continuing to live does

not indicate that one finds life worthwhile. (6) A somewhat lower standard involves

asking whether one might want to live approximately the same life one more time,

though not an eternally recurring life (63-67).

Trisel discusses each of these methods in careful detail. For my purposes,

I want to draw from Trisel’s work three observations. (1) Asking about the

subjective worthwhileness of life seems to be as interesting a question as asking

about the basic worth or intrinsic value of a person. It is, if I may put it this way, a

worthwhile question. (2) If we ponder a couple of these positions in light of one

another, it seems odd to say that an intrinsically valuable being does not find life to

be worthwhile. It seems almost as odd to say that a being of basic worth might find

its life not to be worthwhile. However, friends, loved ones, pastors, or counselors

often find themselves in the position of persuading a despairing person that he or she

is, indeed, of intrinsic value, basic worth, or beloved by God. This seems to be based

on the tension between one’s subjective judgment and what the other party claims

is an objective reality. On the other hand, only the individual person knows what the

subjective experience of life is actually like. (3) Trisel makes the point that how one

answers the question of the worthwhileness of life depends in large measure on how

high one sets the bar or the standard. Most people would probably prefer not to have

an eternal recurrence of one’s life. On the other hand, it is clear that the vast

majority of people continue living. More people may find life to be worthwhile if

the standard is set lower. On the other hand, the lower standard may result in more

false positives, since there are many reasons one might choose not to end life. 

Perhaps some of the self-esteem and self-help books that crowd bookstore

shelves paint too rosy a picture of what life can be, leading some people to feel that

their own lives are not worthwhile. A more realistic picture of human life might help

some people decide that their own lives are indeed worth living. It can be asked

whether some descriptions of the possibilities of life in writings on Hartmanian

axiology might set a very high, perhaps too high, standard for judging the worth-

whileness of life.
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4. World Without Consciousness/Consciousness Without World

There are two highly speculative issues that interest me. They seem to bear some

relation to the issue of intrinsic value, though I have no idea how to move forward

on them, other than simply announcing my own intuitions. Is a state of pure

consciousness, having no consciousness of any world, of any value? And is a world

devoid of any consciousness of any value?

G. E. Moore once proposed a thought experiment about an unknown planet,

the features of which would ordinarily be described as very beautiful. However, no

one has ever seen this particular planet, and no one will ever see it. It is simply there

without being consciously experienced. Is it nonetheless beautiful or valuable? As

a young man, I decided that such a planet would not be beautiful or valuable in any

way if no one ever experienced it. Consciousness is required for any value to exist,

I decided.

I find the issue more difficult at this stage of my life. Many of us believe

that the entire universe was, for billions of years, devoid of consciousness. Indeed,

consciousness of any sort arrived relatively late in the history of the universe. Many

people believe that, for billions of years, the universe was inanimate, lacking any

intrinsically valuable things. It was “all rocks and gas,” matter rolling on its

“relentless course,” as Bertrand Russell put it. What are we to say about the universe

during those billions of years when there was no consciousness of any part of the

universe? Did it have any value at all?

If we posit the existence of God during this time, perhaps God found the

universe beautiful, intellectually interesting, or amusing. But this would not be

intrinsic value; it would be conferred value. And, of course, we could say the

universe had great “potential” value, since it was in the process of creating

consciousness. So we, of course, looking back, find great value in those earlier

stages of the universe.

I have problems with both these approaches. I want to know whether the

universe, in and of itself, had any value in those earlier stages. I find it very odd to

say the universe, during many eons, had no value. It is not enough to say it had

value because it was going to eventually produce ME, and my many conscious

cohorts. I also am not satisfied with saying that its value was merely “potential”

value, an “extrinsic” value, since it eventually resulted in us!

The word “sublime” comes to mind as suggesting something of what I am

getting at. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, some artists tried to

capture the sublime. They painted nature (typically mountains and lakes) without,

as a rule, any humans in the scene. Of course, they were painting the earth, not the

universe. But they were seeking after the kind of value I’m trying to get at. 

The value I’m pointing to is liminal, something at an ultimate threshold. Just

as the subliminal is beneath the threshold of consciousness, I’m grasping for

something trans-liminal, something beyond human consciousness and its values. I
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do not have a term to suggest for it. Words such as mysterious, awesome, sublime,

and numinous begin to move in this direction.

I’m more comfortable in the thought that this issue shows the limits of

human language and, in particular, our language about value. I come closer to being

able to indicate the value I sense in an unconscious universe by pointing to art,

rather than trying to find words. Gustav Holst’s great musical work “The Planets”

suggests the primordial value I want to indicate. The fact that we name the planets

after gods hints that I’m not the only one who wants to attribute some value, value

beyond words, to the primordial universe.

Another early thought experiment led me to ponder the idea of a pure

consciousness without any experience of the world. Suppose there is a conscious

immortality of the soul, mind, or individual consciousness. Without a body,

however, this consciousness would not see, taste, feel, smell, or hear anything. It

would not have a propioceptive sense of its own body. It’s not clear how it would

have any memory, without a brain storing those memories. Might it have an extra-

sensory perception of other similarly situated souls? At any rate, I soon decided that

such a state would be closer to Hell than any other description. More recent

philosophers have speculated about isolating a brain, keeping it alive through

artificial means, but without any physical relationship to the world. Might this brain

figure out what had happened to it, or its own status? Again, I find this horrible to

think about. Some philosophies and religions talk about a state of pure conscious-

ness, without any particular content, as an ultimate state to be devoutly desired. I

wouldn’t claim to judge, since I have never experienced such a state. But it is also

true I have no interest in pursuing such a state.

So there we have it. I have a vague sense that the universe, even without any

consciousness within it, had some kind of nameless value. And I have an equally

vague sense that a state of pure consciousness would be either lacking in value or

possessed of negative value.

If we had more definitive insights into either of these issues, we might be

able to say something more definite about what we mean by intrinsic value. But I

don’t have those insights.

5. Conclusion

Robert S. Hartman held that humans are intrinsically valuable since they are

conscious individuals. Many terms have been used to describe this state of affairs.

The term “person” (sometimes capitalized) is often used in law to indicate a being

within the special concern and protection of the law. It is also often used in writing

by ethicists and in ordinary language to indicate a being of special dignity and

worth, one that should be treated in a certain way. It is clear that “person,” used in

this way, is not a merely factual description, but an evaluation, pointing to the

special worth of those thus designated. In the same way, Kantians speak of human

beings as “ends in themselves,” possessed of a special dignity, never to be treated
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merely as a means. These terms are all attempts to point to the special nature of

human beings.

The mood of such points may be conceded, even insisted on. These

provisos, however, are necessary. (1) Many people hold that intrinsically valuable

humans live a life with elements of absurdity, since they live in a universe indif-

ferent to their intrinsically valuable nature. (2) A significant number of intrinsically

valuable human beings judge their lives to not be worth living. (3) On the other

hand, many hold that human value is conferred on humans by a loving God. Do such

contextual questions not impinge on the claim that humans are intrinsically

valuable? There appears to be a dilemma. Either humans are intrinsically valuable

in an indifferent universe, as Camus and many others hold, in which case human life

is absurd. Or reality is not finally indifferent to humans, since God is the creator of

all other realities. But if this is so, the value of creatures is conferred by their creator.

(4) The value of human consciousness exists in a spectrum. We ourselves

experience a range of consciousness from drowsiness to transcendent alertness.

There are certainly intrinsically valuable conscious animals, perhaps even micro-

scopic conscious entities. It’s possible to conceive beings with much greater,

superior levels of consciousness: beings on other planets, perhaps angels, perhaps

even God. Surely human worth, though intrinsically valuable, is in a midrange of

the conceivable spectrum. A different form of value determines these rankings. Each

of these beings is intrinsically valuable, but some are more valuable than others,

depending on the degree of consciousness. Do more conscious beings have greater

intrinsic value?

As Eberle points out, it is clear that consciousness is capable of negative as

well as positive value. An animal caught in a hunter’s trap, seeking to gnaw off a leg

while bleeding to death, is clearly experiencing a negative state of consciousness.

Most of us would treat the animal as having at least some minimum value. Many of

us would try to speed the animal’s death and seek to eliminate its tortured

consciousness, perhaps by shooting or even clubbing it to death. Other moral issues

are raised. If a human intrinsically valuable consciousness is in terminal agony,

should physician-assisted suicide be an option? The point is that simply claiming

that individual consciousness is intrinsically valuable does not of itself resolve

profound issues.

The attempt to affirm a context-free meaning for “intrinsic value” raises

important issues. One’s reading of the ultimate context of intrinsically valuable

beings will impinge on the meaning of intrinsic value. Other terms that set a lower

bar for meaning, such as “basic” or “worthwhile,” may allow us to address im-

portant issues of morality and meaning, while sharpening the meaning of “intrinsic

value.”

These musings may seem interesting, perhaps, but too abstract. They may

seem to be the sorts of things some people enjoy and other people don’t care for. I

want to conclude by insisting on the critical importance of these issues for very

practical concerns. Eberle insists on a view of human nature in which humans have
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a basic equal worth, a worth that is indelible or indestructible by anything a human

does, but which also allows for degrees of worth among humans regarding important

moral, aesthetic, and epistemic goods, including negative worth. I share these

commitments. The indelible quality of human worth is a crucial issue when we

consider such things as the torture of terrorists, the treatment of enemy soldiers

during wartime, and capital punishment of criminals. If terrorists, murderers, and the

enemy have indelible worth, our options are seriously constrained. Many of us

believe there should be “equal access” to legal justice, health care, and education.

We can’t guarantee happiness, but our Declaration of Independence is clear all

humans have equal rights to “pursue” happiness, over and beyond life and liberty.

These areas are central to policy discussions today. Equal access to legal justice,

education, and health care rests, in the last analysis, on a view of humanity that

guarantees equal basic worth. The intense discussion of a right to physician-assisted

suicide rests on how we interpret the intrinsic value of humans. Those who counsel

depressed or suicidal people need some believable and accessible ground of the

intrinsic worth of humans who, as Trisel reminds us, do not find their lives to be

worthwhile.

I do not believe that any thinker has yet come up with a unified theory of

human nature that clarifies our intrinsic and equal basic worth at the same time it

illumines the human fulfillment that is often more accessible than we know. Most

of us begin with basic values, such as equality and respect for the intrinsic worth of

others. We then look for a theory that will illumine our gut values. It may be that

there is no unified theory that will tie together our most basic values. 

Perhaps the ideas are even contradictory. It is, for instance, more readily

believable that humans vary greatly in degrees of moral, intellectual, and creative

worth than that we are all equal. Perhaps these ideas contradict one another. It’s

much easier to suggest a contradiction in a theory than to demonstrate that it has no

contradictions. In the same way, it is very difficult to demonstrate that there is no

contradiction in holding that humans are intrinsically and equally valuable while

also holding that they vary dramatically in value.

 The search for a coherent theory that might undergird important matters of

public policy and personal fulfillment and morality deserves our best efforts.
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Abstract

This discussion  investigates the claim that formal axiology is a science. I review

criteria for admitting a subject matter into the realm of science and find that formal

axiology is indeed a genuine science. In addition to demonstrating in several

different ways that formal axiology is a science, I examine the details of the eighteen

level value hierarchy used to construct the Hartman Value Profile (HVP), with

emphasis on the intrinsic dimension. I explore alternatives to Hartman’s selection

of value hierarchy formulae used to define the intrinsic construct for the HVP

assessment. I also explore in detail the logical binary value hierarchy and unleash

the power of axiological value science through the construction of special interest

alternative proxy statement lists. I then explore additional innovations of the science

of formal axiology such as revising the composition of the three axiological

dimensional constructs. Finally, I show the necessity to separate the dimensional

valences into compositional and transpositional components for more accurate

interpretations. 
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1. Introduction

Philosophy and science are both human activities. It is we humans that contemplate

problems, pose questions, and seek answers and solutions. It is also human beings

who decide when the answers and proposed solutions are true and trustworthy. Each

area of human study, whether physics or philosophy, the arts or literature, has its

own unique aims and questions, as well as its own standards for success and

validity. Scientific knowledge has different standards than other kinds of knowl-

edge. Certainly not all belief systems have equal claims on the truth. Scientists

generally believe that scientific laws are impersonal and describe the physical as

well as the social world with an objective perspective, independent of biased human

interest. However, all answers of whatever kind depend in some way on our human

nature, our perceptual abilities, our neurobiology, as well as our cultural values,

history, and indeed our political and religious convictions.

I consider myself an axiological scientist, and I believe that “good” science

carries the requirement of attaining a consensus achieved through open inquiry and

rational discussion among other axiological scientists who are skilled practitioners.

I believe that science aspires to be objective, but it would be wrong to think that

science is objective while all other human knowledge endeavors are subjective.

Ask anyone who has heard of formal axiology (but has not yet been trained

or educated in it), and you will soon get a question about the scientific or non-

scientific nature of this unique approach to understanding value and valuation. I

assume the question about the scientific or non-scientific nature of axiology should

begin with an epistemological review (“episteme” means “knowledge” in ancient

Greek). Epistemology is the study of “how we know.” Axiology has definite truth

claims (epistemological claims) such as “value = concept fulfillment,” and I want

to investigate how these truth claims are justified. 

Hartman left us the legacy of the Hartman Value Profile (HVP), and

fortunately this application of formal axiology has served as the main vehicle to

verify many of axiology’s truth claims. I also want to investigate the nature of

science, but I see no need to challenge the historical, cultural model of science

already firmly established. I will instead check the elements, objects, and truth

claims of axiology and compare them to common elements of accepted “legitimate”

science to see in what specific ways formal axiology exemplifies these standards.

This discussion will show that formal axiology is a “good” science. 

Further, I want to examine Robert S. Hartman’s hierarchy of value and his

choice of binary formulae for the construct measures of intrinsic, extrinsic, and

systemic value (Hartman, 1967). Then, I will show alternative dimensional

constructs and point to the need for revision and for further inquiry and research.
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2. Philosophy and Science

In a succinct, clear manner, let’s review two common kinds of knowledge

endeavors, pointing out how each handles the “truth claims” issue.

The truth claims of a philosophy are justified by experience, intuitions,

linguistic analysis, and evidential arguments. They are grounded in some kind of

logic or structured linguistic grammatology (Derrida, 1976) to make sure there is

common understanding in our expressions, with examples from our shared life-

world experiences that illuminate and illustrate the claims and conclusions pre-

sented. As an example, the Dialogues of Plato never arrive at any definite

conclusions;  rather the truth of the matter is to be learned in the dialectical give and

take of discussion about all perspectives or sides of an issue. This philosophical

“Socratic Method” is widely used today to gain awareness and deeper insight into

an issue. 

The truth claims of science are justified by controlled experiments and

verified or verifiable predictions that are repeatable over and over again, always

with the same result according to certain laws of nature like those of physics. The

formal language of science is mathematics, the standard of scientific precision. Any

scientific truth or law is to be justified by empirical verification through repetition

of the experiments. From scientific controlled experiments, we obtain data showing

just how strongly we can be justified in believing its truth claims. 

3. Michel Foucault’s Criteria of Science

In addressing the issue of the scientific or non-scientific approach to the truth of a

subject matter, Michel Foucault listed the criteria necessary to identify the scientific

approach to knowledge in his book, The Archeology of Knowledge (Foucault, 1972).

A review of these criteria is very instructive in understanding the scientific versus

non- scientific approachs to truth.

1. Every field of study first has to stand up and be identified. This means the x

subject has to distinguish itself from all non-x subjects. Thus, the first

element in the criteria has to be a positivity defining the field as separate

from all other fields. 

2. The second criterion of science is a description of the elements or objects

within the horizon or field of the specific positivity.

3. The third element of the criteria is the statement of truth claims – hypotheses

about what we know and claim to know in the interplay of the objects within

the positivity.

4. The fourth feature of a science is the development of formalism with which

or through which the positive objects in the field can be associated,

combined, and manipulated through action.
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5. The fifth and final element of the criteria is a synthesis of criteria 2 and 3 with

the formalism (number 4) to produce a body of scientific knowledge that can

grow and develop.

Hartman defined “science” as, “the combination of the intension and

extension of a fundamental synthetic concept, the axiom, which constitutes a method

and necessarily leads to action” (Hartman, 1967, 76-77). Hartman’s foundations of

formal axiology unfold from the formulation of the transcendental, synthetic “axiom

of value,” and it therefore fits Foucault’s criteria of science.

4. Hartman’s Model of Science

Hartman used the Cartesian model of science, named after René Descartes’ system

of analytic geometry. Many of Hartman’s students remember his drawing an

hourglass on the board to represent the Cartesian model of science. (The painting of

Hartman in the Philosophy Department at The University of Tennessee depicts this

hourglass drawing on the board just behind Hartman at his desk.) 

The hourglass fits the Cartesian model well. The analysis of the selected

objects fits into the top half of the hourglass, coming into categories as the hourglass

reaches the center. The center hole that the grains fall through is the axiom. Then,

the axiom modifies the objects, converting them into scientific objects in a synthesis

of form and substance (the bottom half of the hourglass).

Most pseudo-sciences do not progress beyond categories, which are never

mathematically precise but rather are linguistically defined and described, as is

typical in a philosophy. With categories we do get a kind of “science-in-the-making”

but not a fully developed science since the categories stop short of a formalism

(example: astrology). These categories are like larger grains of sand that will not go

through the hole in the middle. As is typical in analysis, practitioners continue to

grind away at the categories to make them smaller, but they will not get small

enough until and unless an axiomatic essence is synthetically defined. For the

subject matter to become a science, the categories have to merge their meaning into

an axiom or physical/mathematical law (such as [v = d/t], velocity (speed) equals

distance divided by time), that ties all possible moving objects together, articulating

mathematically what they all have in common.

We could debate whether Hartman’s “axiom of value” is really an axiom or

not, but to do this is merely to ask if it is intuitively convincing or needs further

analysis to arrive at the foundation of all value.  If it is not an axiom, it would need

further elaboration to get to a more basic truth about value, the essence of goodness.

In any case, it is clear that an axiom is needed to ground any science of value. An

axiom is a fundamental, essential truth that serves as the foundation of proof itself,

needing no proof since it is a necessary condition of proof itself. In axiomatic set

theory (Zuckerman, 1974) there are fourteen basic axioms, and, if we add Hartman’s

axiom of value to them, we get a pure, synthetic, formal axiology
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Hartman’s axiom of value is expressed formally. It states that, X has value

to the degree it fulfills the intensional standards of its concept (Hartman, 1967, 103).

When the intension of the concept meets the extension of properties of the object in

a one-to-one correspondence, we have a “good” object. Therefore, all value objects

may be checked by performing a mathematical operation—placing the concept

standards into correspondence with the object’s properties. The axiom of value is

formally expressed as follows.

x UAxiom of value: V  º {x Î P(F )} & {F  Î ÈH  (S, E, I)}

5. Do Axiologists Do Science in Practice?

We know the HVP with its binary value hierarchy is valid across cultural borders

(Pomeroy, 2005, Chapters 16 and 17). Dr. Pomeroy empirically validated the HVP

against the MMPI and other known valid assessments. The theoretical constructs of

formal axiology in the application to the HVP are empirically validated in Dr.

Pomeroy’s book. This empirical validation suggests that axiology is a science, and

Dr. Pomeroy entitled his book, The New Science of Axiological Psychology.

At our recently formed company, The Value Source Group  (TVSG), we

start with the HVP and then modify the assessment item language to fit the language

of special interest groups, following Hartman’s effort in producing an HVP research

version. We address many special interest groups, such as sports and Christianity,

and we have found the various HVP-parallel form assessments to be valid in

practice across social “special interest” borders at approximately the same level of

confidence as the standard HVP. We have found that the “value dimensional

constructs” are valid for the twenty seven groups we have addressed, but with

different content relative to that special interest or specific group. The meanings of

the dimensional construct scores are relative to the special interest group, but the

binary value hierarchy is the same for all groups. In my considered opinion, all

efforts to validate the HVP and its parallel forms are efforts to validate the formal

underlying eighteen-level value hierarchy. The axiom of value works in all cases,

and the value hierarchy transcends all social borders. 

Formal axiology is a transcendental science, as envisioned in Husserl’s

phenomenology. In Husserl’s work, “transcendental” refers to omnipresent aspects

of reality such as space and time that transcend all horizons or perspectives,

(Husserl, 1929), which, in Kant (Kant, 1965), were necessary conditions for the

possibility of everything. Husserl aimed to establish a transcendental meta-science

from which all sciences such as formal axiology could be deduced—all culminating

in transcendental Being (Kern, 1975). 

In Hartman’s seminar on Edmund Husserl given to graduate students at the

University of Tennessee, Hartman said, 

Now I think that a formal axiology symbolically stated, as I do for example

in my book, is really a fulfillment of this part of the Husserlian vision—the
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value part, and Schiller in his book on the title page begins an axiomatic of

axiology, but then it peters out and nothing comes of it. So I would say this

is an immanently good Husserlian endeavor. Now I say this also in my book

(Hartman, Husserl Seminar, 1970, 5).

An entire book could be written on this subject alone, but for now I will leave those

details to the research interests of the reader.

The empirical evidence collected thus far shows that axiology fits the

criteria of a genuine science. I am convinced by the evidence that axiologists are

engaged in doing applied science. However, axiological practitioners also engage

in philosophical discourse in their interpretations, which are artistic in nature. The

formal science of axiology provides numbers in the results of the HVP, but what

these numbers mean have to be interpreted philosophically, that is, artistically.

6. Dimensional Constructs in the Binary Value Hierarchy

I will now review Hartman’s construct for intrinsic value in the HVP derived from

binary combinations in the value hierarchy and explore alternative constructs.

First, I will list every binary formula that has an intrinsic element, placing

the base heterogeneous value objects intrinsically valued by the exponent in bold

type, identifying Hartman’s intrinsic construct selected from binary formulae in the

value hierarchy. The numbers in front of the formulae indicate the position of that

formula in the value hierarchy.

Compositions (first 5 positions in the value hierarchy):

      

1) I 2) I 3) I  4) E 5) SI E S I I

Transpositions (last 5 positions in the value hierarchy):

     

I E S I18) I 17) I 16) I   15) E 14) IS

Why did Hartman go from position 1) I , to positions 4) E , and 5) S , of allI I I

intrinsic-related formulae, omitting positions 2) I  and 3) I  in the intrinsic constructE S

for the HVP? The short answer is that 2) I  and 3) I  binary formulae restrict theE S

property inventory to the actual properties belonging to either the extrinsic or

systemic. Forms 1) I , 4) E  and 5) S  do not restrict the property inventory, but ratherI I I

place objects of any axiological dimension into the potentially unlimited  intrinsic

valuation context. This symbol notation tells us that all properties of the objects (I,

E, or S objects) are not restricted, but are expanded to the maximum number of

properties each has and goes beyond the actual property set to potential properties

it could have or may have later. Thus, we obtain Hartman’s intrinsic construct for

the HVP, a grouping of the six following formulae.
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Compositional side of the intrinsic construct for the HVP:

1) I 4) E 5) SI I I

Transpositional side of the intrinsic construct for the HVP:

I I I18) I 15) E 14) S

This grouping does exactly what Hartman intended for it to do, namely

create a construct measure for discerning a person’s capacity for intrinsic valuation

but not the person’s capacity for discerning intrinsic value. This construct is referred

to as the base analysis because the base dimensional symbols are heterogeneous,

expressing all three axiological dimensions, I, E, and S. In Hartman’s intrinsic

construct, all three kinds of axiological objects are valued intrinsically.

We are discussing this now in words, but it can also be shown in formal

axiomatic set theory terms using the “axiom of choice.” In other words, we can and

do restrict any given property set by consciously choosing to do so by defining a

function in terms of a denumerable set within the non-denumerable intrinsic space

to fit our purposes. In composition item 2) I , the intrinsic object is restricted to theE

external functional properties by the E exponent, written I , expressing an extrinsicE

valuation of an intrinsic object. Therefore, we reduce intrinsic value to the extrinsic

valuation of [a person or specified intrinsic object], and this item, by reduction,

belongs to the extrinsic construct since it “cuts out,” highlights or places a limiting

border around the extrinsic properties within the intrinsic set. In transposition item

E17) I , the extrinsic de-valuation of an intrinsic object is a restriction on value loss,

containing that loss to tangible destruction represented by the negative extrinsic.

This places the item on the transpositional side of the extrinsic construct. Similarly,

composition item 3) I  in our collective intrinsic list reduces the intrinsic set to theS

definite, countable, finite systemic realm within the intrinsic continuous property set.

Now it is instructive to examine the intrinsic construct that can be made up

from the exponent analysis, as opposed to the intrinsic construct that Hartman chose

for the HVP using the base analysis. According to Hartman, the base construct

measures valuation, while the exponent construct measures object value. This is how

we have been discussing the differences in constructs for decades since Dr. Billie

Elliott’s large statistical study in 1969, but it seems somewhat counter-intuitive since

Hartman used axiological homogeneous exponents for grouping the formulae that

create his intrinsic construct for the HVP. He used the exponents to emphasize the

capacity for valuation and not homogeneous base objects which emphasize the

discernment of value. I think the construct labels, base and exponent, should be

reversed for a more accurate reading of what the different constructs actually mean.

In the exponent intrinsic construct, we have the first three elements of the

value hierarchy and the last three elements of the value hierarchy grouped in an
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intrinsic construct where the base elements are homogeneous and the exponent

elements are heterogeneous. 

Compositional side of the exponent intrinsic construct:

1) I 2) I 3) II E S

Transpositional side of the exponent intrinsic construct: 

I E S18) I 17) I 16) I

The exponent grouping of this alternative intrinsic construct emphasizes the

base value object, namely persons, and covers the different ways persons can be

axiologically valued. If an axiological practitioner desires to focus on how the HVP

respondent values objects of all kinds intrinsically, he or she would use the

traditional base analysis. On the other hand, if the HVP practitioner desires to focus

on how the respondent discerns value perspectives of an intrinsic value object such

as persons in three different axiological ways, he or she would focus on the

exponent intrinsic construct. In the exponent intrinsic construct, the intrinsic object

is restricted extrinsically or systemically (by the axiom of choice) to suit our

intentional purposes. For a holistic grouping of formulae to create the broadest

intrinsic construct measuring both value and valuation, the axiological practitioner

would have to include all ten formulae involving any intrinsic element (which we

define as the integrated construct), as is depicted on page 116 above. 

When investigating whether the intrinsic value set is actually infinite or not,

I do not see this as a critical issue. Hartman said that intrinsic value was infinite, but

in what sense did he mean infinite? I think he clearly meant a valuational infinity of

dimensionless properties, or rather that intrinsic value is a value that does not have

limits in terms of its property density. I do not think he meant a tangible property

inventory of definite dimensions in his use of the term infinity, though others do.

What Hartman should have said is that intrinsic value has the same structure as a

mathematically “infinite” set of objects with no dimensions, as in a continuum.

Mathematically it is infinite. We are not able to count all the properties of a

continuum because the properties do not have size, such as “points on a line.”

Clearly there are an infinite number of points on a line, but most properties of

human experience do have dimensions and size and are therefore finite. However,

the property density of conscious awareness in our field of vision is non-

denumerably infinite. Practitioners need to take care not to confuse fact with value.

However, we humans typically include all the properties of an indefinitely large

object linguistically with metaphors such as “magnificent,” or “gorgeous.” I would

include “infinite” in the list of metaphors that people commonly use to capture the

entire property inventory in any set too large to count.
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I will illustrate this point with a quote from George Gamow from the first

chapter, “Big Numbers,” in his book, One, Two, Three…Infinity (Gamow, 1961). I

highly recommend the clear and very interesting writing in this book for those who

desire to better understand what transfinite numbers actually mean. Gamow writes:

We have it on authority from African explorers that many Hottentot tribes

do not have in their vocabulary the names for numbers larger than three.

Ask a native down there how many sons he has or how many enemies he

has slain, and if the number is larger than three he will answer, ‘many’.

(Gamow, 1961, l5)

 I believe it is essentially the same with the numerical expression “infinitely many.”

No one can grasp the immense size of something labeled “infinite” because this

concept has no size limits or any limits whatsoever. The word comes from the Latin,

in-finitus, where “finitus” means “end” or “limit.” In fact, the word essentially

means “larger than anyone can count—without limits of any kind.” 

Allow me to illustrate the method of philosophy with the following

reflections, fully aware that they are not scientific and are based on speculation and

progressive rational argument alone. We can calculate the number of all atoms in the

universe, 3x10  (this accepted number is now outdated and may be many multiples74,

of that); but this approximation does not even approach the number of sub-atomic

particles since we still do not know exactly how many particles there are in the

atom’s structure. This reality of physics is currently being investigated at the new

particle accelerator in Switzerland. The launch into orbit of the Hubble telescope in

1990 completely changed our understanding of the universe. We now can detect the

presence of dark matter that provides a kind of glue holding everything in the

universe together. When we add up physical matter with dark matter, there still

remains about two-thirds of being in the universe left yet uncaptured and

unknown—but we know it has to be part of the existence of the universe. In one

experiment, scientists pointed the Hubble at a seemingly blank dark spot and let the

telescope just sit in one position for some time, taking photographs at a certain

frequency. The results were amazing, in that what was shown in the photographs

was a host of billions and billions of galaxies heretofore unknown with seemingly

no end. We may indeed get to a level of continuous connectivity consisting of

spiritual elements that contain and unite all material or physical entities, and if so,

the number would be literally infinite. We humans remain on the edge of discovery.

As the Hubble nears its planned twenty-year life span, NASA is in the process of

building the next generation of telescopes to be placed in orbit between the earth,

moon, and sun—to be launched in 2013.

Some physicists believe that the big bang came from a singularity. A

singularity is the center point of a black hole so small and so intense in gravitational

force that it has no dimensions at all. The Hubble has shown us that a large black

hole exists at the center of each galaxy in the universe. The edge of a black hole is
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an event horizon, where the accepted laws of physics no longer apply. It sucks

everything into it and tears apart everything in its gravitational force, absorbing all

in the singularity. When the singularity gets full, it may explode in a kind of mini

big bang. There have been numerous mini big bangs, as evidenced by the Crab and

the Orion Nebulas, with large gas clouds extending hundreds of millions of light

years. At the center of the black holes are singularities. It is conceivable that the big

bang that created our known universe was just one of a possible infinity of

singularity explosions. Of course, this is something that only a supreme being like

God can know for sure. We humans will never know the operational creative

activity of God. I think it is healthy for us humans to maintain an open mind to these

possibilities and simply have faith that there is much more to reality than we can

possibly ever know. 

There are three basic categories of knowledge, the known, the unknown but

knowable, and the unknown and unknowable. Certainly some aspects of reality are

unknown and unknowable. Yet, as Aristotle said in the first line of his Metaphysics,

“Man by nature desires to know.” Human seekers of knowledge desire to know, and

many will seek to probe into the unknown but knowable with imagination and

speculation. These people are philosophers and creative scientists. This seeking after

knowledge results in innovation, as seen in the news almost every day. Einstein is

famous for saying, “Imagination is more important than knowledge,” (the byline of

a popular poster photograph of Einstein). To expand the borders of knowledge and

to probe into the unknown, our brain’s capacity for valuation must be used. A

formal science of axiological value is the foundation for all progress and innovation

in our world. Hartman laid down the foundations and applied value science with the

HVP, but formal axiology can be applied to many, if not all, areas of knowledge.

The above is a philosophical exposé, mainly speculative, using categories

and loose definitions, with only meager evidence on the limits of knowledge and

infinity. A scientific exposé would cite experiments such as measuring the curvature

of the universe (that experiment failed by the way—the universe is simply too large

to measure the curvature, if in fact it is curved), the background radiation from the

big bang (successful), and the evidence that galaxies are speeding away from each

other at an accelerated velocity (confirmed mathematically and empirically).

We did not have the language or any means of calculating such large

numbers and transfinite sets until the work of Georg Cantor on set theory

(Mengenlehre, in German) in the late 1800s. Cantor’s work demonstrated that the

size intensity or density of very large transfinite sets can be distinguished by

transfinite cardinal numbers, for which he (or his associates) used the word “alephs,”

0the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet, à. The alephs ascend from aleph-zero, à , to

ùaleph-omega, à , according to results of a “one-to-one” correspondence (Cantor,

1897). 

Robert S. Hartman saw in the first three levels of transfinite cardinal sets the

mathematics for determining the overall size of the three value dimensions in formal

axiology. The first level of transfinite cardinal sets is captured by n, representing a
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finite number, which was the natural numbers with which Hartman associated

mental constructs and systemic values. The second level transfinite cardinal number

0is aleph-zero, written à , obtained when the first level is exhausted in one-to-one

correspondence, and an indeterminate number of elements is  left over. This level

is described as a denumerable infinite set or grouping because it has no definite end

limit, as in the natural numbers plus a series of unlimited decimals in-between each

number, such as 1 divided by 3. The aleph-zero cardinal set was adopted by

Hartman to represent extrinsic value, the class or classes of tangible, comparative,

material things and events—all of which have a definite border. The third transfinite

1cardinal is aleph-one, written à , resulting when a one-to-one correspondence

between the aleph-zero set is compared to a continuum with an infinite non-

denumerable magnitude of properties and potential properties left over in relation

to the decimals of the second level. Hartman associated this with intrinsic value, the

reality of connecting and merging the subject and object in a continuous unity, as in

the electro-magnetic field of human conscious awareness, or any conscious

awareness. Hartman used the transfinite cardinal numbers as ideal standards to be

used as measuring devices to order and systematize the entire field of value and

valuation. Thus, we have an ordinal progression of property density with corre-

sponding value dimensions, demonstrating a hierarchy of value.

Why did Hartman use these transfinite cardinal levels for the ideal standard

of value? The answer shows the core of formal axiology as a science of value.

Hartman needed a formal frame of reference for all value. I never know exactly

what kind of object I will encounter (or imagine), and the frame of reference must

cover all possible objects. The frame of reference is needed as a template to place

over all objects that we may encounter in evaluative judgment. I can take these

transfinite dimensions as templates to place over any and all objects that I may

encounter and determine if the object is a systemic, extrinsic, or intrinsic object. If

the n systemic standard can capture the entire property inventory of a given object,

then this object is a systemic value object. If the n standard cannot capture all the

properties, then the object may be either an extrinsic object or an intrinsic object. To

decide this, we overlay the extrinsic standard over the object, and if this captures the

0entire property inventory, it is an object of extrinsic value. If the à  standard is not

able to capture the entire property set, then it is likely larger. I would then place the

1intrinsic frame over it, and if the à  standard captures the entire property inventory,

the object is an intrinsic value object. The integration of all three ideal standards

creates the formal frame of reference, and this is the essence of what makes formal

axiology a genuine science. I do not yet see any mathematical possibilities less

robust than the transfinite cardinal sets to construct a frame of reference for a

transcendental formal axiology; the transfinite cardinals are necessary for the

maximum robustness of the science of value. 

               Hartman used the one-to-one correspondence technique for determining the

value of an object, based on its fulfillment or partial fulfillment of the predicate list

in the meaning of its concept. This is another way of articulating the central aspect
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of formal axiology that makes it a science. “Similarity of intensions” is mathe-

matically measurable by performing a one-to-one matching of concept intensions

with object properties.

The word “infinite” is commonly used in the poetic sense to convey the

grasping of all the properties of the object, plus my feeling-into and identifying with

the object in continuous unity. Remember that value and valuation are matters of

secondary properties, not primary properties, as G. E. Moore pointed out in

Principia Ethica (Moore, 1903, 206). “Goodness” does not live in the object’s

property inventory, but it is a predication on the properties the object has. When that

predication is intended to emphasize my intense feelings about the object, it is

common to use such metaphors. Thus, I use infinite as a metaphor, as suggested in

Dr. Steve Byrum’s paper, “A Bushel and a Peck,” in the first edition of The Journal

of Formal Axiology (2008). Dr. Rem B. Edwards was the first to point out that in

axiology “infinite” could be used metaphorically, not literally (Edwards, 1991, 86). 

7. Reductions of Individuals

Do we have to justify restrictions or reductions of individuals having intrinsic value?

I do not think so since we are attempting to mirror what occurs in human valuation,

and such reductions or expansions within conscious awareness are common. In

communities, people are typically reduced to “what they do” in society. No one

perceives other people only as unique individuals. To make the value hierarchy work

as intended, we have to make room for restrictions and reductions to articulate

different perspectives on human beings. Sometimes human beings (I) are treated as

systemic objects (the number of those who live within the city limits, as opposed to

the number of those who live in the county). Most often, people are valued for what

they do or can do in their professional or social functions, such as “plumber,” “dry

cleaner,” or “lawyer.” This certainly does not negate the fact that each of these

social functions is an economic activity of a unique human being. Indeed, axio-

logical value and valuation are just as rich as the English language allows.

Mathematics or axiomatic set theory does allow for these value restrictions

of the intrinsic with the axiom of choice. This axiom essentially says that “for every

infinite set, there is a denumerable subset.” This axiom allows us to define a

function that specifies a definite region within the set consisting of continuous

properties with a denumerable subset result (Zuckerman, 1974, 146-147). Conse-

quently, it is never compulsory to always treat persons only or merely as unique

non-replaceable objects, although they would be so valued in the background

outside of the defined limiting function. In fact, doing so would negate all practical

and systemic forms of evaluating persons, and language itself would be greatly

impoverished. As you would expect of a science of value, Hartman allowed for this

kind of reduction in intrinsic value with several formulae in the axiological

hierarchy (Hartman, 1967).
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In our current axiological developmental practice, my partner, Vera, and I

typically reduce the cardinal sets to only a specific selected piece or subset of the

intrinsic construct. In sports axiology, we reduce the individual to a sports player

(who is clearly a unique human being) within the sports context as a sports

performer, where the meaning emphasis is extrinsic. In individual sports such as

golf, we also reduce the intrinsic construct to: the golf player as a member of the

class of sports players, golf player plus the ball with the cup as the target, ignoring

all other golf player opponents. 

The highest value in the sports context for persons as players is E . I

However, the highest value in the formal binary hierarchy is I , but the interpretationI

of this formula in the sports context can be expressed as a holistic love for the entire

game and game culture including players, coaches, staff, and fans. This would fit

well with Hartman’s collection of formulae for the intrinsic construct using hetero-

geneous axiological objects. The strictly formal definition of “intrinsic value” is “the

total property inventory.” However, the intrinsic equivalent in golf is the holistic

grasp of the entire game and culture of golf, which would include the value of

opponents and all participants as unique individuals. The intrinsic grasp of the entire

game and its culture does include other players, but they are mainly valued as

extrinsic and systemic objects, relative to the playing and rules of the game.

If we use the valuational intrinsic set to judge a situation, the set is so rich

it behaves somewhat like a black hole, swallowing up everything. Or, on the

transpositional side, it may be similar to a carpet bombing, blowing up everything

in the area. The transpositions in our targeted special interest profiles and reports are

more like precision bombing, where we target only the specific building we want to

hit and do not try to raze all buildings and everything else in the area.

Intrinsic value is defined by Hartman as a non-denumerable set of properties

—the container of everything else within it. It is a continuum of property richness

that includes all actual properties, all potential properties, and the spaces that

connect the properties in a continuum, fusing subject and object—as in common

conscious awareness. My conscious awareness does not merely intuit the entire field

before me; it also adds the back sides and hidden sides of everything in a continuum.

I believe this is built into the neurological composition of the brain, making possible

perception and the evaluative judgment of what is perceived. The intrinsic value

object does have a horizon of meaning that separates it from other objects, a border

of sorts. Intrinsic value encompasses everything within its horizon. This means we

can identify the systemic and extrinsic properties within the intrinsic continuum,

where one small piece of the continuum is as rich as the largest whole continuum

(mathematically). We can structure the intrinsic by applying horizon analysis, (a

typical tool of phenomenology), where the two major dimensional property density

breaks in it are the extrinsic and the systemic. “Horizons” are “meaning borders,”

defined systemically as an either/or synthetic functional context (Husserl, 1929), for

example, my house and everything that lives or exists within a 100 yard radius

around my house. Honeybees live within this horizon, as do horses. Honeybees need
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to be treated for disease, as do the horses. Is it a good idea to treat the horses with

the same medicine used for honeybees? No, horse existence has different aspects

and demands from honeybee existence. This is just common sense,  and it must be

reflected in any theory of value that purports to be a science.

8. How Values Coalesce in the Binary Formulae

In this section I want to illuminate how values coalesce in compositions and how

values harm each other in transpositions. Let me restate the first three compositional

binary combinations of the base intrinsic construct.

The compositional binary formulae of the intrinsic construct are: I , E , andI I

S . In the intrinsic valuation of an intrinsic value, written I , all properties (bothI I

actual and potential) of the intrinsic object are grasped together in the intrinsic

valuation exponent. In the typical intrinsic valuation of persons, where a person

loves another person unconditionally, the past and future both come together in this

present moment. What the intrinsic object, the person, was and has done in the past

is placed in an open-ended view that includes additional property possibilities in the

present and future. 

The intrinsically valued object does not have to be a person; it can also be

a physical object like my grandmother’s wedding ring. The facts that the ring was

on her finger from her wedding day to my grandfather and it was kept on her finger

throughout her life are extrinsic properties of the past that I value intrinsically. Now,

I have it and cherish it, and it will be with me throughout my life also. It will be

handed down to my children, and they will cherish it throughout their lives. This

intrinsically valued physical object (clearly an extrinsic thing) has so many

properties associated with it in value compositions that I am not able to count them

all, a non-denumerable set of properties, and this makes it an intrinsically valued

object in formal axiological terms. Of course, having an indefinitely large but still

finite set of properties would also work as an intrinsic value. If I say that it is

“infinite” in value, I use “infinite” as a metaphor to capture all actual plus potential

valuational properties it could and ever may have. However, the fact that it is a

thing, as evidenced by its materiality, allows it to fit the second binary formula, the

E . In this binary combination, the denumerable set of properties, the E, are allI

included in my intrinsic valuation of it. However, the intrinsic exponent allows or

makes room for an infinity (again used as a metaphor) of possibilities or potential

properties with which it may be associated and valued. How could I determine what

additional properties my kids will add to it? The intrinsic exponent captures all the

extrinsic properties plus providing for the possibility of a host of additional

properties that we cannot foresee or count (no limits; Latin, infinitus).

Now, let us analyze how values coalesce in the third binary combination of

the intrinsic compositional construct. The linguistic proxy for the formula, S , on theI

Hartman Value Profile (HVP) is “a mathematical genius.” The “S” base component

represents “mathematics” while the “I” exponent represents the intrinsic “genius”
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of the person who is a mathematician. The binary formula captures all of mathe-

matics plus providing for creative discoveries of the genius that might expand the

scope of mathematics, taking the discipline to richer and more powerful levels.

Exactly what the genius will discover is uncertain (non-denumerable), but the

formula allows for all the possibilities of creative expansion and further

development.

The ordinal sequence from I to E  to S  does establish a value hierarchy. I I I

1. The I  allows for an expansion of the property set from within theI

intrinsic object (a human being or other conscious entity) itself plus

expansion from the valuation of the person (conscious subject) who is

intrinsically valuing that person through identification with her or him.

2. The E  allows for an expansion of the property set of a “thing” fromI

valuation outside the thing through my adding on properties and through

my identification with the object.

3. The S  allows for an expansion of the property set of a system fromI

outside the system through my addition of properties and through my

identification with the system.

The outside property additions of all three levels of intrinsic valuation are

made by the valuing person or subject; the responsive conscious human subject is

the only one that can add properties to itself from within itself. Therefore, persons

have more value than things (a bi-polar expansion), and things have more value than

ideas of things (a mono-polar expansion). This explains the richness of human

valuation in formal terms; therefore, formal axiology is and can claim to be a

genuine science, since the science shows verifiably with all people in all cultures

everywhere (Pomeroy, 2005).

9. Transpositions

I will now examine the three transpositional binary combinations in the intrinsic

value construct.

The transpositional binary formulae of the base intrinsic value construct

I I Icollects the ordinal sequence: S , E  and I . In the intrinsic de-valuation of an intrinsic

Ivalue, written I , potentially all properties (both actual and potential) of the intrinsic
object are destroyed together in the intrinsic valuation with negative exponent. In

the intrinsic de-valuation of persons, where a person completely hates or wants to

do away with another person, the past and future both come together in this present

moment. However, this moment is not the end of the hated person. What the

intrinsic object, the person, was and has done in the past cannot be placed in an

eternal closed-ended blockage of future properties that negates any and all additional

property possibilities in the future. Why? Because we, as valuing subjects have

memories, and even if a hated murdering criminal may die, the memories of what
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he did or may have done continue to haunt us; perhaps we were told, or we told

others about him and his misdeeds; we may have written something, a book or story

about him, and those writings continue to live on, so the unlimited transpositional

intrinsic infinity has its place at the bottom of the value hierarchy. Remember the

line from a play (Julius Caesar, Shakespeare) that has become an old saying, “the

evil that men do lives after them—the good is oft interred with their bones.”

The object being intrinsically disvalued does not have to be a person; it can

also be a material object like the metal bullet that the surgeons took from my body.

The fact that the bullet nearly killed me three decades ago reminds me of that

horrible experience of home invasion, and it will keep haunting me as long as I keep

bringing it into my present through unforgettable memory. I hate everything that this

lead bullet represents, even in the absence of the object. This extrinsic object

(clearly a material thing) being devalued intrinsically has so many negative

properties associated with it that I am not able to count them all, a non-denumerable

set of negative properties; and, in valuational terms, this makes it an extrinsic object

devalued intrinsically. The fact that it is a thing  makes it fit into the dimensional

Ibinary formula of the negated extrinsic, the E . In this binary combination, the

denumerable set of properties of the extrinsic are all disliked in my intrinsic

devaluation of it. However, the intrinsic minus-exponent allows or makes room for

an infinity of additional intrinsic hated possibilities or potentially despised properties

with which it may be associated (e.g., my deficient current state of health and

fitness). The intrinsic exponent negates all the extrinsic properties plus providing

for the possibility of a host of additional despised properties that we cannot foresee

or count.

Now, let us analyze how values coalesce in the third binary combination of

Ithe intrinsic transpositional construct. The linguistic proxy for the formula, “S ” in

the original HVP is “burning a heretic at the stake.” The S base component

represents beliefs deemed heretical while the -I exponent represents the intrinsic

desire to get rid of this heresy by killing or eliminating the person who purports it.

The binary formula captures all of the heretical ideas plus providing for further

negation of the heresy by the execution of like-minded heretics to obliterate heretical

ideas and propaganda. 

I I I This sequence from S to E  to I does establish a value hierarchy of

destruction or a hierarchy of evil. 

I1. The I  allows for a contraction of the intrinsic property set to intentionally
killing with malice to an absolute zero level of value (or maximum

disvalue).

I2. The E  allows for a contraction of the property set to killing for what a

person does, has done, or may do.

I3. The S  allows for a contraction of the property set to killing for what a

person represents, publicly proclaims, and thinks.

The fact that the person is killed is constant throughout the devaluation process, but

the value levels of destruction become more intense as we move toward position
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eighteen. The person ends up factually dead in all cases. However, the disvaluation

involved gets stronger as we go from killing to destroy ideas—to killing to destroy

behavior—to killing a person we hate and want to torture while they are dying. This

explains the richness of human devaluation in formal terms, and therefore formal

axiology is a science, since this applies to war and the harm all people may do and

actually do in all societies and cultures everywhere.

When ranking the items of the HVP in the real-time decision-making

process, there are two kinds of error, overvaluation, judging an item as having more

value than the axiological norm, and undervaluation, judging an item as having less

value than the axiological norm. Hartman termed these error “valences”(Hartman,

1967). Overvaluation and undervaluation for compositions work oppositely from

transpositions. For compositions, overvaluation means moving an item higher on

the scale toward the top, and for transpositions, it means moving an item lower on

the scale toward the bottom. For compositions, undervaluation means moving the

item lower on the scale, and for transpositions, it means moving the item higher on

the scale. 

This implies that the valence determination of the construct of the intrinsic

may be violated by combining the over- and under- valuations of compositions

(property density) and the over- and under- valuations of transpositions (property

depletion). We get more information by keeping these two kinds of valuation errors

separate. In any person’s decision-making judgment structure, he or she may be very

sensitive to intrinsic transpositions but not very sharp in judging intrinsic

compositions, or vice-versa. If we average the two in a summary valence, the person

may have a summary valence of 50%, but this may come from a 100% over-

valuation of intrinsic transpositions with a 100% undervaluation of compositions.

The “balanced” summary valence would mask the likely punitive nature of the

person’s intrinsic value capacity. On the other hand, the person may have a 50%

balance in the summary valence which could be the result of a 100% undervaluation

of intrinsic transpositions with a 100% overvaluation of intrinsic compositions. In

this case the 50% balanced summary valence would mask the likely “bleeding heart”

nature of the person’s intrinsic value capacity. Consequently, I more or less abandon

the summary valence as redundant and misleading because it potentially masks the

real nature of the underlying valuational emotional conditioning capacity of

respondents.  

10. Conclusion

In conclusion, I am calling for equal consideration of base and exponent constructs

to enrich the applied consequences when an axiological practitioner interprets the

HVP for a respondent, especially in a coaching or counseling relationship.

Furthermore, I am calling for a revision of Hartman’s method of composing the

axiological dimensional constructs from selected formulae of the value hierarchy.

The axiological practitioner needs to ask the following questions. What would be
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the consequence of using the exponent meaning logic grouping for formulae

constructs instead of, or potentially in combination with, the base element formulae?

What would be the consequence of using all ten (both base and exponent formulae)

for the intrinsic construct? I have created a four-level logic analysis for scoring the

HVP, and Vera and I have used it since 1981, as copyrighted in our recent advanced

manual of interpretation, Axiology: Theory and Practice (Mefford, 2006), as well

as in our proprietary source code, with solid success in application. It is my desire

for all axiological practitioners to perform their own investigations for better

interpretation success in their applications. 

Further, I am calling for additional research from other axiologists (in

addition to our own), to show the differences in result interpretations between the

use of the “summary valence” and the use of the “split valence” (keeping

compositions and transpositions separate). For decades, most axiological practi-

tioners used a summary valence, the sum of overvaluations and undervaluations of

the dimensional constructs. Vera Mefford and I have found in our debriefing

thousands of profile results over four decades that this summary method can be very

misleading, actually masking the underlying reality of the emotional engagement

component of evaluative judgment. This can actually do harm to the respondent, or

it can mislead their actual or potential employer. The axiological practitioners at the

Value Source Group have found that interpretations of profiles became much more

accurate when separating the valence indicators in each dimensional construct and

keeping the compositional valence separate from the transpositional valence. I

strongly urge all axiological practitioners to investigate the implications of

interpreting the meaning of construct valences according to this method. 
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Abstract

This article argues that if axiology became a strict science it would over-simplify the

human functions that lead to “knowing.” All of those functions are needed in the

very human realm of values. Hartman’s hierarchy points to the ascendency of the

intrinsic and the relatively low potential of the systemic. Yet, math and science are

the tools of the systemic. Therefore, under Hartman’s own construct, systemically-

oriented science cannot “know” ethical truth better than the fully human individual

who keeps all intrinsic identifications intact. The article goes on to advocate that the

pursuit of axiology as though it were a science is the best way to demand clear

thinking and to provide at least a modicum of freedom from personal bias. The

pursuit of “value science” provides a North Star for the further development of

Hartman’s axiology. Having made those two assertions, the bulk of the article

suggests that fractal geometry may provide a potent new metaphor for further

explorations and innovative developments in wild new frontiers. It also suggests that

a fractal model may hold benefits for those seeking personal growth. Finally, it

compares and contrasts transfinite mathematics with fractal geometry and concludes

that the two serve different and necessary functions.

1. Value Science Is an Oxymoron

“The function of setting up goals and passing statements of value transcends the

domain of science.” Albert Einstein (as quoted by Waltke, 1995, 177)

Can axiology slip the bonds of philosophy to become a science? That was Robert

Hartman’s hope. Einstein would seem to disagree. However, in this postmodern age

the scientist’s strong domination of center stage has waned… at least in terms of

telling us how to live. We no longer take the pronouncement of a scientist as final
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proof. In fact, we are suspicious of the whole concept of proof. We’ve turned away

from the positivist mentality that believes truth can be known and proven through

scientific means. By this strange irony, even science can’t tell us that formal

axiology isn’t a science.

Yet, we respect Einstein, so we notice that he does not disdain the function

of “passing statements of value.” Instead he says that it transcends the domain of

science. If axiology transcends science, why would we want to clip its wings,

butcher it into a cube, and package it in the box of science? Perhaps we should re-

frame the opening sentence to read, “Can formal axiology escape the restraints of

science to regain its transcendent position?”

However, Hartman wanted a value calculus for some very good reasons, not

the least of which was to prevent the rise of another large-scale human tragedy like

the holocaust. His desire was to find a way of talking conclusively about ethics, free

of religious overloading and personal bias. Shouldn’t we be able to agree on right

and wrong without resorting to creed or banner waving? Shouldn’t we recognize

ethical behavior regardless of our language and our heritage? 

Humanity has made a start: the Golden Rule shows up across time and place

in one form or another. German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer states, “Com-

passion is the basis of all morality,” and Hartman’s work encourages a more

compassionate world. Hartman used his math to create proofs of the ascendency of

intrinsic value objects; that is, people. His value calculus placed systemic thought

at the bottom of the value heap. So, his math attempted to set a limit to the

compelling and bloodless logic of tyrants. Under Hartman, empathy fares famously.

But did he achieve his dream of a science of value? I would assert that his was “the

impossible dream;” impossible, yet necessary.

First let’s consider why it is impossible. For starters, we would never allow

it. I was amused 30 years ago by the Jonny Hart cartoon, “Wizard of Id,” in which

the scientist writes as snowflakes fall, “After years of study and thousands of careful

observations, I have concluded that no two snowflakes are…” A snowflake lightly

settles to the ground at his feet right next to an identical twin. He looks right and

left, then rubs it out with his toe and finishes his report, “…alike.”

In the same way today’s mood would not allow a system to dictate ethics.

Postmoderns would be tempted to rub out a science of right and wrong even if it

could be proven. Proof itself is passé.

But postmoderns are not simply being difficult. They are being realistic.

Reality is complex and sometimes bizarre, if not downright chaotic. We have a need

to create some semblance of order. We need to predict outcomes if we are to wisely

choose behaviors. As Hartman pointed out, it is the interplay of axiology and logic

that creates the third value object, systemic thought. 

We use this system-creating function of our conscious minds to create an

appearance of order and predictability. We often succeed in creating models that

help us predict what will happen next… at least in the short term. The more complex
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our problems, or the further into the future we need to cast our predictions, the less

certain we become about the validity of our predictions.

I’ve come to believe that people cannot create a perfect, enduring system of

any type. As we create a system, we necessarily do so by constructing definitions

of objects and descriptions of relationships between objects. The correlation

between our emerging concept and reality is what we call “truth.” But this truth,

again, is based on definitions. Definitions render binary results; either the cookie fits

my definition of “circle,” or it does not. The more precise I become in my definition,

the more improbable it is that any real thing will perfectly fit that definition. My

definitions—and the concepts they help to create—may be brilliant tools, but only

insofar as they match reality. So while the systemic is a tool by which to analyze and

discuss objects, events, and relationships, and while it is an instrument for predicting

outcomes, it also introduces perfectionism, that over-simplification of reality which

is most frequently proven wrong by life.

Reality (the ultimate extrinsic) always tests the model (a product of the

systemic dimension). All models fail in time. A great model may last for many ages,

but it still gathers increasing numbers of amendments as it strives to account for

anomalies and discrepant events. The more complex the reality we seek to explain,

the less capable becomes the system we employ for explaining it. The brainy

systemic is always at the mercy of the mindless extrinsic. 

Our work is even more challenging, since axiology deals with the phenom-

enally complex decisions people make in judging beauty (aesthetics) and behavior

(ethics). When addressing ethics, we are dealing with relationships between intrinsic

value objects. Judging the relative merits of the various possible relational choices

people might make is exponentially more complex than predicting the consequences

of manipulating extrinsic value objects. That is, the options and outcomes that lie

before conscious and creative people are wildly larger than the outcomes that lie in

the future of inanimate objects. 

The use of systemics to analyze and communicate the truth about intrinsics

is proportionately less likely to match reality than when we use systemics to analyze

and communicate truth about extrinsics. So, math and science—both tools of the

systemic—are necessarily fallible referees of the very human, very rich field of

ethics. 

The postmodern mind has rejected the notion that humans can identify and

prove a system of truth whether in the realm of axiology, epistemology, or ontology.

To make the effort even less hopeful, the postmodern mind understands that our

only way to communicate and analyze “truth” is through a limited facility called

language which is itself a system of symbols. It is, at best, a shadowy mirror of

reality. 

During the 2007 convention of the Hartman Institute, there was general

agreement that we need to be clear that knowing is broader and deeper than thinking.

Humans are capable of much more mental and emotional processing than is found

in the rational and verbal functions of the mind. When facing ethical decisions, we
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should freely use the extent of our IQs and EQs and probably some other Qs that are

yet to be discovered. Therefore, even if the next philosophical wave re-defines

science, we should remain skeptical of science’s ability to adequately address ethics.

We arrive at our values through a rich collection of human functions that transcend

the domain of science. Einstein was pretty smart after all.

2. “Science” Is a Great North Star

“The secret of life is to have a task, something you bring everything to, every minute

of the day for your whole life. And the most important thing is: It must be something

you cannot possibly do.” Henry Moore, English sculptor (as quoted by McVane,

2009)

Now that we’ve considered the unlikelihood of science being the final word in

ethical matters, let’s consider why the quest for a science of value may still be a

good idea. The most compelling argument comes from Hartman’s own life

experience and his resulting desire to “organize good.” Having watched the rise of

Hitler, Hartman wanted a system of ethics to which marginalized people could

appeal; a system so clear and compelling that it would settle arguments and establish

right-of-ways. Why not? It’s a worthy goal to pursue.

In the charter issue of this journal, RSHI President Steve Byrum gently

defended his assertion that Hartman’s math amounts to metaphor (Byrum, 2008).

The math itself may not constitute proof, but it does help us grasp the interplay

between types of value. It may help us—especially the systemically-oriented ones

of us—learn to value people more highly in their own intrinsic right, separately from

their extrinsic or systemic worth to a family or an organization.

In the same way, science may be a useful metaphor for the way in which we

should work. It may help us be on guard against sloppy thinking and daydreaming

as we strive to build a healthy and insightful system of ethics. Working for

objectivity and culture-neutral norms of thought, comparison, and discourse may

help us avoid cultural group think and offer increased accessibility to a broader

cross-section of the world’s population. And perhaps more people will become

involved in the pursuit if we acknowledge that our quest for a value science really

is daring to dream the impossible dream. 

Perhaps Henry Moore, quoted at the beginning of this section, sums it up

best. He recommends choosing a North Star to be used in navigating life. He

reminds us that the pursuit of the ideal and the unattainable can serve an appropriate

purpose. Setting a North Star pursuit of science—even though we will not attain

it—may guide our travels across the messy and uneven terrain of ethics.
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3. Why the Search for a New Math Will Disappoint Us

A. Transfinite Math Is Good Enough

Transfinite math creates an awareness of the high value of conscious beings.

Various formal axiologists may need to develop other math or models to aid in

applying axiology to their specific areas if transfinite math does not facilitate their

research or application. However, philosophically, transfinite math has served us

well by providing some certainty of the ascendant value of the individual.

For instance, I am tempted to re-order Hartman’s three dimensions thusly:

extrinsic, intrinsic, systemic. I would reason that we start with matter as the lowest

level, then mind is a mystery that rises off the matter of human physicality. Then I

would be tempted to set meaning at the pinnacle of the pyramid because it is the

product of that miraculous facility called mind. That is an intuitive reordering of the

three: matter, mind, meaning. However, transfinite math keeps me refocusing on the

conscious being, not on what he or she creates. That is good, since a mind can

produce meanings that must be held accountable for their impact on real people

which are, after all, other minds. Transfinite math not only requires that I most

highly value the person, it also reminds me that the person has value that exists

outside of whatever measure I might be using at the time; even if that measure is the

value of their thoughts. Conscious people are always of more value than is my

estimation of their value. My yardsticks for measuring their worth will be slender

and fragile compared to the richness of real persons. Do we need anything more

convincing than transfinite math (whether taken as metaphor or proof) to secure the

value of individuals?

Transfinite math ensures that we value the center of consciousness more

highly than the product of that conscious mind. This is very important because of

the mental and emotional tricks to which the conscious mind is susceptible. Old age

and injury can also diminish the mind’s ability to produce without diminishing the

person’s value within his or her family or community. In fact, when we see one

mental faculty diminish, we may be unaware that another is developing. For

instance, while we focus on a valued mental faculty, such as recall of facts, we may

miss the person’s development of wisdom, that cluster of intuitive, empathic, and

operational know-how that counts for much in a business or a family. So if we

began to value a mind’s products over the mind itself, we might be less appreciative

of the mind’s new developments. Transfinite math keeps the value of the individual

above any product of the individual.

B. Transfinite Math Is Not Enough

 

Though transfinite math serves us well, it does not cause us to become more ethical

people. There is no math so accurate or compelling that it can motivate people to do

what is right. As Edwin Friedman, the father of “Family Systems Theory,” stated in
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his final book, “The colossal misunderstanding of our time is the assumption that

insight will work with people who are unmotivated to change” (Friedman, 2007, ix).

Searching for a new math will not ameliorate this shortcoming of math, or any other

insight, in general. 

When Hartman and Arnold Hutschnecker, President Nixon’s psychoanalyst,

designed a program for testing all school children in the US to identify those with

a criminal bent so that interventions could be used on them, the New York Times

called the idea “Orwellian.” Hartman’s son, Jan, in an interview with This American

Life said, “What [dad] didn’t understand … is that the tool is also a weapon” (Drury,

2003). In other words, any system can be misapplied and create harm where we had

intended healing. Therefore, the systemic, such as goals and policies, must always

be accountable to the broader knowing of the intrinsic. 

Hartman’s highly systemic model promotes the non-denumerable value of

the individual, yet he was tempted to use his new system as one more program that

would invade the individual’s world, “but for a good cause, mind you.” No math

would have kept him, or us, from doing the same thing. A mathematical mind may

simply be predisposed to favoring the systemic.

Even worse, if a math were trusted greatly, people good with numbers could

find ways to get the math to “prove” whatever was needed to support their interests.

Math alone does not create an ethical heart in a person, though it can be used to

support, even to extend, the ethical sensibilities of a person who desires to do good. 

Hartman wrestled with the question of why people choose to do bad,

especially those who know better. Albert Bandura describes these ethical lapses as

“selective activation and disengagement of internal control” (Bandura, 1986, 375-

384). Every person is capable of suspending what they know to be right in order to

steal a low hanging fruit. Simple expedience can trump math, morality, and

“memories of mama” when our desires or fears grow strong enough. Math is a pretty

thin deterrent. In this way, transfinite math will never be enough.

4. Fractal Geometry: To Boldly Go Where None Have Gone Before

“What I did was to open up roughness for investigation.” Benoît Mandlebrot (Koch,

2008)

At the 2007 convention of the Hartman Institute, K. T. Conner made the observation

that one would suspect that the best human resource (H.R.) people would be high

in intrinsic orientation, but in fact, that is not the case. Empirical evidence, she said,

shows that the best H.R. people are highly systemic. High Is are not the final word

in people matters, even though Hartman’s hierarchy would tempt us to conclude

they should be.

In a presentation at the same convention, Steve Byrum called for a non-

linear, non-hierarchical model of the three axiological dimensions. He envisioned

something along the lines of an atom whose electrons continue whirling around the
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nucleus. This would help us avoid false assumptions similar to the one K. T. Conner

exposed, but what would it do to Hartman’s goal of protecting us from strong S

despots? Can we put the three different dimensions on a more nearly equal footing

without undoing the ability to “organize good”?

I believe we can, and the answer may lie in adding a little geometry to our

current math.

A. An Explanation of Fractal Geometry and a Bit of Its History

“Fractal” is a term that was coined by Benoît Mandlebrot, one of the most notable

investigators of self-similar patterns in math and in nature. The term refers to

fractional relationships within the structure of a basic pattern. That pattern then

serves as a blueprint for the design of each succeeding level of development. For

that reason, fractal and self-similarity are used somewhat interchangeably. 

To get a quick mental image, imagine looking at your hand and noticing that

at the end of each finger was another, smaller hand whose wrist was the original

finger. Imagine an additional depth where each of the 25 new fingers becomes the

wrist of 25 new, smaller hands. In the world of fractals, this could go on indefinitely,

reaching astronomical numbers of infinitesimally small fingers. 

Fractal repetition is simultaneously simple and powerful. It is simple

because it reuses the same basic pattern at every new depth of iteration, and those

iterations can be made downward into finer and finer details, or upward into

gargantuan big picture proportions. It is powerful, because it can account for

amazing complexity, suggesting infinity but always rendering a number for any

given depth of iteration. It is also powerful, because fractal geometry is a better

match for the natural world than is Euclidean geometry. But more on that later.

Returning to your mutant hand for a moment, let’s start counting fingers.

To a person versed in fractal geometry, the first depth is your original hand which

has six fingers. Surprised? You have the five we normally count, and since the

fractal repetition works both up- and down-scale, we must count your wrist as the

finger of some larger hand. On the second depth we have added the five new little

hands, so six fingers plus 25 new little fingers means you now have 31 fingers. On

the third depth the finger count rises to 156 and by the seventh depth, you are the

proud owner of 97,656 fingers!

This is interesting, but is it serious math? Mandlebrot thought so, but the

mathematicians he respected disagreed. They scorned his work as a mere toy. As a

young student of algebra, Mandlebrot had been able to “see” geometric repre-

sentations of algebraic formulae. As a Polish Jew evading the Nazis in occupied

France, Mandlebrot had puzzled over the “mathematical monsters” posed by certain

19  Century mathematicians. These mathematical puzzles were logically simple, butth

conceptually mind-boggling. 

In post-war America, working for IBM on the development of the first

business computers, Mandlebrot had a valuable new tool for conquering the
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mathematical monsters. The emerging computer could quickly run calculations and

create graphics to render pictures of what he was beginning to call fractals.

Mandlebrot was convinced he was onto something important and began to examine

the fractal patterns present in nature. He soon answered his critics with a book titled

The Fractal Geometry of Nature. In it he showed how coastlines, clouds, trees, and

mountain ranges display fractal replications of very basic shapes. Today, people

studying  heart sub-rhythms have found that on the right scale, a heart’s sub-rhythms

are very similar to the mountain range that Mandlebrot featured in his book. Even

eye movements follow a fractal pattern. Later, Mandlebrot examined fractal patterns

in the fluctuations of the stock market. 

His discovery and development of fractal geometry created quite a stir

among young scientists and emerging computer programmers in the late 1970s and

early 1980s. Fractals were “cool,” and fractal graphics could be created on any of

the new home computers. I remember typing in a few lines of code I had found in

a computing magazine and playing with the huge differences in appearance that

were caused by tiny changes in code. Powerful!

In the 1990s, Nathan Cohen, a young Boston radio astronomer was

confronted with a problem. His landlord would not allow the externally-mounted

dish Cohen wanted to use in his ham radio hobby. After attending a Mandlebrot

lecture during an astronomy conference in Hungary, Cohen began playing with a

traditional antenna to see if he could boost its receptive power. He bent the wire

according to one of the old math monsters and reception did improve. Continued

development led to the tiny foil antennas used in cell phones today. Though the

fractal antennas are very small they receive a much wider range of frequencies than

antennas of the past. 

Cohen began to wonder, “What [is] it about nature that requires you to use

the fractal to get [these improvements]?” He developed a mathematical theorem to

explain why fractal geometry provides not just a close guess, but a precise technique

for dealing with natural things. Today, Cohen says, “I’m not going to tell you that

fractals are cool. I’ll tell you they are useful” (Koch, 2008).

James H. Brown, a biologist at the University of New Mexico would

certainly agree. “It would be incredibly inefficient to have a different set of

blueprints for every single level of increasing size. But if you have a fractal code,

a code that says when to branch as you get bigger and bigger, then a very simple

genetic code can produce what looks like a complicated organism” (Koch, 2008).

Euclidean geometry serves us well in our development of manmade objects.

It deals with straight lines, angles and simple curves which are sufficient for

manufacturing and architecture. The calculations needed for that geometry are

familiar to us, but they cannot handle the wild complexity of the natural world.

Through the eyes of Euclid’s geometry, natural shapes appear to be weedy, chaotic,

and non-mathematical. But Mandlebrot’s fractal geometry brings those seemingly

erratic shapes within the mathematician’s grasp. It has essentially liberated math to
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climb off the blackboard and go play in the wild real world. It is a profound change

in perspective analogous to the difference between Newtonian and quantum physics.

B. Fractals and the Future Development of Formal Axiology

Developing a fractal model of axiology might be just what the doctor (Steve Byrum)

ordered. The fractal metaphor offers at least eight potential advantages in the further

development and promotion of formal axiology.

First, a fractal has a basic pattern that maintains each component part

through all iterations. Hartman has identified the three basic components of a system

of values. We know them as systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic value objects. These

do not need to be in competition with each other. Instead, they can work in concert

with each other at every level of application. In fact, the fractal model does not need

them to be prioritized or arranged linearly or hierarchically, though to do so would

not destroy the fractal model. Hartman even began exploring the interrelatedness of

the component parts by developing the 18 valuations and disvaluations. But the

fractal model suggests even more levels of application and further dimensions of

understanding. 

Second, fractals are an excellent mathematical and physical model of

integrity. The core components and even the relationships between them are

replicated at every level. We can see this kind of development occurring in the realm

of ethics. Anciently, Moses wrote “Do not kill.” Jesus took it to a deeper level with

“Do not even hate.” Today we may go even deeper by combating hatred at its roots;

we can choose better responses to threat and its byproduct, fear, that can drive

hatred. In that way, we choose to preserve life by what we do physically,

emotionally, mentally, even spiritually. Or in axiological terms, we value life for

reasons that are systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic. And considering the nature of

fractals and our notion of integrity, ethical behavior must continue not only at all

levels, but also in all settings. Self-similar patterns of behavior are the bedrock of

ethical integrity. They guarantee consistency across time and through all aspects of

one’s life.

Third, a fractal pattern does not limit the individuality of members of a

class. A fractal representation of a tree may be created with only five branches

replicated to the fifth depth. You can do this for yourself by visiting “Son of Fractal

Tree” at:      http://www.dandelion.org/dc/interactive/fractaltree/fractaltree_full_

800x600.shtml. Once you have created your tree, you can then toy with the

relationships within that pattern. Small changes in the angles of the branches create

very different and recognizable tree shapes. (See Table One.) Even though the trees

appear to be different species, they are still definitely trees. 
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Table 1: The effect of changing relationships within a pattern of identical parts

The same phenomenon may inform axiology in two ways. First, it may help

us identify different arrangements of values that fit various stations in life, but which

are also recognizable as highly ethical. So K. T. Connor can still encourage high Ss

to move into H.R. while equipping them with an awareness of the need for the I in

their work. Second, it helps us avoid a rigidity that straight math may encourage.

People can apply axiological insight to their lives without losing their individuality.

In other words, while mathematical formulas suggest rigidity and uniformity, fractal

patterns suggest unique manifestations of mathematical harmony.

Fourth, fractal geometry brings math closer to the natural world. In the

exuberance of finding a closer match between numbers and nature, perhaps the

general population can begin to believe there might be some correlation between

math and morality, just as there is between math and music, despite the extreme

rationality of the first and the extreme emotionality of the second. The public

already believes that the few elements on the periodic table account for the

composition of all known matter, so why not believe that Hartman’s three value

objects truly are the elements of universal ethics? And, echoing the thoughts of

geneticist James H. Brown, previously cited, perhaps Hartman’s handful of value

objects form a sustainable blueprint which can be replicated at each succeeding

layer. We don’t have to look for new attributes or values as we change from one

level to the next. These familiar values build the self-similar patterns of all ethical

application.

Fifth, fractals keep all parts near at hand. This is a key concept in addressing

what would happen if we turned away from a strict adherence to Hartman’s

hierarchy. If we develop a fractal model of Hartman’s value objects we can relax the

hierarchy without making room for despots. A despot arises when he or she

promotes the systemic over the intrinsic. But in a fractal model, all parts are always

intact and closely related. Returning to your mutant hand which we imagined earlier,

a mite could crawl out your thumb and be a small distance from your little finger.

The mite could crawl out the thumb on your second level of hands and still be

proportionally just as close to your little finger though in reality he would be closer.

The mite could crawl out thumb after thumb after thumb and in reality be

continually growing closer to your little finger due to all fingers’ simultaneous

replication at each new, finer level of relationship. It’s another manifestation of

eastern philosophy’s paradox that the further you go east the closer you are to the
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west. Of course, the mystique of that paradox has been lessened by the discovery of

a round world; perhaps a fractal model would reveal some of the “roundness” of

formal axiology.

Sixth, though some mathematicians still argue that fractal geometry offers

little, others not only embrace it but are using it to solve problems and to pursue

further inquiry in their fields. Keith Devlin of Stanford University believes that

fractal geometry gives us a way to look below the surface of naturally occurring

phenomena. He says, “The key to fractal geometry … is that if you look on the

surface [of natural phenomena] you see complexity. It looks very non-mathematical.

But Mandlebrot said, ‘Think not of what you see, but of what it took to produce it’”

(Koch, 2008). Hartman was years ahead in trying to understand the underlying

drivers of the behaviors we describe as ethical. What would he have done if

equipped with the tools and concepts of fractal geometry? Looking through the

fractal lens we may identify new science-friendly inquiries to be made in the

development of axiology without undoing the good work of the past. 

Seventh, fractal geometry may add to the formal axiologist’s vocabulary.

While Hartman identified three dimensions of value, he did not speak of variable

angles of relationship between value objects. Consider the trees of Table One whose

different appearances arose from small changes in the length of lines and their

angles of relationship to other lines. What might constitute the angles or lengths

within axiological application? That is not yet apparent. But it does suggest that the

fractal vocabulary may expand axiology’s frontiers of exploration by adding new

facets to our axiological inquiry. 

Historically, brilliant individuals have opened new fields of study which

have later been transformed by the concerted efforts of many. Isaac Newton

pioneered physics, and today quantum mechanics offers a whole new paradigm.

Euclid opened the study of geometry, and today the fractal paradigm has moved

math from the chalkboard to the open fields of nature. Could it be that the

originating work of Robert S. Hartman could undergo rapid development through

the adoption of Benoît Mandlebrot’s fractal geometry?

Eighth, formal axiology has an opportunity to add something to the field of

neurophilosophy, the interdisciplinary study of neuroscience and philosophy. Linda

Bryant Caviness, an education professor at La Sierra University, has already

proposed a three-part fractal model of the brain, education, and larger social

structures. She sees the need for integrity between the physiological and sociological

realms of human functioning. “A disconcerting dissonance exists in regard to how

we do business and how the brain does business. By nature of its own organization

and physiological function, the brain demands to be understood from the perspective

of wholeness. But will our behavioral stance allow us that full advantage?”

(Caviness, 2007).

Integrity is a key issue in the field of ethics. A fractal model of Hartman’s

axiology may more closely resemble the fractal replications that provide integrity

throughout human physiology. Caviness cites current research to show that there is
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more intelligence in the heart than we have traditionally believed. In the same book,

Caviness writes, “No longer is the heart best described as a pump to circulate blood.

. . . Consider that the heart now is being described as a sensory organ producing

significant amounts of neurochemicals. . .” Mirroring James Brown, who was cited

earlier, Caviness states, “The mental/physical/spiritual pattern of form and function

is replicated at diminished and expanded levels throughout the brain. Like systems

within systems, a grand repetitive organization is evident.”

A fractal model of axiology would underscore the continuity and interplay

of each value dimension across time and across structures whether those structures

are personal or societal.

B. Fractals and Personal Improvement

Moving away from the development of theory, the fractal metaphor offers at least

three potential advantages towards the enlightenment of an individual seeking

personal improvement.

First, a fractal model may encourage the person who struggles with the

connection between values and behaviors, and it may allow him or her to travel

either up or down that connection. Though values drive behaviors, it is also true that

behaviors can drive values. As the relationship program “Marriage Encounter”

teaches, “Sometimes you have to go through the motions in order to feel the

emotions.” Another place where we see the reciprocity between values and

behaviors is in the problem of resolving cognitive dissonance. The person exper-

iencing dissonance can choose to bring her behavior into agreement with her

professed values, or she can choose to change her values to match the behavior she

is unwilling to change.

Second, the fractal model may also open an endless road of personal

refinement. An individual may quickly sense that it is wrong to kill, but applying

that principle at a new level, he sees that threatening a person’s societal life is

similar to threatening their physical life, so he chooses not to slander. Later he may

become even more refined and acknowledge the harm that he does to himself by

harboring angry fantasies about another. He is step-by-step turning away from

contention and abuse, and towards attitudes of peace at progressively deeper levels

within himself. By moving the conscious effort away from resisting grossly violent

acts and towards adopting smaller, more peaceful impulses, he builds a broader

barrier between himself and unethical behavior. As he effects those tiny changes

near the core of who he is, the resulting pattern of being expands its way back up

into his behavioral life to make hugely visible differences.

In the process he will stop doing things that the less enlightened see no harm

in. Or he may start doing things that the less enlightened see no value in. But he

refines his behaviors because he sees them as impacting that fine, generative mesh

in the core of his being. That generating pattern resides invisibly in his heart of

hearts, but it drives the whole train of self-similar inclinations in fractal replication
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back towards the large surface of his life. Now instead of having to fight against the

temptation to criminal acts, he is building safeguards at lower levels so that the

criminal act does not even appear as an option. In a moment of frustration he may

be tempted to make a sharp response, but not likely a lethal one.

Third, even in the process of refinement, the fractal model offers a

preventive against perfectionism. As a person develops a Grand Systemic—an

overarching sense of right to which she successively aligns the deeper and deeper

levels of her life—she cannot separate from the intrinsic. In fact, a Grand Intrinsic

will simultaneously develop if fractal integrity is maintained. This Grand Intrinsic

—a growing awareness of and identification with the inherent worth of herself and

others—would lead her to increasing degrees of empathy and forgiveness. In other

words, while refining a just lifestyle, she would also be developing a merciful one.

5. Contrasting Transfinite Mathematics with Fractal Geometry

 

Transfinite math has done a good job of setting a clear order of value. It has

protected the individual from the institution. Fractal geometry looks away from the

order of the values and towards the constancy and interplay of them all. It

establishes our awareness of the integrity of all axiological values working together.

The fractal model makes visible the need to keep all three value objects and

valuations intact, at all times, in all situations. Where transfinite math might indicate

a hierarchy, fractal geometry would indicate a lasting and respectful marriage. That

diminishes the need to prove the ascendancy of any value, since it gives a veto vote

to each of the three. If one value is ignored in any situation or at any time, the

pattern is mutated, and the deformity will reverberate through the structure, be it a

business, a family, or an individual’s internal world. Some might call this karma,

some would say “What you have said in the dark will be heard in the daylight”

(Jesus, as quoted in Luke 12:3, The Bible, NIV).

When facing an ethical decision, math will return a number, not a nuance.

Ethics is a highly nuanced field. Remembering that the axiological cousin of ethics

is aesthetics, we should appreciate how finely nuanced personal judgments can be.

So the only way a number could guide us out of an ethical conundrum is if all

personal factors (and there could be thousands) could be numerically fed into our

formula. Then when the formula delivers its very specific answer, we would need

some person with the gift of interpretation to translate that very specific number

back through all the layers, making applications to situations, and personalities, and

legal codes, and accommodations, and safeguards, and accountability systems, and

more. 

How might fractal geometry aid us in planning our responses to tough

situations? Let’s say a person is acting in a way that will damage our institution.

Perhaps a business professor is dealing in a way that is unethical, and we know that

students are graduating with a warped sense of ethics. Our ability to place graduates

will soon wane along with our ability to recruit new students. The professor is
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incorrigible, and the institution must act. To solve this, we may need to work far

over on the systemic branch of the axiological fractal model; yet the accompanying

twigs of extrinsic and intrinsic value are still vital parts of the pattern. They will

need to be satisfied with whatever response we generate. A rough analogy would be

the need to consider all opinions in planning a family vacation. The trip will be no

fun if one member is constantly cranky about the destination.

Often, once we’ve settled on our response, it’s been an ordeal for us, and we

don’t have much energy left to deal with the professor’s personal anxieties, angry

threats, or real vulnerabilities. Nor do we relish taking care of the many attending

extrinsic considerations, such as revocation of security clearances, delivery of

information to the students and broader community, counsel to other staffers to

minimize the risk of comments that could fuel a retaliatory lawsuit, etc.

We have made the decision. It has been hard. We’re tired, and we really

don’t want to talk to the professor or to deal with the myriad attending details. We

want to write the termination letter and go home. The fractal model would say we

don’t have that luxury. The intrinsic and extrinsic dimensions will not be satisfied

until we have found a way to deal humanely with the professor and effectively with

the attending details. We may have to buy time and rest up before we can adequately

deal with those dimensions, but dealing with them all will make things turn out as

well as possible. The severance is not well handled until systemic considerations are

adequately planned, the attending extrinsics are cared for, and the professor and the

community are treated with dignity, even in this painful process. 

A competent, systemically-oriented human resource officer can formulate

excellent, durable decisions that place the institution in the most legally defensible

position. But if that officer also manages to see the institution’s response from the

professor’s point of view before delivering the news, there is a greatly reduced

chance that the institution will have to endure the suit in the first place. In other

words, his durable decision (systemic) must be matched by great bedside manner

(intrinsic) and effective and timely follow-through (extrinsic).

And that’s only looking at the plane of organizational life. The fractal model

also encourages that same human resource officer to keep all three dimensions in

play as he operates along different planes. He is not just an officer, he is a living,

breathing human with a life outside of work. The fractal model reminds him that all

three dimensions must be present in harmonious application as he enjoys his family

in the evening. In fact, if he desires the peace of mind and quiet confidence that

come from personal integrity, then all three must be present, even in his private

thoughts and in his unguarded comments with his buddies. 

In the final analysis, any situation requiring the satisfaction of all three

dimensions may be better served by a geometric model than by a mathematical one.

Mathematics says, “This aspect is of greater or lesser value than that one.” Geometry

says, “Take all angles into account.” In this way, math appears to function a bit like

an extrinsic valuation, in that it determines comparative value. Fractal geometry
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functions more like an intrinsic valuation, in that it recognizes all dimensions, and

maintains the essential integrity of the whole picture.

In Summary

Though axiology transcends science, it may still find the values of science to be a

guiding star in its own development. Fractal geometry is a promising new model of

integrity that would make use of Hartman’s good work of the past while opening

doors for new dimensions of exploration and enriched conversation. Combining the

tools of math and science with the metaphor of fractal geometry, formal axiologists

could move ahead to develop new vocabulary, new inquiry, and a new under-

standing of the depth and breadth of integrity. The fractal model may also be

encouraging to those who are seeking new depths of personal growth. It may simply

work better in situations demanding axiological integrity.
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Abstract

This article explains that and why Robert S. Hartman associated his three

dimensions of value—systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic—with three types of

concepts and with  transfinite mathematics. It argues that his philosophical

justification for using transfinite math was unsuccessful, based as it was on his

indefensible philosophical “proofs for the infinite value of man,” and that if

axiology is to become a “real science” in the future, a new and better mathematics

for it is needed, one that will provide for a workable axiological calculus of value.

It explores and accepts the defining characteristics of axiology as science, but not

one of the natural sciences, as Hartman understood them. As explained, he thought

that real sciences must have 1) a subject matter, a “set of objects,” 2) mathematical

formalities, or a formal “frame of reference,” and 3) isomorphous patterning

between 1) and 2). This article explains in depth that applying transfinite math to the

three dimensions of value fail to meet criterion 3). Some alternatives to transfinite

math are briefly explored toward the end.

* This article is adapted from a section of a forthcoming book by Rem B. Edwards

titled The Essentials of Formal Axiology. It will be a critical/constructive

introduction to Hartmanian value theory. It will be published soon by the Robert S.

Hartman Institute. Later check the “Books and Publications” page on the Institute’s

website for publication details. This article illustrates the critical part of the

discussion. Most of the book is constructive..
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1. Introduction

As unique human beings, we are intrinsically valuable. This means that we are

valuable in, of, and for ourselves, for our own sakes; we are ends in ourselves and

should never be used merely as means. A strong case can be made for following

Robert S. Hartman this far, but Hartman wanted much more than this. He wanted

to claim infinite value, not just intrinsic value, for us. I shall argue that he did not

successfully defend this claim, and that this seriously threatens his ambition to

create axiology as a science.

Hartmanian Formal Axiology contains several very basic features—the

Form of the Good (Good is concept fulfilment), the Three Dimensions of Value

(Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Systemic), and the Hierarchy of Value (the Intrinsic is more

valuable than the Extrinsic, which is more valuable than the Systemic). All three are

logically independent of one another in the sense that they cannot be deduced or

inferred from one another, so each requires a separate philosophical rationale or

justification. Once they become available through philosophical reasoning, they can

be applied and related to one another, but they are logically independent of one

another and require justification separately. The same sort of thing must now be said

of another prominent feature of Hartmanian Formal Axiology—Hartman’s appli-

cation of transfinite mathematics, or the mathematics of set theory, to structure his

general theory of value. This also is logically independent of all else, and all other

features of his general theory of value are logically independent of it. Using

transfinite math depends on nothing else in his theory of value, and nothing else

depends on it. Thus, we may accept everything else without accepting this feature,

and there are very good reasons for not accepting it.

Hartmanian Formal Axiology incorporates two formalities, the Form of the

Good, and Transfinite Mathematics applied to or associated with the three value

dimensions. The first works remarkably well. The second does not, as next

explained.

Hartman wanted to number systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic values, and he

regarded this as very important. He thought that there could be no real science

without mathematical formulas. Initially, this seems quite commendable, given his

objective of creating a science of value that could bring logical order into value

theory. It would do so, he thought, by combining values with formal systems, just

as the physical sciences combine facts with mathematical formulas. But what kind

of math is relevant? Even if some branches of math are relevant, Hartman may have

selected the wrong one, and we may need to search further for a viable mathematical

framework for an axiological calculus.
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2. Numbering the Value Dimensions

Here is how Hartman wanted to number the value dimensions. With each of the

three dimensions or types of value, Hartman associated a number taken from set

theory and transfinite math, as follows.

Systemic values were associated with “n” for finite. This means that

systemic value-objects have only a finite and definite number of good-

making properties, and their relative worth is to be measured axiologically

with correspondingly finite concepts.

0Extrinsic values were associated with “à ” for denumerably infinity. This

means that extrinsic value-objects have a denumerably infinite number of

good-making properties, and their relative worth may be measured

axiologically by correspondingly rich concepts. In transfinite math,

infinities come in higher and lower orders, some being larger than others.

Denumerable infinity is equivalent to the complete set of all whole numbers

—from zero to infinity. A denumerably rich value-entity would have a set

of distinct good making properties that correspond one to one with all the

whole numbers of arithmetic, which are endless. This set has no last

member.

1Intrinsic values were associated with “à ” for non-denumerably infinity.

This means that intrinsic value-entities have so many good-making

properties that they exceed all the whole numbers of arithmetic and require

correspondingly rich concepts to be measured axiologically. For now, let’s

just say that non-denumerable infinity is a kind of “infinity of infinities,”

something that exceeds or is “larger than” all the whole numbers of

ordinary arithmetic.

Why did Hartman associate the three basic value dimensions with the

finite/transfinite numbers of set theory? The most accurate answer seems to be that

he correlated the three forms or dimensions of goodness with three varieties of

language (Hartman, 1967, 19, 31-43, 79-92, 255-259), then took off from there. We

cannot be sure about how he arrived at the correlation. Originally, he may have

reasoned that there are three basic kinds of value because there are three basic kinds

of concepts, or he might have reasoned that there are three basic kinds of concepts

because there are three basic kinds of value. In neither case would the three forms

of value be derived or deduced from the axiom of axiology, the Form of the Good. 

This Form can be applied to them, but they cannot be inferred from it.

Hartman eventually concluded and then affirmed that the three kinds of

value are determined by the existence of three kinds of concepts (305). In any case,

he contended, each value dimension involves concepts, since good is concept
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fulfillment, and each correlates with distinctive linguistic forms or kinds of

concepts.

!Systemic values or value-objects correlate with and fulfill “synthetic”

concepts—formal constructs like those of logic, mathematics, computer

programs, definitions, the Form of the Good, etc.

!Extrinsic values or value-objects correlate with and fulfill “analytic”

concepts—empirical class concepts abstracted from experience.

!Intrinsic values or value objects correlate with and fulfill “singular”

concepts—proper names, personal pronouns, metaphors.

!Systemic value-objects are supposed to correlate with and fulfill concepts

that we construct with our minds. 

Hartman originally conceived of systemic value objects only as what we

earlier called “pure conceptual constructs,” but he gradually expanded the scope of

“systemic concepts” to include all concepts. Eventually, it came to include all ideas,

thoughts, or words whatsoever—definitions, beliefs, doctrines, laws, scientific

systems, philosophical systems, theological systems, legal systems, ritual systems,

and all formalities, you name it. Many of these, like definitions of words in ordinary

language, include empirical elements and are not merely formal constructs which,

by definition, refer only to themselves.

According to Hartman, pure conceptual constructs have very important and

interesting properties, and some of these were very significant for his original

association of systemic values with the number “n.” 

1) Conceptual constructs are terms that have no meaning all by themselves;

they take their entire meaning from the systems of which they are a part. The

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, for instance, mean nothing by themselves; they have only

relational meanings within the inclusive system of arithmetic. 2) Conceptual

constructs refer only to themselves or their systems, not to anything outside or

beyond themselves. They have no empirical content, no meaning drawn or

abstracted from any kind of experience, whether it be sensory or introspective. This

is supposedly how pure conceptual constructs differ from analytic or empirical

concepts. 3) They are constructed completely by our minds, not derived from

anything else or in any other way, so they mean only and exactly and definitely what

we intend for them to mean. 4) Even though they do not refer to anything other than

themselves, numbers, logic, and other conceptual constructs can be applied to other

things. 5) Since they refer only to themselves, their extensional and intensional

meanings are identical. 6) They have completely clear, definite, precise, and finite

meanings—like the concept of a “circle” discussed earlier. 7) They function in “all

or nothing,” “black or white” ways; so if any part of their meaning is distorted or
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omitted, the results are meaningless or worthless. 8) They have no degrees of

fulfilment; their fulfillment is always either perfect, or not at all.

Although pure conceptual constructs are supposed to have these properties,

most of our ideas and beliefs are not like this at all, so these properties do not auto-

matically carry over to all systemic values or ideas, as Hartman assumed. Hartman

wanted especially to carry definiteness, precision, finitude, and perfection over to

over to all systemic values or concepts (Hartman, 1967, 80-81, 112). The only

value-words appropriate to the systemic value domain are, “Perfect, or nothing,” he

claimed (112, 194-195). Also, because all systemic values contain only a finite

number of good-making properties and have very definite meanings, they have only

finite value.

Hartman hoped to develop an axiological calculus that would enable us to

calculate mathematically the real value of all value combinations. The appropriate

mathematics for this, he thought, is transfinite mathematics or set theory, but we

may not want to follow Hartman in applying transfinite mathematics to the three

dimensions of value. Even without transfinite logic, Systemic, Extrinsic, and

Intrinsic values and the Hierarchy of Value are very real.

3. Why Transfinite Math Will Not Work

At its annual meeting in October, 2008, held in Cuernavaca, Mexico, the Board of

Directors of the Hartman Institute adopted five important goals or strategies for the

future. The fifth of these was “To develop a formal Calculus of Value that really

works.” This presupposes the inadequacy of Hartman’s own calculus of value, based

as it was on applied transfinite mathematics and set theory. It is not inadequate in

every respect; axiologists can do remarkable things with it; but it is inadequate in

many significant ways. Occasionally its results are strongly counterintuitive, and its

philosophical foundations are indefensible. What follows will explain in some detail

why this is so.

Three caveats are important at the very beginning. First, this critique does

not in any way challenge transfinite math as such or calculations made with it. It

challenges only their application to the three value dimensions recognized by

Hartmanian axiology. Second, this critique does not in any way challenge or

threaten the Hartman Value Profile and the math used in scoring it. Transfinite math

is not used at all in scoring or validating the HVP; only ordinary arithmetic and

statistics are used. Third, this critique does not in any way call into question the vast

majority of Hartman’s significant achievements in value theory, such as his

definition of “good” as “concept fulfilment,” his distinction between three kinds of

value and valuation—Intrinsic, Extrinsic, and Systemic, or his applied hierarchy of

value—people are more valuable than things, and things are more valuable than

mere ideas. This critique only challenges the way Hartman chose to number such

things. Now for the problems.
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The first troublesome thing about set theory applied to the three value

dimensions is with the number “n” for “finite sets.” Difficulties with infinite sets and

transfinite numbers will come later. Hartman maintained that all systemic values

have “n” worth, but this claim is dubious from the very outset. Within Hartman’s

framework, something as simple as the thoughts of “green” or “x” both have “n”

value; likewise, something as complicated as all the ideas contained in all the works

of Plato and Aristotle have only the very same “n” value. No matter how many “n”s

we add up, they amount to only n. “N”s always equal “n”, no matter how many or

how few. If Hartman is right, the ideas of “green” and “x” have just as much worth,

n worth, as all the thoughts in all the books that have even been written; and all the

thoughts in all the books that have even been written have no more worth than

“green” or “x.” Something of great significance gets lost when the “n” of set theory

is applied equally to all systemic values, to all ideas and compilations of ideas.

Frank G. Forrest, the principle developer and defender of applying set theory and

transfinite math to the three value dimensions, ends his book with the admission that

such a valuemetrics is a “blunt tool”(Forrest, 1994, 170). Blunt indeed!

One might wonder why at least some concepts like “infinity” do not have

0infinite rather than finite worth. Here is why. The numbers “n” for finite, à  for

1denumerably infinity, and à  for nondenumerably infinity are words or thoughts that

exist within our minds. Hartman correlated them with the three kinds of value,

systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic. (This author rejects this.) The distinction between

intensions and extensions is relevant here. Intensions are just words, thoughts, ideas,

that exist within our minds. Extensions are the realities to which these thoughts

refer. “Animal,” for example is a word or thought that refers to real animals.

“Animal” is the intension; the real animals to which this word refers are the

extensions. The three numbers of set theory are intensions. If there are any

corresponding realities, they would be the corresponding extensions. These three

numbers, as used in Hartmanian axiology, are supposed to quantify precisely the

number of good-making properties possessed by the realities to which they refer.

To concentrate on infinity, confusing the thought of infinity (the intension)

with some reality that actually possesses an infinite number of good-making

properties (the extension) might lead someone to jump to the conclusion that real

numbers have intrinsic or infinite value. But this would indeed be a serious

confusion. Traditionally, only God is the reality who has an infinite number of

good-making properties.

Our intensional thought of “infinity” is not an extensional reality that has

an infinite number of good-making properties. Our thought of infinity is not God;

our thought of God is not God—just as our thought of a “tree” is not a tree.

Thoughts do not themselves have the properties of the realities to which they refer.

Philosophers point out that our thought of “blue” is not itself a blue thought.

Bertrand Russell pointed out somewhere that our thought of “three” is not three

thoughts. It is only one thought, just as our thought of “one” is only one thought. To

extend Russell's argument to “infinity,” our thought of “infinity” is not an infinite
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number of thoughts; it is only one thought! Thus it does not consist of an infinite

number of good-making systemic or thought properties. It is only one thought

property. One good-making thought property has finite value, not infinite value, so

our thought of “infinity” does not itself have infinite worth.

Hartman gradually expanded the realm of systemic value objects beyond his

starting point of pure conceptual constructs, but he tried to carry many of the alleged

properties of pure conceptual constructs over to all ideas or systemic values. This

becomes very problematic, however, once all definitions, even those containing

empirical concepts, are classified as systemic value-objects. It becomes even more

problematic once Hartman includes concepts like “sovereignty,” “citizen,” “the

state,” “corporation,” “the general will,” and all belief systems, pseudo-systems, and

ideologies (Hartman, 1991a, 199-204). Most dictionary definitions and ordinary

thoughts, all of which axiology eventually treats as systemic value objects, contain

words that have empirical content, that have been abstracted from experience, that

refer to things other than themselves, that contain words that themselves must be

defined by indefinitely many other words, and that are adequate by degrees rather

than all or nothing. Thus, most systemically valuable entities are not like pure

conceptual constructs with respect to definiteness, precision, finitude, and

perfection.

Even conceptual concepts or constructs may not always have the precise or

definite, finite, and totally non-empirical meanings that Hartman attributed to them;

the lines separating systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic concepts may not be as sharp

as Hartman assumed. Like the affective aspects of valuation, the conceptual aspects

seem to merge gradually into one another. The real differences may be only with

respect to degrees of definiteness, precision, and finitude, not in absolute kind.

Hartman repeatedly used “circle” as his prime example of a precise systemic

concept. Its precision “consists in the complete determination of its meaning a

minimum of terms” (Hartman, 1967, 81). However, the defining words of “circle”

like “curve,” “closed,” “points,” “equidistant,” and “center” have to be defined by

other words, and then by other words, and then by other words—perhaps

indefinitely; and some of them have minimal empirical content.

Nevertheless, ideas, whether pure constructs or not, constitute a very

significant and distinctive domain of value. Hartman’s originality in recognizing this

must be acknowledged, and his insight into this must be affirmed. However, we

need a mathematics that is more accurate than the one Hartman selected, as further

explained later.

!Extrinsic value-objects are measured by extrinsic or analytic value con-

cepts that have supposedly been abstracted from our sensory experience of the

world, Hartman maintained (Hartman, 1967, 113). But what of psychological

concepts that are abstracted from introspective experience? We do indeed find the

things of the world useful to us, either actually or potentially, either now or later.

They belong to general classes like tables, cars, fingers, and figs. These classes have
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definitions, definitional predicates. As Plato recognized, wherever two or more

things are called by a common name, they share at least one common property.

Since there must always be two of them having something in common, extrinsic

values are not considered with respect to their uniqueness. 

Instances of general classes must exemplify their definitional properties, or

else we don’t know how to classify or evaluate them. “Chair” for example is defined

as “a seat with four legs and a back.” Is a broken chair with one severed leg, or no

legs or back at all, still a chair? We can still think of a broken chair that has lost

some of its definitional properties under the concept of “chair” when we want to

have it fixed or recall its former function. The goodness, badness, or in-between

worth of members of extrinsic classes are not supposed to depend on their

definitional properties, however; they depend instead on their expositional prop-

erties, but what are expositional properties, and how many expositional properties

are there? In theory sensory objects possess a denumerable infinity of properties,

Hartman maintained; in practice, he reluctantly conceded, we always deal with only

a finite number of them.

In principle, extrinsic value objects and the analytic concepts by which we

measure them are indefinitely, indeed infinitely, large in good-making properties/

predicates, Hartman thought, though we need not and should not follow him quite

this far. In this respect, they are radically different, supposedly, from systemic

concepts that always have only finite and precise meanings. Analytic or empirical

concepts consist of words, that are defined by other words, that are defined by still

other words, and “so on to infinity”—a denumerable infinity. An infinite number of

good-making properties are there, correspondingly, in all extrinsically good things,

Hartman contended. Thus, in principle, extrinsically good things are infinitely

valuable because they have an endless number of good-making properties. As

Hartman put it, 

According to a theorem of transfinite mathematics, any collection of

material objects is at most denumerably infinite, that is to say, can be put,

at most, into one-to-one correspondence with the series of rational numbers.

0The cardinality of, or appropriate number for, this series is à  (Hartman,

1967, 117). 

In practice, however, Hartman admitted, our extrinsic value concepts or

standards are always composed of only a finite number of good-making predicates,

to which only a finite number of their actual good-making properties could

correspond. (Hartman, 1967, 113, 194, 195, 221). In other words, even if extrinsic

value-objects have an infinite number of good-making properties, in practice this

makes no difference whatsoever. In extending Hartman’s poorly developed

axiological calculus, Frank G. Forrest proposed that we use the letter “k” for what

he called “elastic sets” of indefinitely large but still finite sets of
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0properties/predicates; and he used “k” instead of Hartman’s à  (Forrest, 1994, 9-10)

in numbering extrinsic value-objects.

Why did Hartman assume that physical objects, processes, and actions do

in fact have a denumerably infinite number of good-making properties? This

assumption can certainly be questioned. The only reason for this that Hartman ever

gave is that this is “a theorem of transfinite mathematics.” 

Perhaps intimated by Hartman himself, some of Hartman’s interpreters seem

to get an argument of sorts for the non-denumerable infinity of human experience

from a play on the dual concepts of “continuous” and “continuum.” The play

consists in identifying the two, but there are some very good reasons for not doing

so. First, they are two quite distinct concepts. “Continuous” is an empirical concept

that means “being linked without interruption,” as when two or more things are

spatially, temporally, or causally linked. “Continuum” is not an empirical concept;

it is a formal mathematical construct that means “a set with the same transfinite

number as the set of real numbers,” which is the same thing as “denumerably

infinite.” Identifying these two meanings is sheer confusion, resulting from a mere

play on similar sounding words. The argument begins empirically with the

continuity of human experience, then leaps from there to a mathematical continuum.

If a moment of human experience is a unified gestalt in which many things are at

once linked with one another, so many that we cannot practically count them, this

does not mean that it can be divided up into an infinite number of real good-making

parts or properties. Simply identifying “continuous” with “continuum” is question-

begging, for the question is whether any experience can be divided up into an

infinite number of real parts, and we cannot simply make this true by definition.

Infinitely divisible lines in space may be used as examples of such alleged

infinities, but for many reasons it is very hard if not impossible to get infinite

extrinsic worth, much less infinite intrinsic worth, from such examples. First, if a

line is divisible into an infinite number of points, does this make it infinitely

valuable? Does this make it intrinsically valuable? Might not some properties, like

points on a line, be of such trivial significance that they alone, no matter how many,

could never add up to actual infinite or intrinsic worth? Are infinitesimally small

points good-making properties, or are they just too trivial or irrelevant to matter? If

infinitesimally small points are only systemic conceptual constructs (they have an

absolute position but no size or shape), could they even count at all as actual

empirical good-making extrinsic properties? Might not some physical objects,

properties, and actions have no extrinsic value at all, no usefulness, either actual or

potential, to say nothing of having no intrinsic significance? Doesn’t quantum

theory tell us that nothing in nature has an absolutely precise position, and that real

lines (or any other physical entities) are not infinitely divisible into real parts, even

if mathematically imaginary ones are? According to quantum theory, below certain

measurable finite quanta, nothing real exists at all. Infinitesimals are conceptual

fictions, not real objects in experienced space and time. Perhaps we can imagine no

points at which we would have to stop dividing imaginary lines, but quantum theory
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says that we can and do find natural units at which we must stop dividing real lines.

Do imaginary or potential properties count as actual good-making properties? Is

potential worth equivalent to actual worth? Might not the good-making properties

of empirical objects, processes, and actions just be indefinitely large without being

infinitely large, especially when their alleged infinity makes no practical difference

whatsoever?

Frank G. Forrest admitted that the axiology of transfinite math is a “blunt

tool.” This is very obvious, as previously explained, when it treats all ideas and

combinations of ideas as having equal worth, no matter how trivial or profound, no

matter how sparse or numerous. One word or thought in Plato’s Dialogues has n

value; but all the words or thoughts in all of Plato’s Dialogues have only n value

when we apply cardinal number arithmetic (transfinite math) to them. The same sort

0of problem arises if we assign “à ” (denumerably infinite) value to everything in the

0physical universe. This means that the penny in my pocket is worth à , but all the

0gold in Fort Knox is worth only à . Thus, my penny is worth all the gold in Fort

Knox, and all the gold in Fort Knox is worth no more than my penny! 

All useful things are equally useful if all have the same axiological value

0(Hartman’s “à ” or Forrest’s “k”), but this is blatantly false. Obviously, something

very important gets lost when axiology applies transfinite math to the ordinary

world of empirical “stuff.” Given a choice between a bookkeeper who uses

axiological math, and one who just uses plain old arithmetic, most of us would much

prefer the latter! Using transfinite math in business bookkeeping would mean that

there would never be any profits, gains, or losses! With the things of the world,

other formal or mathematical systems seem to work much better. Transfinite math

is definitely not isomorphous with the domain of extrinsic material goods or of

systemic monetary values.

Hartman’s association of extrinsic values with a denumerable infinity of

properties is very questionable, but extrinsic value objects are no less significant,

even without Hartman’s excursion into the transfinite.

!Intrinsic value-objects supposedly correlate with and are measured by

what Hartman called “singular” concepts or “unicepts.” These are proper names like

“Joe,” “Ike,” “Mary,” and “Dorothy.” They are also personal pronouns that stand for

proper names, words like “I,” “me,” “my,” “you,” “your,” and “they.” They are also

metaphors, Hartman thought, though we will have deal with them later. They are

concepts that apply or refer only to unique individuals. They do not apply or refer

to classes of things, as do extrinsic analytic concepts, and not to mere words or

ideas, as do pure conceptual constructs. 

The appropriate transfinite number for every unique human being, Hartman

1,claimed, is “à ” a non-denumerable infinity. Every intrinsically valuable human

being supposedly contains within himself or herself a non-denumerable infinity of

good-making properties, specifically—thought properties, Hartman argued, and for

1that reason, “à ” is the correct cardinal number for every person. However, if this
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1claim is false, then “à ” is not the appropriate number for us, and a transfinite

calculus built upon it does not apply to us and is without foundations or justification.

Instead of abandoning hope for developing an axiological calculus, we should just

abandon transfinite math and search for something less misleading.

4. Hartman’s Faulty “Proofs” of “The Infinite Value of Man”

That all people contain within themselves a non-denumerable infinity of good-

making properties is a very large and surprising claim! Why should we believe it? 

Hartman gave the most detailed account of his reasons in an article titled

“Four Axiological Proofs for the Infinite Value of Man,” (Hartman, 1964). Later,

in less detail and using less “sexist” language, he presented his single  “Proof for the

Infinite Value of the Human Person” in The Structure of Value (Hartman, 1967,

116-119). In his original “Four Proofs...,” Hartman gave four arguments for that the

conclusion that we unique human beings have an infinite number of good-making

properties. This conclusion, he claimed, follows from each of the following four

premises.

1. We can think a non-denumerable infinity of thoughts.

2. We have our own definitions of ourselves within ourselves, and each such

definition is infinitely rich in meanings or thoughts. 

3. We are the “mirror of all things,” that is, we can think an infinite number

of thoughts about an infinite number of things in the world.

4. We are self-actualizing beings, and our self-ideals are infinitely rich in

thoughts or meanings. 

Since “Proofs” 2, 3, and 4, all depend on thinking an infinity of thoughts, they

reduce to the first proof. This may explain why Hartman presented and defended

only the first “Proof” in The Structure of Value (116-119). His essential argument

boils down to this:

1. We can think a denumerable infinity of thoughts corresponding to all

possible extrinsic properties.

2. We can think that we are thinking, that we are thinking, that we are

thinking, ... each of these thoughts an infinite number of times, and this gives us

infinities of the first infinity of good-making properties.

So, we have within ourselves a non-denumerable infinity of good-making

properties, namely, thought properties, and this means that we have non-denum-

erably infinite worth.

Hartman’s “Proof” has been discussed and critiqued in many publications.

(See, for example, Edwards, 1973; Edwards, 1991, 83-87; Dicken and Edwards,
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2001,139, 146-149). In a nutshell, here is why it will not work and why our value

1as unique human beings cannot be represented appropriately by “à .”

1) The most telling objection to Hartman’s “Proof” is that his two premises

are blatantly false. We simply can’t do it. We cannot think even a denumerable

infinite number of thoughts, and we can not think that we are thinking each of those

thoughts an infinite number of times. 

According to Hartman we actually have a non-denumerable infinity of

good-making properties, thought properties, and for this reason we have non-

denumerably infinite worth, precisely and only because we can actually think a

non-denumerable infinity of thoughts. The trouble is, we can’t, and that is all there

is to it. As a contemporary mathematician says of the project of correlating two

infinite sets, “Putting two infinite sets into one-to-one correspondence is an infinite

task, and we don’t pretend that we can do it (that is, finish it) in finite time” (Suber,

1998). In a finite lifetime, we can’t actually think a denumerable infinity of

thoughts, much less a non-denumerable infinity of them. In an early version of his

“proof,” Hartman himself explicitly admitted as much, writing that “Obviously, no

individual can actually think all these thoughts. The demonstration of man’s infinity

refers to ideal man” (Hartman, 1961, 410). In later versions of the “proof” this fatal

admission was simply dropped without explanation. 

Well, Hartman’s “ideal man” is a mere conceptual construct, so his “proof”

does not apply to real people. With respect to extrinsic things in spacetime, Hartman

says that he is only talking about an “upper limit” of an actual infinity of properties

(118, 222), but he adds that “that every individual person is as infinite as the whole

space-time universe” (118). He further claims to “have shown that the human being

has literally infinite value” (Hartman, 1991a, 194). The trouble is, he has not shown

this at all! We can’t do what he claims we can do!

That we cannot actually think a denumerable infinity of properties, much

less a non-denumerable infinity of them, should be obvious enough. If we could

think a mere denumerable infinity of thoughts, we would (or could) know

everything there is to know about everything that can be counted, but we don’t.

Infinite means “no limits,” whether they be denumerable or non-denumerable. Yet,

all of us have only limited knowledge and only a very finite, though indefinitely

large, ability to think. Our finitude, in every conceivable way, not our infinity, is an

integral in escapable feature of our individual human reality. This ontological truth

cannot be dismissed lightly. The mathematics of denumerable and non-denumerable

infinity has no legitimate application to our human actuality.

To the objection, “I could just count through the numbers – that would be

an infinity of thoughts, but it wouldn’t imply that I know all there is to know”

(Steinhart, 2008) there is a plausible response.

Aside from just not living long enough to count through all the numbers,

there is a serious problem here about our capacities. “Being able to do something”

is a capacity concept that does not refer merely to a single exercise of that capacity.

Being able to think an infinite number of thoughts, whether denumerable or non-
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denumerable, is a capacity—like being able to walk, or being able to speak a

language. A single use of a capacity does not add up to having that capacity, just as

a single step, a child’s first step, does not add up to the habit of walking. When we

have capacities, we use them more than once. This particular objection assumes that

if we had the capacity to think an infinite number of thoughts (which we do not), we

would use it only once. However, the single use of a capacity is not equivalent to

having that capacity; when we have capacities, we do in fact use them more than

once. If we are capable of thinking an infinite number of thoughts, we could not use

that capacity just once to count through “all the numbers” (even though there is no

“all” in the sense of a last number). Instead, we could use it an indefinite number of

times—so much so that we could know all that there is to know, not just about our

universe, but about all possible universes in which things can be counted. At least

we would be capable of knowing all there is to know, even if we were too lazy or

lacking in curiosity to do the work. Yet, none of us are omniscient.

Here are some additional telling objections to Hartman’s “proofs” of the

infinite value of “man.”

2) The proofs are totally systemic in that they depend entirely on our ability

to think. They make no appeal whatsoever to our capacities to love or to identify

intensely or totally with others. Thus, they have nothing whatsoever to do with the

most appealing features of intrinsic valuation.

3) The proofs have nothing whatsoever to do with “uniqueness.” They

depend entirely on properties that all human beings have in common—our ability

to think. The “proofs” appeal only to allegedly universal human properties, not to

human uniqueness, not to properties that each of us alone possesses, not to the total

set of our individual properties, only to our thinking about thinking. Thus, the

“proofs” fail to show the very thing they are alleged to show—that unique persons

have infinite intrinsic worth. 

4) When developed into a value calculus using transfinite rules of

1calculation, “à ” applied to persons has drastically counterintuitive implications. For

example:

! The applied calculus leads to the conclusion that loving a hundred people

1 1has no more value than loving one person since à  added to à  a hundred times just

1yields à , nothing more. In transfinite math, no matter how many times you add or

subtract, you end up right where you started. Applying transfinite math to people

says that the existence of a hundred people is no better than the existence of one

person, and that the death of a hundred people is no worse than the death of one

person. This really gets embarrassing when applied to killing people. It implies that

the mass murder of a hundred people is no worse than killing just one person, which

seems utter ridiculous! The math for killing people is slightly more complicated,

(See Dicken and Edwards, 2001, 148-149); but that’s the way it comes out. 

! The applied calculus leads to the conclusion that it is just as valuable for

0a person to love the number “1” (n ), or a grain of sand (à ) as it is to love a person1 1à à

1(à ) because all three of these formulas are equivalent to exactly the same1à
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2thing—à . This, also, seems utterly counterintuitive. Surely loving a person has

more than loving an idea or a grain of sand. A transfinite axiological calculus may

lead us far astray.

! No matter how often they occur, the “intrinsic value enrichers” discussed

earlier—truth, beauty, goodness, knowledge, enjoyment, pleasure, happiness, the

moral law, love, freedom, creativity, desire fulfillment, interest fulfillment, etc. as

1normally experienced in everyday life—make no difference whatsoever to à

intrinsic worth. Only when evaluated intrinsically, only when we totally identify

with them, do they make a difference that shows up in the math (Forrest, 1995, 154-

155).

! When the transfinite calculus is applied to the eighteen value

combinations that make up the Hartman Value Profile, many important distinctions

simply get lost. The eighteen are reduced to only eight, and many vital distinctions

are “hopelessly lost” (Moore, 1991, 184-188).

Other objections can be raised (Richards, 2008), but this much shows that

Hartman’s application of transfinite math to the systemic, extrinsic, and intrinsic

value distinction is in serious trouble. No one within the Hartman Institute has ever

attempted to reply to the preceding definitive objections. 

5. Refuting Hartman’s Own Reply

The only available replies to my objections were written by Hartman himself shortly

before his death (Hartman, 1995, 111-117). They may be summarized as follows. 

According to Hartman:

1) The “infinite value of man” is still a valid theoretical truth, even if not an

empirical truth. 

2) It is also an empirical truth because a few people, specifically the mystics,

really do think an infinite number of thoughts, even though most people don’t and

can’t.

3) “Thinking” is a far richer concept than some people think because it

includes “dreaming, imagining, memory, anticipation, etc.” 

4) Future people will be able to think to infinity, even if presently existing

people can’t. 

5) We are made “in God's image,” which is infinite, so we are infinite too,

but at a lesser order of infinity. 

A few minor details are omitted in this summary, but this is the essence of

Hartman’s reply.

Hartman’s response (Dicken and Edwards, 2001, 158-159) is completely

unconvincing  because:
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1) If only theoretical people can think an infinite number of thoughts, this

still leaves all of us real people wallowing in finitude. 

2) That mystics think or experience to infinity is an interpretation that comes

after the fact of mystical experience itself, and mystical experience can be, and

probably should be, interpreted in other ways. Most importantly, if only mystics can

do it, this still leaves most people, all of us non-mystics, as finite clods; and it

implies radically unequal value between infinite mystics and finite non-mystics.

3) Human dreaming, imagining, remembering, and anticipating are also

finite. And this account still omits love, compassion, mercy, identification, etc.

4) Hartman gives no account of how or evidence that the transition will be

made some day between us finite dullards and our supposed infinitely-cognitive

super-person posterity. This, too, still leaves presently existing people with only a

finite number of good-making properties, thus with only finite value.

5) The “image of God” argument seems to involve resemblances between

human and Divine capacities to know, think, love, and so on; but traditional

theologians correctly and consistently reject “infinity” as a point of resemblance

implied by the imago deo. Almost universally, theologians emphatically contrast

God’s infinity with our finitude. Ascribing an inherent infinity of good-making

properties to any of God’s creatures would be heresy and blasphemous self-

deification of our finite selves. The concept of the “infinite value of man” was first

created by 18  and 19  century German romanticists—definitely not by traditionalth th

theologians reflecting on the “image of God” in us (Edwards, 2000, 236-239), and

definitely not anywhere in the Bible.

Traditional Christian theology was much more inclined to call us human

beings infinitely bad than to call us infinitely good, something that Hartman never

realized. God is not neutral toward us as sinners. God hates us infinitely in our sinful

state, some say (despite the Bible’s claim that God loves us while we are yet

sinners). Jonathan Edwards, for one, explicitly claimed in his sermon on “The

Justice of God in the Damnation of Sinners” that justice is the very last thing that

sinners could want from God because disobedience to an Infinite Being is an infinite

offense, and an infinite offense deserves infinite punishment. Since all sinners are

infinitely odious to God, justice requires that they be infinitely punished in Hell.

Sinners in the hands of his angry God are in deep trouble! What sinners need is

mercy, not justice, and God can give that to whomever he pleases (J. Edwards, 1830,

501 ff). Such themes are commonplace in the writings of Jonathan Edwards and

perhaps other theologians. Of course, Edwards never explained why an infinitely

loving God does not please to be merciful to all. “Inscrutable” just doesn’t cut it!

Other theologians see any attempt to claim infinite worth for ourselves as

a profound manifestation of vanity, pride, and sinfulness. The Twentieth Century

theologian, Reinhold Neibuhr, for example, wrote that “... Men are tempted to

protest against their finiteness by seeking to make themselves infinite. Thus evil in

its most developed form is always a good which imagines itself, or pretends to be,

better than it is. The devil is always angel who pretends to be God” (Niebuhr, 83).
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Would Niebuhr see Hartman as just such a devil in disguise, a finite being

pretending to be infinite, pretending to be God? 

Traditional Christianity clearly did not affirm that we have infinite value

because of properties that we inherently possess (as did Hartman). In that respect,

we definitely do not exist in the image of God. The possibility remains that we are

infinitely valuable, not in ourselves, but relationally. Perhaps we are infinitely

valuable because we are loved infinitely (not hated infinitely) by God. But this

relational infinite worth is very different from our being able to think an infinity of

thoughts, or possessing within ourselves an infinite number of any kind of good-

making properties.

In conclusion, Hartman’s “proofs” for the infinite worth of human persons

fail catastrophically. The Form of the Good works great; the Transfinite Axiological

Calculus does not work, even though remarkable things can be done with it, as

Frank G. Forrest has shown.

6. Axiology as a Future Science

Robert S. Hartman hoped to turn axiology or value theory into a real science and to

move it beyond mere philosophical speculation. Most current members of the Robert

S. Hartman Institute share that aspiration. How well did he succeed? 

Before defining “real science,” we should note first that no science is any

better than the philosophical assumptions upon which it is grounded, and all

sciences are grounded in philosophical assumptions like the uniformity of nature,

the ontological status of space and time, the reality of causation, and the existence

of other minds. Science is a social enterprise that requires repetition of results by

other competent scientists, other minds. Without other minds, there is no science. 

The hope of completely divorcing science from philosophy is utterly naive. Clearly,

the application of all formal and empirical systems depends upon philosophical

assumptions. If a true science of formal axiology is ever developed, it will never

empower us to dispense with philosophy, even though some of Hartman’s remarks

pointed in this direction (Hartman, 1967, 14-15, 30). Here are some serious

arguments supporting  the claim that Hartman’s “axiological science” did not and

could not dispense with philosophy.

1) The three value dimensions are philosophical through and through; they

are philosophically derived and cannot be deduced from his axiom, “Good is

concept fulfilment.”

2) Hartman’s use of transfinite math in applying axiology to human beings

was grounded in his failed philosophical “Proofs for the Infinite Value of Man.” 

3) Purely formal axiology has no subject matter. Only applied axiology has

human beings, things, and ideas as its subject matter, and philosophical arguments

are required to justify these three applications. 

Only applied axiology answers G. E. Moore’s question, “What things are

good?” Hartman’s application of it to us human beings makes many controversial
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philosophical assumptions, such as that we are capable of thinking a non-

denumerable infinity of thoughts, that systemic thoughts are intrinsic-good-making

properties, etc. If we can’t think a non-denumerable infinity of thoughts, Hartman’s

way of applying such transfinite formalities does not work, and his position cannot

be defended philosophically. Maybe there is some other way to do it, but that also

will have to be explained and defended philosophically in the future. Formal

axiology will just have to find another math, one that does not require us to make

absurd philosophical assumptions. We always bring our philosophical assumptions

with us, both in selecting relevant formal systems and in applying them. This is

especially true in value theory of any kind, formal or not.

A. What is Real Science?

Next, whether Hartman succeeded in creating a “real science of axiology” cannot

be answered until “real science” is clearly defined. Hartman definitely did not equate

real science with natural science. When most people with an American education

hear the words “real science,” they almost immediately identify this with “natural

or empirical science.” Hartman came from a much broader European tradition that

takes “science” to be any organized body of knowledge. In this tradition, “science”

is just “orderly thinking,” as Hartman put it (Hartman, 1967, 4). Or, as he expressed

it elsewhere, science in general is a “thought pattern applied to a set of objects”

(Hartman, “The Science of Value: Five Lectures on Formal Axiology,” unpublished,

11). 

In this older European framework, theology was “the queen of the

sciences,” but a science nevertheless. Understanding that Hartman came from this

European background makes it easier for us to see why Hartman did not identify

“science” with “natural science” and why he regarded this identification as

fallacious (Hartman, 1967, 130).

Hartman had a very specific understanding of what we are calling “real

science.” It involves mathematics, but it is something much more specific than mere

“mathematical rigor.” He thought that creating a real or proper science involves

identifying a formal system (a formal axiom or numbering system of some kind)

with an empirical subject matter (Hartman, 1967, 4-5, 9, 14, 41, 72-77). An axiom

is “the symbolic form of the core of a phenomenal field,” and it is known by “a

direct and immediate intuition” (41). Axiology identifies the Form of the Good with

the core of what Hartman called “value phenomena” (97). A true science applies

some formal system to a phenomenal field or subject matter.

Hartman did equate real science with scientific method, but not as usually

understood, not with the method of the physical or empirical sciences, the so-called

“hypothetical method” involving sensory observation, repetition of experiments, and

empirical prediction and control of natural objects and processes (Hartman, 1967,

45-46, 127-130). Rather, he identified it with the synthesis of a formal system with

the core of some subject matter or “set of objects.” He wrote, “I define a “science”
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as “the combination of a formal frame of reference with a set of objects” (Hartman,

2002, 8). As he explained his understanding of science and scientific method, 

Science in general is a method and has nothing to do with any specific

content; if there is a formal frame of reference applicable to a set of objects,

then there is a science, no matter whether the subject matter of the science

is spatio-temporal — and hence empirically observable and predictable —

or not. Thus, mathematics, music, and axiology are sciences, and they do

include experimentation, observation, and prediction even though they are

not “empirical.” For these operations are nothing but attempts to apply a

frame of reference to a set of objects; whether these objects are spatio-

temporal or not is irrelevant. Prediction, in particular, is nothing but the

statement that the object conforms to the frame of reference. Thus, in music

one can “predict” which note Wilhelm Backhaus is going to play next when

he is playing a certain concerto; and in mathematics one can “predict” what

will be the result of a certain operation. The same occurs in axiology. Given

a certain situation and applying the axiological frame of reference, one can

“predict” the axiological result. It is a peculiarity of natural science that its

formal prediction coincides with a temporal process of its object; and this

material process is confused with the formal predictability of any science

as such (Hartman, 1967, 127)

Just any old formal system won’t do, however. In a “real science,” the

relevant formal system must have the same pattern as (that is, be “isomorphous

with”) the subject matter to which it is applied (Hartman, 1967, 4, 9, 14). Hartman

explained that an isomorphous system accounts “with the minimum of concepts for

the maximum of phenomena” (14). In scientific axiology, “there is an axiological

pattern isomorphous with and formally structuring, the whole value realm” (9).

Thus, according to Hartman, real science must have 1) a subject matter, a

“set of objects,” 2) mathematical formalities, or a formal “frame of reference,” and

3) isomorphous patterning between 1) and 2). Particular sciences make use of

whatever branches or parts of mathematics they happen to need, or that happen to

fit (Hartman, 1967, 106-107; Hartman, 1991b, 10). Sometimes, scientists have to

create entirely new branches of mathematics in order to find something that will fit.

Logic and mathematics, as well as their applications, have historical origins, just like

everything else in human culture. Logic and math did not just fall from the sky all

at once and for all time. Socrates and Plato had no logic at all, which is probably

why there are so many wretched arguments in Plato’s dialogues. Plato’s student,

Aristotle, created the first logic, and creative logicians have been at it ever since.

The same is true of various branches of mathematics.

Before Galileo (Hartman, 1967, 27, 31, 34-35, 45, 70-71, 146-147, 300), no

one knew how to apply any branches of mathematics to the empirical world, so real

natural science did not exist in ancient and medieval times. Real physical sciences
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(e.g., physics, chemistry, biophysics, etc.) apply some kind of isomorphous math to

their subject matter, and real non-physical science (e.g., axiology) can do it too. The

two formalities of Hartman’s science of axiology are: 1) the Form of the Good, as

“concept fulfillment” and 2) Transfinite Math, as applied to the three dimensions of

value. Only the first counts as the “axiom” of formal axiology. Hartman never

claimed that transfinite math is an axiom of formal axiology. These formalities,

Hartman thought, could bring order to the phenomenal field of values, thus creating

a science of axiology. Axiology’s phenomenal field is that of experienced values

and valuations—that is, of what and how people value.

Hartman’s first formality, the Form of the Good, works remarkably well, as

we have seen; and this is the one he most emphasized, the only one he called the

formal axiom of his new science of axiology. The second formality, Transfinite

Math, does not work very well, partly because the philosophical foundations of its

application to human beings are so weak, and partly because it is not “isomorphous”

with its subject matter, as just explained. However, remarkable things can be and

have been done with it (Forrest, 1994). 

At present, we are only halfway there in creating a successful science of

value. Only the math, the weak part, enables computation, exactness, and the

development of a calculus of value. Having a formal calculus of value that is

isomorphous with its subject matter still awaits the insights of creative

mathematicians. We are still far removed from the day anticipated by Leibnitz, and

championed by Hartman, when “two philosophers who disagreed about a particular

point [in moral philosophy] instead of arguing fruitlessly would take out their

pencils and calculate” (Hartman, 1967, 337, n. 4).

Axiologists today (as evidenced by articles in this Journal) tend to treat

Hartman’s infinities (e.g., “the infinite value of man”) as metaphors that both

express and invoke intrinsic valuations—for those capable of responding to

mathematical metaphors. This is an excellent move, but we must understand that no

real science is based upon math applied metaphorically. Certainly, no effective

calculus of value could be based on metaphorical math.

B. Where Do we Go from Here?

Where do we go from here? There are at least three possibilities: 1) to develop a

different and better proof of the infinite value of human beings, or 2) to develop and

apply a better (more relevant) branch of mathematics, 3) to ramify the Form of the

Good and the three value dimensions into empirical axiological behavioral sciences

like psychology, sociology, or political science. 

1) A very different “proof” of the “infinite value of human beings” has been

offered, but it is valid only in a theological context (Edwards, 2000, Ch. 6). An

infinite being (God) loving a finite being (a human being) results in an infinite value

combination. In the following explanation, Frank Forrest’s “k” will used for our

1indefinitely large human finitude, and à  will be used for God’s infinity.
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If we represent God’s love to us as (k) , that formula is logically or1à

2mathematically equivalent to à . In this manner, we can express the value-

ùincrease required by Process Theology but not allowed by Hartman’s à .

1 1Our love to God, expressed as (à ) , is equivalent only to à  and thus hask

less value than God’s love to us. Either way, whether we love God or God

loves us, we have infinite worth; and this is the ultimate proof of the infinite

value of human beings! We have infinite worth only in relation to God, not

because of any properties that we possess inherently. God’s love to us has

2 1à  worth; our love to God has only à  worth; that makes much better sense

intuitively than regarding them as equal in worth. Both lover/loved

combinations are infinities, but the first is higher in order than the second.

God’s love to us is more valuable than our love to God, though both value

combinations are infinities (Edwards, 2000, 236).

 

Thus, we would have infinite value either because we are loved by God, or

because we love God. Hartman did not follow through with it, but he was aware of

Kierkegaard’s “proof” that “only when the self as this definite individual is

conscious of existing before God, only then is it the infinite self” (Hartman, 1962,

427). The transfinite calculus might be of excellent use in theology, though not in

a “secular” human axiology that would be available outside of theology. The

theological application does not say that we have infinite worth because we contain

within ourselves an infinite number of good-making properties (i.e., that we can

think an infinity of thoughts, as Hartman contended). It says that we have infinite

value only relationally—because God loves us, or because we love God, because we

exist before God, but these theological considerations do not carry over into

“secular” contexts. This “proof” would be convincing only to those who believe in

an infinite and loving God. It is definitely not the universally appealing secular

“proof” that Hartman wanted. The transfinite math in the theological “proof” might

advance the science of axiology if you believe in God, but not if you don’t. To

human beings, it reasonably assigns only an indefinitely large but still finite intrinsic

worth.

2) Perhaps some branch of mathematics, a better branch, a more relevant

branch than transfinite math, could be found or created. When applied to the three

dimensions of value, it would have to be truly isomorphous in form with its subject

matter. In application, it could not depend upon implausible philosophical claims

like “We can think an infinite number of thoughts”, and it would not have

embarrassing logical implications like “A hundred people have no more value than

one person”. Hartman did not choose the best possible formal system to apply to the

three value dimensions. Transfinite logic is not isomorphous with its axiological

subject matter. Mathematicians and logicians can create, have created, and are

continuing to create, a vast number of alternative mathematical and logical systems.

Set theory and transfinite math, with their hierarchy of finitude and multiple

infinities, is only one such system. Someone can do better, (but not the present
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author, who is not a mathematician). Consider the article by Jim Weller titled “Why

not Fractal Geometry?...” that comes next in this issue of this Journal; but he fails

to derive a workable calculus of value from fractal geometry.

Mark A. Moore, (Moore, 1995) showed us how to apply the alternative

finitistic mathematics of quantum wave theory to the three dimensions of value. His

initial efforts need additional work (Richards, 2008, 198-205), but he shows

decisively that the three dimensions of value can be numbered distinctly without

resorting to infinities, and they can thus be divorced mathematically from their

faulty grounding in Hartman’s “Proofs for the Infinite Value of Man.” In the future,

other mathematicians may find other ways to apply other or different finitistic

branches of mathematics that do not have strongly counterintuitive implications to

the three value dimensions and other ways to calculate relations between them.

Completing a true science of axiology awaits these further future developments.

Without formulas, there is no science of formal axiology. About that we can

certainly agree with Hartman and Frank. G. Forrest; but this is future science, not

science today.

3) Perhaps new subdivisions of formal axiology can be created—empirical

behavioral axiological sciences, for example—that give empirical support to,

validation of, and testable clinical or even wider behavioral applications of the three

dimensions of value. This, too, has now been done quite successfully by Leon

Pomeroy in his book titled The New Science of Axiological Psychology (Pomeroy,

2005). In this remarkable book, psychologist Pomeroy develops in considerable

depth an axiological psychology that works intensely and successfully with the three

dimensions of value and the hierarchy of value and validates the Hartman Value

Profile. However, Pomeroy’s work does not use or depend in any way upon

transfinite mathematics. Pomeroy’s isomorphic math is statistics. His book shows

profitably, persuasively, and definitively that scientific axiology can be taken in new

directions that are entirely independent of Hartman’s “Infinite Value of Man.” 

We can and should go very far with Robert S. Hartman without going all the

way. This, for some, (like the author of this article) may be a slow and difficult

lesson to learn. Even without transfinite mathematics, understanding what and how

we value is immensely illuminated by Hartman’s ideas and ideals.  As Martin Luther

said, we shouldn’t “throw out the baby with the bath water.”
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